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Message
From:
Sent:
To:

BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst. Notifi cations [Catalyst. Notificati ons@sscd i rect.com]
2017-08-16 4:28:25 PM
Catalyst. N otifi cations [Catalyst. N otificati ons@sscd irect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXRjYXBpdGFsLmNvbQ==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership Ill - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership Ill Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.

"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening I reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document, you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentia!il:y provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution."
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III (the "Fund" or "Fund III") Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject
to confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement.
By opening / reading this document, or by otherwise receiving this document, you understand,
acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited Partnership
Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected
by you and your institution.
Confidentiality Provision

The following confidentiality provision is from Article 18 of the Second Amended and Restated
Limited Partnership Agreement dated as of June 22, 2010. The capitalized terms contained in the
confidentiality provision have meanings set forth in the limited partnership agreement.

18.J(e) Confidential Information. The General Partner and the Manager hereby agree and each
Limited Partner hereby agrees that neither it nor any of its representatives or Affiliates shall at any
time disclose any Confidential Information to any Person nor use the same for any purpose other than
the purposes of the Partnership or its investment therein, nor disclose or use for any purpose other than
those of the Partnership, the private affairs of the Partnership or its investment therein or any other
information relating to the business, operations or affairs of the Partnership which it may acquire
hereunder or pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement entered into pursuant to or in
contemplation of this Agreement; provided that such restriction shall not apply to (i) information that
is or becomes generally available to the public other than as a result of any disclosure made by a
Person in violation of this Section, (ii) information already in a party's possession without restriction
on disclosure, (iii) iriformation that comes into a party's possession from a third party without
restriction on disclosure, other than in violation ofany agreement ofwhich the recipient party is aware,
or (il~ il?formation that is required to be disclosed by law or by any court, governmental or regulatory
authority or securities exchange, provided that the disclosing party shall use all reasonable efforts to
notify the other parties of such requirement as soon as it becomes known to such disclosing party and
shall provide such reasonable cooperation as may be requested by the General Partner to assist the
General Partner in seeking an appropriate protective order to avoid such disclosure. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, a Limited Partner that is a ''fund-of-funds" may disclose Confidential Information
regarding the Partnership and any Portfolio Companies to its underlying investors who are bound by
an obligation of cof?fidentiality in favour of either the Limited Partner or its manager.
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Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus")
Prepared by: Newton Glassman

CALLIDUS IS NOW A REPORTING ISSUER (I.E. A PUBLIC COMPANY, LISTED ON THE
TSX, TICKER SYMBOL "CBL") AND CATALYST MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO
DISSEl\HNATE NON-PUBLIC PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMATION. THIS WOULD INCLUDE
THE SIZE AND COl\fPOSITION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO AND THE STATE OF THE
LOAN PIPELINE. THEREFORE, SUCH NON-PUBLIC :MATERIAL INFORMATION WILL
ONLY BE PROVIDED IN QUARTERLY LETTERS Sil\fULTANEOUS WITH OR AFTER
SUCH INFORMATION HAS BEEN PUBLICLY DISCLOSED.

Catalyst substantially completed the capital markets process for Callidus in Q2/2014:
• Completed the initial public offering ("IPO") of 18,000,000 common shares of Callidus
("Common Shares") for aggregate gross proceeds of C$252MM on April 23, 2014
• Closed the issuance of an additional 2,700,000 Common Shares pursuant to the over-allotment
option granted to the underwriters for aggregate gross proceeds of C$37.8MM on May 8, 2014
• Closed a $200MM senior secured revolving credit facility with Deutsche Bank AG, New York
Branch ("DBNY'') on April 10, 2014
• Catalyst received approximately C$234:NIM as a result of the IPO, and subsequently made a
distribution in Q2/2014
• Exchanged the interest in the loan portfolio and servicer for shares of the new public company
resulting in improved liquidity while accelerating potential for further appreciation
• Fund IV continued to participate in 18% (C$50MM) of the loan portfolio as it existed at IPO (with
such loans being replaced from time to time). In December 2014, Callidus purchased the
participation interest for 2,335,357 common shares at the December 3rd, 2014 closing price plus
$82 lK in cash as a post-closing adjustment for foreign exchange
Second Quarter 2017 Highlights
• Growth in loan portfolio resumed with the addition of new C$30 million facility in the quarter
• Total revenue of C$26.9 million decreased 15% (C$4. 7 million) from first-quarter 2017 and 31 %
(C$11.9 million) from second-quarter 2016, primarily due to consolidation of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. ("Bluberi") in first-quarter 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc.
("Otto") in second-quarter 2017
• Net loss of C$25.8 million for second-quarter 2017 (including the C$28 million non-cash impact
of a present value calculation update associated with the future disposition of collateral) compared
to net loss of C$3.5 million in the prior quarter and net income of C$37.5 million in the prior-year
period
• Loss ofC$0.51 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2017 compared to loss of C$0.07 per share
(diluted) in the prior quarter and earnings of C$0.73 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2016
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB
at a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
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Loan Por(folio
• As a result of ongoing, continuous process changes and improvements, Callidus revised its
measure of growth prospects, referred to as its pipeline of potential borrowers, to include what was
internally categorized as lower probability in order to present what Management believes is a more
accurate measure of opportunities being pursued and a better reflection of the size of the
addressable market. Callidus included this category as there have been instances of migration of
opportunities within the pipeline from lower to higher probability categories
• This pipeline, measured on a gross basis is currently approximately C$2.3 billion, with a US$255
million signed-back term sheet. If presented on a basis consistent with past reporting parameters,
the pipeline measure at June 30, 2017 was C$ l, 150 million, and currently stands at C$810 million.
Callidus has observed an increase in the prospects and deal pipeline, an encouraging sign given
the goal to re-start growth. As noted previously, Callidus closed and funded a new loan during the
quarter. Callidus continues to maintain a cautious approach in reviewing potential prospects as it
has observed a rising number of deals being signed by competitors as credit dollars continue to
pour back into the market
• During the quarter, Callidus closed and funded a new loan representing approximately C$30
million (US$22.8 million) of facilities. As previously disclosed, Callidus has a term sheet of
approximately C$330 million (US$255 million) signed back by a prospective borrower which is
included in the estimated pipeline number and is the subject of ongoing due diligence. If due
diligence is satisfactory, the term sheet is expected to convert into new loan facilities near the end
of the third quarter. As previously disclosed, Callidus undertakes extensive due diligence before
closing on a loan transaction and has historically closed on between 60% and 80% of signed back
term sheets. There can be no assurance that the results of the due diligence will be satisfactory to
Callidus
• Net loans receivable decreased from the year end primarily due to the recognition of businesses
acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi in first-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately
C$127 million) and Otto in second-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately C$92 million)
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Yield Enhancements and Provision for Loan Losses
• At June 30, 2017, the total recognized yield enhancements taken into income over the last two
quarters totaled approximately C$5.8 million (or C$0.12 per share)
• Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%) of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter. During the current
year-to-date period, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$8.5 million under the Catalyst guarantee
due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the first six months of 2017
Normal Course Issuer Bid
• In January 2017, Callidus commenced a normal course issuer bid (the "NCIB") with respect to the
common shares (see news release dated January 25, 2017)
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB at
a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
• Callidus intends to continue purchases under the NCIB as long as the common shares of Callidus
continue to trade at a discount to Callidus' view of fair value
Changes to Credit _Facilities and Liquidity
• Callidus' primary sources of short-term liquidity are cash and cash equivalents and undrawn credit
facilities. Assuming a participation rate for Catalyst Fund V of 75% and continued usual increases
in our senior debt facilities, total liquidity as at June 30, 2017 would be able to support
approximately C$300 million of new loans
• The revolving credit facility was terminated on July 17, 2017 as there was C$nil outstanding at the
end of the revolving period and beginning of the amortization period. As loan growth is restarted,
discussions with potential lenders about a warehouse facility continue, with the objective of
finding a replacement, flexible warehouse facility given Callidus' actively managed loan portfolio.
Management believes it will be successful in obtaining an appropriate warehouse facility. Callidus
has two facilities maturing in the next three months. Management believes that these facilities will
either be extended or replaced
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C anges to t w anagement eam
• Callidus remains committed to the goal of doubling the loan portfolio over the next two to three
years. In support of that goal, Callidus has added an additional senior Underwriter and Originator
to the Management team
• Geoffrey Zbikowski has joined Callidus as Vice President, Head of Originations - Western Region.
Geoffrey was previously a Managing Director with White Oak Global Advisors, LLC's
Origination team. He is currently based in California and will primarily cover the US market.
Geoffrey began his career in the Financial Restructuring Group at CIBC World Markets
• Michael Pisani has joined Callidus as Vice President, Portfolio/Underwriting. Michael has broad
experience across lending platforms and industries including asset-based, cash flow, franchise,
manufacturing, transportation, aircraft, debtor-in-possession and real estate. He most recently
served as Senior Vice President and Workout Leader for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance. Prior to
that he was Vice President, Corporate Finance at GE Capital, and Assistant Vice President for CIT
Business Credit Canada
Financial Highlights (for 3 Months Ended June 30, 2017)
• As at June 30, 2017, gross loans receivable before derecognition was C$1,028 million, a decrease
of C$286 million or 22% from December 31, 2016. The decrease was primarily due to the
repayment of 6 loans totaling C$377 million partially offset by the funding of existing loans and
the origination of a new loan in June 2017
• At June 30, 2017, there were 19 loans and the average loan amount funded was approximately
C$54 million. This compares with 24 loans and an average loan amount funded of C$55 million
at December 31, 2016. Net loans receivable decreased from year-end due to these repayments as
well as the recognition of businesses acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. in the first quarter of 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc. in the second
quarter of 2017, as these loans were removed from loans receivable and the companies were
consolidated in the financial statements
• Gross yield for the quarter was 11.2%, a decrease of 8.8% from the same quarter last year due
primarily to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees in the current
quarter
• For the current year-to-date period, a total of C$7.0 million of additional fees have been recognized
in interest and fees and other in the statement of comprehensive income related to yield
enhancements
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Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%) of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time. Under IFRS, Callidus is required to: (i) account for the present value
impact immediately as part of a loan loss provision and (ii) account for the accretion of this amount
in future periods through the statement of comprehensive income as interest revenue, meaning a
C$28 million reduction in current period income which is expected to be fully recovered in future
periods
During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter
For the current quarter, the average loan portfolio outstanding was C$1,030 million, a decrease of
C$ l l 7 million or 10% from the same quarter last year
The leverage ratio decreased from 40.4% at December 31, 2016 to 37.1 % at June 30, 2017
For the current quarter, Callidus recorded a net loss of C$25.8 million primarily as a result of a
higher provision for loan losses
Distribution ofUS$53.2MM related to Callidus IPO made in May 2014
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Guiding Principles

Principle 2: Superior Ana~ytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
8/16/2017 4:28:34 PM
Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXNYXBpdGFsLmNyb0==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV & Catalyst Fund IV Parallel Limited Partnership - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV and IV-PP Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter,
"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening/reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution,"
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV and IV-PP (the "Fund" or "Fund IV and IV-PP") Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds(Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements(please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject
to confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement.
By opening / reading this document, or by otherwise receiving this document, you understand,
acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited Partnership
Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected
by you and your institution.
Confidentiality Provision
The following confidentiality provision is from Article 18 of the Limited Partnership Agreement dated
as of June 25, 2012. The capitalized terms contained in the confidentiality provision have meanings set
forth in the limited partnership agreement.
18.10 Confidential Information. The General Partner and the Manager hereby agree and each Limited
Partner hereby agrees that neither it nor any ofits representatives or Affiliates shall at any time disclose
any Confidential Information to any Person nor use the samefor any purpose other than the purposes of
the Partnership or its investment therein, nor disclose or use for any purpose other than those of the
Partnership, the private affairs of the Partnership or its investment therein or any other information
relating to the business, operations or affairs of the Partnership which it may acquire hereunder or
pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement entered into pursuant to or in contemplation of this
Agreement; provided that .5iich restriction shall not apply to (i) information that is or becomes generally
available to the public other than as a result of any disclosure made by a Person in violation of this
Section, 'ii) information already in a party's possession without restriction on disclosure, (iii) information
that COWS into a party's possession from a third party without restriction on disclosure, other than in
violation ofany agreement ofwhich the recipient party is aware, or (iv) information that is required to be
disclosed by law or by any court, governmental or regulatory authority or securities exchange, provided
that the disclosing party shall use all reasonable efforts to noti.ft the other parties ofsuch requirement as
soon as it becomes known to such disclosing party and shall provide such reasonable cooperation as may
be requested by the General Partner to assist the General Partner in seeking an appropriate protective
order to avoid such disclosure. Notwithstanding theforegoing, a Limited Partner that is a 'fund-of-funds"
may disclose Confidential Information regarding the Partnership and any Portfolio Companies to its
underlying investors who are bound by an obligation of confidentiality in favour of either the Limited
Partner or its manager.
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Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus")
Prepared by Newton Glassman
New Derele".,, , ,

this Quarter

CALLIDUS IS NOW A REPORTING ISSUER (I.E. A PUBLIC COMPANY, LISTED ON THE
TSX, TICKER SYMBOL "CBL") AND CATALYST MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO
DISSEMINATE NON-PUBLIC PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMATION. THIS WOULD INCLUDE
THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO AND THE STATE OF THE
LOAN PIPELINE. THEREFORE, SUCH NON-PUBLIC MATERIAL INFORMATION WILL
ONLY BE PROVIDED IN QUARTERLY LETTERS SIMULTANEOUS WITH OR AFTER
SUCH INFORMATION HAS BEEN PUBLICLY DISCLOSED.
Catalyst substantially completed the capital markets process for Callidus in Q2/2014:
• Completed the initial public offering ("IPO") of 18,000,000 common shares of Callidus
("Common Shares-)for aggregate gross proceeds of C$252MM on April 23, 2014
• Closed the issuance of an additional 2,700,000 Common Shares pursuant to the over-allotment
option granted to the underwriters for aggregate gross proceeds of C$37.8MNI on May 8, 2014
• Closed a $200MM senior secured revolving credit facility with Deutsche Bank AG, New York
Branch("DBNY")on April 10, 2014
• Catalyst received approximately C$234MM as a result of the IP°, and subsequently made a
distribution in Q2/2014
• Exchanged the interest in the loan portfolio and servicer for shares of the new public company
resulting in improved liquidity while accelerating potential for further appreciation
• Fund IV continued to participate in 18%(C$50MM)ofthe loan portfolio as it existed at 1PO (with
such loans being replaced from time to time). In December 2014, Callidus purchased the
participation interest for 2,335,357 common shares at the December 3rd, 2014 closing price plus
$821K in cash as a post-closing adjustment for foreign exchange
Second Quarter 2017 Highlights
• Growth in loan portfolio resumed with the addition of new C$30 million facility in the quarter
• Total revenue of C$26.9 million decreased 15%(C$4.7 million) from first-quarter 2017 and 31%
(C$11.9 million) from second-quarter 2016, primarily due to consolidation of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. ("Bluberi") in first-quarter 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc.
("Otto")in second-quarter 2017
• Net loss of C$25.8 million for second-quarter 2017 (including the C$28 million non-cash impact
of a present value calculation update associated with the future disposition of collateral) compared
to net loss of C$3.5 million in the prior quarter and net income of C$37.5 million in the prior-year
period
• Loss of C$0.51 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2017 compared to loss of C$0.07 per share
(diluted) in the prior quarter and earnings of C$0.73 per share (diluted)for second-quarter 2016
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB
at a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
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Business Update(As at August 8,2017)

Loan Portfolio
• As a result of ongoing, continuous process changes and improvements, Callidus revised its
measure of growth prospects, referred to as its pipeline of potential borrowers, to include what was
internally categorized as lower probability in order to present what Management believes is a more
accurate measure of opportunities being pursued and a better reflection of the size of the
addressable market. Callidus included this category as there have been instances of migration of
opportunities within the pipeline from lower to higher probability categories
• This pipeline, measured on a gross basis is currently approximately C$2.3 billion, with a US$255
million signed-back term sheet. If presented on a basis consistent with past reporting parameters,
the pipeline measure at June 30, 2017 was C$1,150 million, and currently stands at C$810 million.
Callidus has observed an increase in the prospects and deal pipeline, an encouraging sign given
the goal to re-start growth. As noted previously, Callidus closed and funded a new loan during the
quarter. Callidus continues to maintain a cautious approach in reviewing potential prospects as it
has observed a rising number of deals being signed by competitors as credit dollars continue to
pour back into the market
• During the quarter, Callidus closed and funded a new loan representing approximately C$30
million (US$22.8 million) of facilities. As previously disclosed, Callidus has a twit sheet of
approximately C$330 million (US$255 million) signed back by a prospective borrower which is
included in the estimated pipeline number and is the subject of ongoing due diligence. If due
diligence is satisfactory, the term sheet is expected to convert into new loan facilities near the end
of the third quarter. As previously disclosed, Callidus undertakes extensive due diligence before
closing on a loan transaction and has historically closed on between 60% and 80% of signed back
term sheets. There can be no assurance that the results of the due diligence will be satisfactory to
Callidus
• Net loans receivable decreased from the year end primarily due to the recognition of businesses
acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi in first-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately
C$127 million) and Otto in second-quarter 2017(valued at approximately C$92 million)
17
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Yield Enhancements and Provisionfor Loan Losses
• At June 30, 2017, the total recognized yield enhancements taken into income over the last two
quarters totaled approximately C$5.8 million (or C$0.12 per share)
• Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%)of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter. During the current
year-to-date period, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$8.5 million under the Catalyst guarantee
due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the first six months of 2017
Normal Course Issuer Bid
• In January 2017, Callidus commenced a normal course issuer bid (the "NCIB")with respect to the
common shares (see news release dated January 25, 2017)
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB at
a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
• Callidus intends to continue purchases under the NCIB as long as the common shares of Callidus
continue to trade at a discount to Callidus' view of fair value
Changes to Credit Facilities and Liquidity
• Callidus' primary sources of short-term liquidity are cash and cash equivalents and undrawn credit
facilities. Assuming a participation rate for Catalyst Fund V of 75% and continued usual increases
in our senior debt facilities, total liquidity as at June 30, 2017 would be able to support
approximately C$300 million of new loans
• The revolving credit facility was terminated on July 17, 2017 as there was CSnil outstanding at the
end of the revolving period and beginning of the amortization period. As loan growth is restarted,
discussions with potential lenders about a warehouse facility continue, with the objective of
finding a replacement,flexible warehouse facility given Callidus' actively managed loan portfolio.
Management believes it will be successful in obtaining an appropriate warehouse facility. Callidus
has two facilities maturing in the next three months. Management believes that these facilities will
either be extended or replaced
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Changes to the Management Team
• Callidus remains committed to the goal of doubling the loan portfolio over the next two to three
years. In support of that goal, Callidus has added an additional senior Underwriter and Originator
to the Management team
• Geoffrey Zbikowski hasjoined Callidus as Vice President, Head of Originations - Western Region.
Geoffrey was previously a Managing Director with White Oak Global Advisors, LLC's
Origination team. He is currently based in California and will primarily cover the US market.
Geoffrey began his career in the Financial Restructuring Group at CIBC World Markets
• Michael Pisani has joined Callidus as Vice President, Portfolio/Underwriting. Michael has broad
experience across lending platforms and industries including asset-based, cash flow, franchise,
manufacturing, transportation, aircraft, debtor-in-possession and real estate. He most recently
served as Senior Vice President and Workout Leader for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance. Prior to
that he was Vice President, Corporate Finance at GE Capital, and Assistant Vice President for CIT
Business Credit Canada
Financial Highlights (for 3 Months Ended June 30, 2017)
• As at June 30, 2017, gross loans receivable before derecognition was C$1,028 million, a decrease
of C$286 million or 22% from December 31, 2016. The decrease was primarily due to the
repayment of 6 loans totaling C$377 million partially offset by the funding of existing loans and
the origination of a new loan in June 2017
• At June 30, 2017, there were 19 loans and the average loan amount funded was approximately
C$54 million. This compares with 24 loans and an average loan amount funded of C$55 million
at December 31, 2016. Net loans receivable decreased from year-end due to these repayments as
well as the recognition of businesses acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. in the first quarter of2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc. in the second
quarter of 2017, as these loans were removed from loans receivable and the companies were
consolidated in the ;financial statements
• Gross yield for the quarter was 11.2%, a decrease of 8.8% from the same quarter last year due
primarily to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees in the current
quarter
• For the current year-to-date period, a total of C$7.0 million of additional fees have been recognized
in interest and fees and other in the statement of comprehensive income related to yield
enhancements
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• Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement ofincome for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%)of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time. Under IFRS, Callidus is required to: (i) account for the present value
impact immediately as part of a loan loss provision and (ii) account for the accretion of this amount
in future periods through the statement of comprehensive income as interest revenue, meaning a
C$28 million reduction in current period income which is expected to be fully recovered in future
periods
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter
• For the current quarter, the average loan portfolio outstanding was C$1,030 million, a decrease of
C$117 million or 10% from the same quarter last year
• The leverage ratio decreased from 40.4% at December 31, 2016 to 37.1% at June 30, 2017
• For the current quarter, Callidus recorded a net loss of C$25.8 million primarily as a result of a
higher provision for loan losses
• Distribution of US$45.6MM related to Callidus IPO made in May 2014
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Guiding Principles
Principle 1: Excellence.
very highest standards of integrity.
Catalyst is a firm dedicated to the pursuit of excellence, adhering to
As a result, Catalyst embraces the fact that excellence is an ongoing and evolving process, and defined fiom'"""'iiil
our investors' perspective only.. We at Catalyst are committed to continually preserving, pursuing and AiNimig111 1
building upon this dedication to excellence, which by our definition includes the pursuit of the highest '" " "i'i'i Ii1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
standards ofintegrity, in all thatwe do. On behalf of our investors, Catalyst's culture of excellence is both
our mandate and our mission. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16
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Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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Message
From:
Sent:
To:
BCC:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
2017-08-16 4:28:44 PM
Catalyst.Notifications [Catalyst.Notifications@sscdirect.com]
GDeAlba@catcapital.com [=?UTF-8?B?R0RIQWxiYUBjYXNYXBpdGFsLmNyb0==?=]
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V - Q2 Quarterly Letter
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter.pdf

Dear Investor,
Please see attached Q2 2017 Quarterly Letter,
"The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject to
confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement. By opening/reading this document, or by otherwise receiving
this document you understand, acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited
Partnership Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected by
you and your institution,"
Sincerely,
SS&C GlobeOp
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Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V (the "Fund" or "Fund V")Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.

We are very concerned about materials from the Funds(Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the earlier Funds. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as
part of the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject
to confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement.
By opening / reading this document, or by otherwise receiving this document, you understand,
acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited Partnership
Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected
by you and your institution.
Confidentiality Provision
The following confidentiality provision is from Article 17 of the Limited Partnership Agreement dated
as of February 4, 2015. The capitalized terms contained in the confidentiality provision have meanings
set forth in the limited partnership agreement.
1 7.1(f) Confidential InfOrmation. The General Partner and the Manager hereby agree and each Limited
Partner hereby agrees that neither it nor any ofits representatives or Affiliates shall at any time disclose
any Confidential Information to any Person nor use the samefor any purpose other than the purposes of
the Partnership or its investment therein, nor disclose or usefor any puipose other than those ofthe
Partnership, the private affairs ofthe Partnership or its investment therein or any other information
relating to the business, operations or affairs ofthe Partnership which it may acquire hereunder or
pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement entered into pursuant to or in contemplation ofthis
Agreement; provided that such restriction shall not apply to (f information that is or becomes generally
available to the public other than as a result ofany disclosure made by a Person in violation ofthis
Section, (II) information already in a party's possession without restriction on disclosure, (iii)
information that comes into a party's possessionfrom a third party without restriction on disclosure,
other than in violation ofany agreement ofwhich the recipient party is aware, or (iv) information that is
required to be disclosed by law or by any court, governmental or regulatory authority or securities
exchange, provided that the disclosing party shall use all reasonable effbrts to notift the other parties of
such requirement as soon as it becomes known to such disclosing party and shall provide such
reasonable cooperation as may be requested by the General Partner to assist the General Partner in
seeking an appropriate protective order to avoid such disclosure. Notwithstanding theforegoing, a
Limited Partner that is a 'fund-of-funds" may disclose Confidential Information regarding the
Partnership and any.
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Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus")
Prepared by Newton Glassman
New Develop

qç this Quarter

CALLIDUS IS NOW A REPORTING ISSUER (I.E. A PUBLIC COMPANY,LISTED ON THE
TSX, TICKER SYMBOL "CBL") AND CATALYST MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO
DISSEMINATE NON-PUBLIC PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMATION. THIS WOULD INCLUDE
THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO AND THE STATE OF THE
LOAN PIPELINE. THEREFORE, SUCH NON-PUBLIC MATERIAL INFORMATION WILL
ONLY BE PROVIDED IN QUARTERLY LETTERS SIMULTANEOUS WITH OR AFTER
SUCH INFORMATION HAS BEEN PUBLICLY DISCLOSED.
Catalyst substantially completed the capital markets process for Callidus in Q2/2014:
• Completed the initial public offering ("IPO") of 18,000,000 common shares of Callidus
("Common Shares-)for aggregate gross proceeds of C$252MM on April 23, 2014
• Closed the issuance of an additional 2,700,000 Common Shares pursuant to the over-allotment
option granted to the underwriters for aggregate gross proceeds of C$37.8MNI on May 8, 2014
• Closed a $200MM senior secured revolving credit facility with Deutsche Bank AG, New York
Branch("DBNY")on April 10, 2014
• Catalyst received approximately C$234M1M as a result of the WO, and subsequently made a
distribution in Q2/2014
• Exchanged the interest in the loan portfolio and servicer for shares of the new public company
resulting in improved liquidity while accelerating potential for further appreciation
• Fund IV continued to participate in 18%(C$50MM)ofthe loan portfolio as it existed at 1PO (with
such loans being replaced from time to time). In December 2014, Callidus purchased the
participation interest for 2,335,357 common shares at the December 3rd, 2014 closing price plus
$821K in cash as a post-closing adjustment for foreign exchange
Second Quarter 2017 Highlights
• Growth in loan portfolio resumed with the addition of new C$30 million facility in the quarter
• Total revenue of C$26.9 million decreased 15%(C$4.7 million) from first-quarter 2017 and 31%
(C$11.9 million) from second-quarter 2016, primarily due to consolidation of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. ("Bluberi") in first-quarter 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc.
("Otto")in second-quarter 2017
• Net loss of C$25.8 million for second-quarter 2017 (including the C$28 million non-cash impact
of a present value calculation update associated with the future disposition of collateral) compared
to net loss of C$3.5 million in the prior quarter and net income of C$37.5 million in the prior-year
period
• Loss of C$0.51 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2017 compared to loss of C$0.07 per share
(diluted) in the prior quarter and earnings of C$0.73 per share (diluted)for second-quarter 2016
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB
at a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
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Business Update(As at August 8,2017)

Loan Portfolio
• As a result of ongoing, continuous process changes and improvements, Callidus revised its
measure of growth prospects, referred to as its pipeline of potential borrowers, to include what was
internally categorized as lower probability in order to present what Management believes is a more
accurate measure of opportunities being pursued and a better reflection of the size of the
addressable market. Callidus included this category as there have been instances of migration of
opportunities within the pipeline from lower to higher probability categories
• This pipeline, measured on a gross basis is currently approximately C$2.3 billion, with a US$255
million signed-back term sheet. If presented on a basis consistent with past reporting parameters,
the pipeline measure at June 30, 2017 was C$1,150 million, and currently stands at C$810 million.
Callidus has observed an increase in the prospects and deal pipeline, an encouraging sign given
the goal to re-start growth. As noted previously, Callidus closed and funded a new loan during the
quarter. Callidus continues to maintain a cautious approach in reviewing potential prospects as it
has observed a rising number of deals being signed by competitors as credit dollars continue to
pour back into the market
• During the quarter, Callidus closed and funded a new loan representing approximately C$30
million (US$22.8 million) of facilities. As previously disclosed, Callidus has a twit sheet of
approximately C$330 million (US$255 million) signed back by a prospective borrower which is
included in the estimated pipeline number and is the subject of ongoing due diligence. If due
diligence is satisfactory, the term sheet is expected to convert into new loan facilities near the end
of the third quarter. As previously disclosed, Callidus undertakes extensive due diligence before
closing on a loan transaction and has historically closed on between 60% and 80% of signed back
term sheets. There can be no assurance that the results of the due diligence will be satisfactory to
Callidus
• Net loans receivable decreased from the year end primarily due to the recognition of businesses
acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi in first-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately
C$127 million) and Otto in second-quarter 2017(valued at approximately C$92 million)
8
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Yield Enhancements and Provisionfor Loan Losses
• At June 30, 2017, the total recognized yield enhancements taken into income over the last two
quarters totaled approximately C$5.8 million (or C$0.12 per share)
• Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%)of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter. During the current
year-to-date period, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$8.5 million under the Catalyst guarantee
due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the first six months of 2017
Normal Course Issuer Bid
• In January 2017, Callidus commenced a normal course issuer bid (the "NCIB")with respect to the
common shares (see news release dated January 25, 2017)
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB at
a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
• Callidus intends to continue purchases under the NCIB as long as the common shares of Callidus
continue to trade at a discount to Callidus' view of fair value
Changes to Credit Facilities and Liquidity
• Callidus' primary sources of short-term liquidity are cash and cash equivalents and undrawn credit
facilities. Assuming a participation rate for Catalyst Fund V of 75% and continued usual increases
in our senior debt facilities, total liquidity as at June 30, 2017 would be able to support
approximately C$300 million of new loans
• The revolving credit facility was terminated on July 17, 2017 as there was CSnil outstanding at the
end of the revolving period and beginning of the amortization period. As loan growth is restarted,
discussions with potential lenders about a warehouse facility continue, with the objective of
finding a replacement,flexible warehouse facility given Callidus' actively managed loan portfolio.
Management believes it will be successful in obtaining an appropriate warehouse facility. Callidus
has two facilities maturing in the next three months. Management believes that these facilities will
either be extended or replaced

9
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Changes to the Management Team
• Callidus remains committed to the goal of doubling the loan portfolio over the next two to three
years. In support of that goal, Callidus has added an additional senior Underwriter and Originator
to the Management team
• Geoffrey Zbikowski hasjoined Callidus as Vice President, Head of Originations - Western Region.
Geoffrey was previously a Managing Director with White Oak Global Advisors, LLC's
Origination team. He is currently based in California and will primarily cover the US market.
Geoffrey began his career in the Financial Restructuring Group at CIBC World Markets
• Michael Pisani has joined Callidus as Vice President, Portfolio/Underwriting. Michael has broad
experience across lending platforms and industries including asset-based, cash flow, franchise,
manufacturing, transportation, aircraft, debtor-in-possession and real estate. He most recently
served as Senior Vice President and Workout Leader for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance. Prior to
that he was Vice President, Corporate Finance at GE Capital, and Assistant Vice President for CIT
Business Credit Canada
Financial Highlights (for 3 Months Ended June 30, 2017)
• As at June 30, 2017, gross loans receivable before derecognition was C$1,028 million, a decrease
of C$286 million or 22% from December 31, 2016. The decrease was primarily due to the
repayment of 6 loans totaling C$377 million partially offset by the funding of existing loans and
the origination of a new loan in June 2017
• At June 30, 2017, there were 19 loans and the average loan amount funded was approximately
C$54 million. This compares with 24 loans and an average loan amount funded of C$55 million
at December 31, 2016. Net loans receivable decreased from year-end due to these repayments as
well as the recognition of businesses acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. in the first quarter of2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc. in the second
quarter of 2017, as these loans were removed from loans receivable and the companies were
consolidated in the ;financial statements
• Gross yield for the quarter was 11.2%, a decrease of 8.8% from the same quarter last year due
primarily to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees in the current
quarter
• For the current year-to-date period, a total of C$7.0 million of additional fees have been recognized
in interest and fees and other in the statement of comprehensive income related to yield
enhancements
10
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• Provision for loan losses of C$35.0 million was recorded in the statement ofincome for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%)of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time. Under IFRS, Callidus is required to: (i) account for the present value
impact immediately as part of a loan loss provision and (ii) account for the accretion of this amount
in future periods through the statement of comprehensive income as interest revenue, meaning a
C$28 million reduction in current period income which is expected to be fully recovered in future
periods
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter
• For the current quarter, the average loan portfolio outstanding was C$1,030 million, a decrease of
C$117 million or 10% from the same quarter last year
• The leverage ratio decreased from 40.4% at December 31, 2016 to 37.1% at June 30, 2017
• For the current quarter, Callidus recorded a net loss of C$25.8 million primarily as a result of a
higher provision for loan losses
• Fund has participation interest in three of Callidus' loans, representing C$9.8MM as of June 30,
2017
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Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
-catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless of role within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern. After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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From:
Brian H. Greenspan[bhg@15bedford.com]
Sent:
Fri 9/8/2017 1:10:53 AM (UTC)
Subject: Fwd: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege
LoE Project Camouflage 7.9.2017.docx
ATT00001.htm
B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1566-Signed.pdf
ATT00002.htm
B.C.-Strategy-UK-Ltd_Invoice_1567-Signed.pdf
ATT00003.htm
BC - Terms and Conditions 2017.docx
ATT00004.htm
Please print the email and attachments and put in sealed envelope for pick up by or on behalf of Newton Glassman - and
then confirm that it is ready to me by email
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Yossi Tanuri" <yossi@tanuri.net>
To: "Brian H. Greenspan" <bhg@15bedford.com>
Subject: Fwd: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C - Confidential
Subject to Litigation Privilege
Brian
I need your legal advise on this one.
Can you pls call me asap
I am avail on my us cell 1 646 2002846
Thanks
--------------------Yossi Tanuri
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Avi Yanus" <yanus@blackcube.com>
Date: 7 September 2017 at 9:50:26 GMT-4
To: <Yossi@tanuri.net>
Cc: "'Ran Shacham'" <r.shacham@blackcube.com>
Subject: Black Cube - LOE Project Camouflage, Invoices and Standard T&C Confidential Subject to Litigation Privilege
Dear Yossi,
I am pleased to e-meet you.
Following your discussion with my colleague, I am pleased to attached to this email
the Letter of Engagement for project Camouflage, and the company’s T&C for your
review and confirmation.
Please also find attached the project invoices, according to the payment schedule
you conveyed to my colleague.
We look forward to working with you on this very interesting and promising project,
and most of all we excited for this opportunity to provide with the deliverable which
you require.

Should you need anything else, please feel free to contact me CAT_E_00000442/2
directly, and in any
case I look forward to meeting you next week.
Best regards,
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Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTD
Gan HaShikmim St. 19
Neve Ilan
Israel
7th of September 2017
Dear Sir,

Letter of Engagement
1. This Letter of Engagement sets out the terms to cover the current commercial arrangement
between B.C. Strategy UK Ltd, a limited company incorporated in England and Wales
(registered number: 0815397, hereinafter "Black Cube"), and Tamara Global Holdings 2016
LTD (hereinafter “the Client”). This letter explains the services to be provided to the client, and
attached to it you will find our Terms and Conditions, which shall be considered as a part of this
letter.

General
2. B.C. Strategy UK Ltd is a business intelligence and strategic consultancy firm based in London,
Paris and Tel-Aviv. The company, owner of the Black Cube brand in Israel, USA and the UK,
specializes in finding tailored solutions to business challenges by gathering high quality
intelligence and providing its clients strategic consultancy and guidance. The firm specializes in
delivering end-to-end research into corporations, individuals and product markets.
3. Black Cube is a select group of veterans of elite units in the Israeli intelligence community,
combined with financial and legal experts. Our team comes from a varied intelligence
background in the fields of information gathering, analysis and research, as well as various legal
and financial backgrounds and field operations. The team's unique background, together with
the cutting-edge methodology developed by Black Cube, was the reason we were retained to
untangle complex business environments and legal cases for multi-national clients. Black Cube
regularly supplies services for a variety of international corporates and law firms.
4. This proposal was specially prepared following a discussion with the client. Based on the
information provided, Black Cube have structured an approach that will provide the best
chances of achieving the client’s goals and aiding their efforts.
5. Black Cube is willing to provide business intelligence services to the client in accordance with
the work plan suggested below, and hereby warrants that all information collected during the
project will be obtained in confidence and by legal means. In accordance, all operations are
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subject to the law in all relevant jurisdictions. Black Cube represents and warrants that it will
not violate any laws of the United States of America, or any other jurisdiction, while providing
services to client under this Letter of Engagement.
6. All of Black Cube’s operational methodologies have been approved by both BCL Burton
Copeland and Gross, Klinhandler, Hodak and Co. (top-tier law firms in the UK and Israel).
7. Furthermore, Black Cube seeks advice and guidance from top tier law firms in any other
jurisdiction in which we operate, in order to ensure full compliance to local laws and
regulations, specifically with regard to privacy and data protection.

Objectives
8. The primary objective of the project is to support the Client’s legal efforts.
9. In order to achieve the primary objective, the company will allocate any and all resources
required and dedicated team of experts to provide the Client with an in-depth research on issues
at the Client’s discretion.
10. The team will make use of the company’s proprietary methodologies, developed over years of
experience in similar projects.
11. The team will analyze the circumstances and the information presented to it, and deduct a
coherent understanding of the overall environment and produce recommendations for future
steps.
12. The team will compile the intelligence gather, in the aim of submitting it to a court of law as
“smoking gun” evidence.

The Research Team
13. For the extent of the project, Black Cube will allocate a team of dedicated expert researchers.
14. The team will consist of business / intelligence / linguistics / banking / law / field / other experts,
selected specifically to answer the requirements of the case.
15. All of the experts possess experience in methods of data analysis and research.
16. Several project managers will lead the project, and will be responsible for coordinating the work
efforts and the relationship with the Client.

,J
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17. The team is backed up by the company’s board of directors and advisors – businessmen in key
positions, all of whom contribute from their vast experience and worldwide connections to aid
in the consultancy work.

Schedule and Fees
18. The final report will be provided within 45 days from signature of letter of engagement.
19. The reports will be delivered in face to face meetings with the Client, in order to discuss further
directions.
20. Relevant analysis will be provided to the Client as it becomes available.
21. The price for this project will be 1,500,000 USD, inclusive of all costs.
22. The first payment in the sum of 250,000 USD will be due upon the signing of this letter, and the
second payment in the sum of 1,250,000 USD will be due before the 15th of September.
23. Black Cube will be paid a success fee should the Client decide to use the intelligence gathered
in the project, and when certain results will be achieved. The exact sums and results will be
agreed upon before the second payment, and will be considered as part of this letter.
24. The payment of the success fee will be independent from, and in addition to, any other fee paid
according to this agreement.
25. VAT will not be added according to English law.
We are looking forward to working with you on this project. I firmly believe that Black Cube’s highlevel intelligence capabilities and extensive experience with complex investigations, will enable us
to deliver to you the qualitative edge required to succeed in this case.
With kind regards,
Dr. Avi Yanus, Director
Encl.
I agree to the terms of this letter and the BC Strategy UK Ltd. Terms and Conditions Name:

Signed:

Date:
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Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTO
Gan JlaShikrnim St. l 9
Nov" !Ian
Israel
11"' of September 2017
Dear Sir,

Letter of Engagement
1. This Letter of Engagement sets out the 1enns to cover the current commercial arrangement
between B.C. Strategy UT< Ltd, a limited company incorporated in England and Wales (registered
number: 0815397, hereinafter "Black Cube"), and Tamara Global Holdings 2016 LTD
(hereinafter "the Client"). This letter explains the services 10 be provided to the client, and attached
to it you will find our Terms and Conditions, which shall be considered as a part ofrhis le11er

General
2. 8.C. Strategy UK Ltd is a business in1elligence and strategic consultancy firm based in London.
Paris and Tel-Aviv. The company, owner of the Olack Cube brand in Israel, USA and the UK.
specializes in finding tai lored solutions to business challenges by gathering high quality
intelligence and providing its clients s trategic consultancy and guidance The lirm specializes in
delivering end-to-end research into corporations. individuals and product markets
3 nlack Cube is a select group of veterans of elite units

in

the Israeli intelligence community,

combined with linaneial and legal experts Our team comes from a varied intelligence hackground
in the liclds of information gathering. analysis and research. as well as various legal and financial
back&>roLrnds and lield operations The team's unique background. together with the culling-edge
methodology developed by Black Cube, was the reason we were retained to untangle complex
busi ness environments anti legal cases for multi-nat iona l clients Black Cube regularly supplies
services for a variety of international corporates and law firms.
4. This proposal was specially prepared following a discussion with the client. Based on the
information provided, Black Cube have stn1ctured an approach that will pro, ide the best chances
of achieving the client's goals and aiding 1hei1 efio11s.
5. Black Cube is willing 10 provide business intelligence services to the client in accordance with
the work plan sugge~ted below, and he,eby warrants that all infon11a1 ion collected during the
project will be obtained in confidence and by legal means. In accordance. all operations are subject
to the law in all rclc:want jurisdictions. Black Cube represents and warrants that it will not violate
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any laws of the United States of America, or any other jurisdiction, while providing services to
client under this Letter ofEngagemenl .

6. /ul of Rinck Cube's operational methodologies have been approved by bot h RCI. Burton
Copeland and Gross, Klinhandler, Hodak and ('o, (!Op-tier law firms in the UK and Israel)
7. Furthermore, Black Cube seeks advice and guidance from top tier law firms in any other
jurisdiction in which we operate, in order to ensure full compliance to local laws and regulations,
specifically wit h regard to privacy and data protection.

Objectives
8. The primary objective of the project is to support the C lient 's legal efforts.
9. In orderto achieve the primary objective, the company will allocate any and all resourc.es required
and dedicated team of experts to provide the Client with an in-depth research on issues at the
Client's discretion.
10. The tc•m will make use of the company· s proprietary methodologies, developed over years of
experience in similar projects.
11. The team will analyze the c ircumstances and the infonnation presented lo it, and deduct a coherent
understanding of the overall environment and produce recommendations for future steps
12. The team will compile the intelligence gather, in the aim of submilling it to a court of law as
"smoking gun'' evidence.

The Research Team
13. For the extent of the project, Black Cube will allocate a team of dedicated expen researchers.
14. The team will consist of business / intell igence/ linguistics i banking / law / field / other experts,
selected specifically to answer the requirements of1he case.
15. All of the experts possess experience in methods of data analysis and research
16. Several project managers will lead the project. and will be responsible for coordinating the work
efforts and the rela1ionship with the Client.
17. The team is backed up by the company's board of directors and advisors - businessmen in key
positions, all of whom contribute from 1heir vast experience and worldwide connections to aid in
the consultancy work.
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18. The final report will be provided within 45 days from signature of letter of engagement
19, The repons will be delivered in face In race meetin&s wiih the Client. in order to discuss fi.,rther
directions.

20. Relevant analysis will be provided to the Client as it becomes available.
21 . The price for this project will be 1.500.000 USD, inclusive of all costs.
22. The first payment in the sum of 250,000 USO will be due upon the signing or this letter, the
second payment in the sum of 1,000,000 USO will be due on the IS'" of September. and the third
1

payment in the sum of250,000 USO will be due on the 30 • of September.
23. Black Cube will be paid a success fee according to the definitions in Annex A, with a maximum
cap of 11,000,000 USD and in accordance with the following scale ·
a) A

500,000 USD per item

b) Fl - 250,000 USO per item
c) C

100,000 USD per item

d) D

50,000 USO per item

e) E - 20,000 USO per item
24. 20% oft he final amount of the success fee, ns detennined according to article 23. wi ll be reduced
due to internal management costs of the client.
25 The payment of the success fee will be independent from, and in addition lo, any other fee paid
according 10 this agreement .
26. VAT will not be added according to English law.

We are i<x,kin/{ forward 10 11·ork1111{ ll'i/1, you on this prq;ect. I firm~r b,.die1'l' that 11/u,:k C11he ·s hil{h-

level intellil{l'IJCe capah1/ities and ex1emin• expenmce ll'ith complex 1111'f!.,liga11ons.

11

ill enahh• 11s to

deliver to you the qualilalil'f.' ed.,e,e required to succeed m Jhi, tc1.\,.1.
Will, kind rel{ards,
Dr. Avi Y anus. Director
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Annex A – LOE – 11/9/2017
Stephanie Wright
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rocco DiPucchio <rdipucchio@counsel-toronto.com>
Thursday, September 7, 2017 5:15 PM
Newton Glassman
Jim Riley
Wish List of Evidence/Information [IWOV-Client.FID59408]

Importance:

High

Newton, as requested, here is a list of evidence/information that I would classify as most important in the prosecution of
the various Catalyst/Callidus pieces of litigation or contemplated litigation. This is not a complete list by any means, but
it reflects the key items that I have been able to think of given the brief window of time within which you have
requested the list.
General – by October 31, 2017
E - Evidence of Names of the parties comprising the Wolf Pack
D - names and evidence of those individuals who have been leading the activities of the Wolf Pack
D - names of those parties who have been funding the guarantor litigation and/or who have been coordinating with the
guarantors / whistleblowers
D - any correspondence between members of the Wolf Pack and/or between members of the Wolf Pack and guarantors /
whistleblowers relevant to Callidus and Catalyst
C - Correspondence evidence or information linking the Wolf Pack to West Face and/or Greg Boland and other West
Face representatives
C - Correspondence or information indicating that West Face and/or Boland are directing the activities of the Wolf Pack
D - Evidence that West Face is funding any of the litigation against Catalyst or Callidus
C - correspondence between members of the Wolf Pack and any media outlets including Thomson Reuters, Canadian
Business or the Wall Street Journal
C - evidence of dealings between West Face and Bruce Livesey relating to Callidus/Catalyst and any payment for services
by Livesey
E - evidence of any short positions held in Callidus by members of the Wolf Pack
D - evidence but esp copy of any confidentiality agreement between members of the Wolf Pack/guarantors/
whistleblowers
C - copies of the whistleblower complaints and any drafts of same
C - copies of any correspondence concerning the contents of whistleblower complaints between the whistleblowers and
the Wolf Pack
D - any correspondence between West Face and Craig Boyer or members of the Wolf Pack and Craig Boyer
Moyse – by September 19, 2017 → extra $250,000 if get 2 or more A’s and B’s
B
A
C

- Any evidence that Moyse took information from Catalyst about Wind or any other Catalyst confidential information
when he left Catalyst
- Evidence of what was deleted by Moyse from his personal devices (A if admissible and court, C if not
admissible)
- Evidence of Catalyst confidential information transmitted between Brandon Moyse and West Face beyond the
investment memo

731
-2D/A - internal West Face documents using Catalyst confidential information to develop the investment thesis or
negotiating strategy for Wind
█ - Instructions from West Face to Moyse to destroy evidence on electronic devices
D - evidence of communication between Moyse and West Face after he was prohibited from working at West Face
- Correspondence or other evidence from Moyse indicating that he destroyed evidence of confidential
information he passed to West Face
B - Correspondence internally at West Face or between members of the Consortium (West Face, LG Capital,
Tennenbaum Capital Partners, Globalive) discussing information provided to West Face by Moyse
C - Internal Industry Canada/Office of the Privy Council / Office of the Prime Minister correspondence or memos that
record fears about litigation from Catalyst over restrictions on the spectrum transfers in 2014
C - Internal Industry Canada correspondence around requests for concessions if Catalyst purchased Wind from
Vimpelcom in 2014
E - Evidence of current communication between Moyse and West Face

VimpelCom – by September 19, 2017
- Evidence that the VimpelCom Board of Directors reviewed the Consortium’s August 7 offer during the Exclusivity
Period (July 23 - August 19, 2014)
B - evidence of any discussions or any negotiations between VimpelCom or UBS representatives and any member of
the Consortium during the same period
C/B - evidence of any information about Catalyst’s bid or negotiations passed along to the Consortium members by either
VimpelCom or UBS representatives or Lacavera/Globalive → esp. during exclusivity period
B

Veritas – by October 31, 2017
- The slide deck or any materials exchanged at the December 17, 2014 meeting between West Face and Veritas
- Correspondence between Vertitas and West Face discussing West Face’s short selling strategy and requesting that
Veritas produce a report that would injure Callidus
B/C - evidence of West Face communicating the contents of its Callidus “research” to any third parties beyond Veritas
B/C - evidence of any scheme by West Face and Veritas to manipulate the stock price of Callidus for the benefit of West
Face or any third parties, including members of the Wolf Pack
A/B - evidence of any financial payment from West Face to Veritas
/C
C
C

WSJ – by October 31, 2017
D/C - Evidence Indicating that Copeland was communicating with the members of the Wolf Pack prior to publication of
the article in the WSJ
D/C - communications between the WSJ and the whistleblowers

Rocco Di Pucchio
Direct: (416) 598-2268
rdipucchio@counsel-toronto.com
Lax O’Sullivan Lisus Gottlieb LLP
Suite 2750, 145 King Street West
Toronto ON M5H 1J8 Canada

732
-3T 416 598 1744 F 416 598 3730
counsel-toronto.com
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Bonus Legend:
A
B
C
D
E

=
=
=
=
=

US$
US$
US$
US$
US$

500,000 / per item
250,000 / per item
100,000 / per item
50,000 / per item
20,000 / per item

1(i) Also, if find proof positive of Moyse downloading Wind and/or
Callidus material from our servers to his personal
devices AND from such to “dropbox” account:
US $250,000
(ii)

if proof / trace such to West Face:
Additional US $250,000

(iii)

evidence of our Wind material on West face servers
etc., especially from April - August 2014:
US $250,000 (so long as
not same as (ii) )

2(i) Direct confession from Moyse
US $250,000
(ii)

Confession (+) copy from Moyse of Wind or Callidus material
given to West Face
Additional US $250,000

(iii)

Evidence of financial deal between Moyse / West Face
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or evidence West Face paying Moyse currently employer
or evidence West Face subsidizing Moyse income
US $100,000
(iv) Evidence of Lorne Creighton / other Catalyst employee provided
information in West Face hands - $20,000 / person
3

Justice Frank Newbould

(i)

Evidence/ reasons for:
A bias against Catalyst / N Glassman
B anti-semitism
C deal with West - Face for decision
D inappropriate connection / dealings
with West - Face or Boland
E deal / move to Thornton Grout
US $75,000 per item above
-> deadline of Sept 20 / 17
if rec’d after Sept 20 / 17, depends on strength
of evidence. If criminal in nature, same
US$75,000 per item. If not criminal,
depends on advice / opinion of counsel

4

West Face

(i)

Evidence of other criminality not related to us
US $25,000 / item

(ii)

Confirmation of assets under management
US $20,000

(iii)

Confirmation of current Notices of Redemption
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[11/09/2017, 5:35:44] You created group “Hummus Abu-Gosh”
[11/09/2017, 5:35:44] Hummus Abu-Gosh: Messages to this group are now secured with end-to-end
encryption.
[11/09/2017, 5:37:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Good morning. Guy - I’ll be happy to give a pep talk in the meeting
room to your team with the analysts. I’ll speak in general, Ran will present the project, and then of
course you’ll talk about the assignment of tasks within the team. When do you think we can do it? 10?
11?
[11/09/2017, 5:47:22] Dr Avi Yanus: A meeting (“invoice”) with the customer, and all of the “agents”,
has been scheduled for next Tuesday at 4PM. That’s the latest I was able to schedule it for.
[11/09/2017, 5:48:06] Guy Fikhte: Scheduled for 10AM
[11/09/2017, 5:48:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. Ran is not used to coming in to the office at such hours,
but he’ll make a special effort today..:-)
[11/09/2017, 5:52:57] Dr Avi Yanus: At 12PM we’re meeting with Doron to discuss the infrastructure,
and we’ll see what we can get ready immediately today / tomorrow, what will be ready to go by
Wednesday noon, Thursday noon, Friday noon, last infrastructure of the first round.
[11/09/2017, 5:53:43] Guy Fikhte: I mean that all infrastructure will be given immediately, and the same
regarding additional infrastructure requirements.
[11/09/2017, 5:54:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Hopefully everything is ready to go, and can just be collected, with
no need to rewrite anything..
[11/09/2017, 5:55:23] Guy Fikhte: Everything is ready, on the shelf or elsewhere. Preparing
infrastructure is a task that takes several days, which imposes work not only on Doron, but also research
+ writing 8 pages of forms about us.
[11/09/2017, 5:56:13] Dr Avi Yanus: No problem.
[11/09/2017, 5:57:02] Dr Avi Yanus: We’ll meet for the first meeting at 12, and then coordinate an
approach with Sarel once he lands, to make sure we haven’t made any mistakes in the risk assessment.
[11/09/2017, 6:27:57] Ran Shacham: Avi, not all of us have an empty schedule like you. I have a meeting
with a potential customer at 10 AM.
[11/09/2017, 6:30:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Ran. Believe me, my schedule is a bit fuller than yours - it’s all a
matter of priorities. You’re welcome to postpone the meeting with that very potential customer, and
take part in moving the project forward. Up to you. Managing your schedule is not yet one of my
responsibilities in this company.
[11/09/2017, 6:32:11] Ran Shacham: I’ll try. Worst case, you train the team on the project
[11/09/2017, 6:32:55] Ran Shacham: And how can you not believe someone when he says it so many
times
[11/09/2017, 6:33:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Good luck
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[11/09/2017, 7:58:18] Dr Avi Yanus: Starting at 10:10. Final. Contracts and invoices..
[11/09/2017, 9:58:31] Sarel Granit: Landed. Have you begun?
[11/09/2017, 9:59:09] Sarel Granit: If this group turns into a sting fest we might as well close it right
now. We don’t have time for that.
[11/09/2017, 10:00:01] Guy Fikhte: Affirmative
[11/09/2017, 10:19:20] Dr Avi Yanus: I approved to Guy reserved dinners (TA) every day at 8PM. Those
who stay after 10PM can take cabs straight home. This applies until Tuesday, inclusive.
[11/09/2017, 10:34:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Liron Tzur cancelled a Rosh Hashana flight with his mother. I’m
covering the cancellation cost.
[11/09/2017, 10:34:25] Dr Avi Yanus: *The company
[11/09/2017, 10:37:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Bring your analysts back into the meeting room, along with
Doron.
[11/09/2017, 10:37:30] Dr Avi Yanus: At 1PM
[11/09/2017, 10:57:10] Dan: Don’t forget the agents in all that mess. Especially Guy, if you fly tonight then invite both Gidi and Yossi, if you want, to the office on Wednesday morning or noon to show
progress. And “confirm” with him objects to be contacted.
[11/09/2017, 10:58:20] Guy Fikhte: 100%
[11/09/2017, 10:59:18] Dan: Cover as many objects as possible for confirmation on Wednesday otherwise they’ll go to a competing company. You’re aware of the fact that she is also active?
[11/09/2017, 11:00:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Once you get it together, talk to me and I’ll coordinate a
meeting at the pffice on Wednesday.
[11/09/2017, 11:00:13] Dr Avi Yanus: *At the office
[11/09/2017, 11:00:56] Guy Fikhte: I’ll tell everyone; Not waiting for him with contacts
[11/09/2017, 11:00:56] Guy Fikhte: Yes, I know
[11/09/2017, 11:00:58] Dan: For less than a quarter of our budget. And you know what’ll be even worse
than if we don’t make anything happen by Tuesday? That’s if they do succeed. Then direct as many
objects as possible towards us on Wednesday, so they have nothing left to work with.
[11/09/2017, 11:01:39] Dan: And they have another advantage over us - their entire company is working
on only this now, for real. They have nothing else to do.
[11/09/2017, 11:01:55] Dan: Forward the message to the guys as well, gently
[11/09/2017, 11:03:28] Dan: Another thing - forwarding questions to the customer and to his lawyers by
this evening - mainly names of additional objects he can provide, as well as telephone numbers, mobile
numbers and email addresses. Phrase the customer request in English, through a WhatsApp message.
Not long documents. That’s how it goes from the agent to the customer.
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[11/09/2017, 11:03:57] Dan: Request also to receive a scan, of the highest quality possible, the annexes
to the success fees. I want to read them again.
[11/09/2017, 11:04:59] Dr Avi Yanus: S22C-6e17091109250 • 4 pages document omitted
[11/09/2017, 11:05:03] Guy Fikhte: 100%
[11/09/2017, 11:54:52] Guy Fikhte: The pages that are not on email - are illegible; Did the agent send
them?
[11/09/2017, 11:56:14] Ran Shacham: I’ll forward to you the original copy that the agent gave us. He’s
not amazing, but I hope he’s better
[11/09/2017, 12:07:24] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000042-PHOTO-2017-09-11-12-07-24.jpg>
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[11/09/2017, 12:16:58] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000043-PHOTO-2017-09-11-12-16-58.jpg>
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[11/09/2017, 12:24:05] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000044-PHOTO-2017-09-11-12-24-04.jpg>
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[11/09/2017,

12:25:17]

Ran

Shacham:

He

didn
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’t forget
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[11/09/2017, 12:47:45] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000046-PHOTO-2017-09-11-12-47-44.jpg>
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[11/09/2017, 16:58:56] Guy Fikhte: Want it in a different format?
[11/09/2017, 16:59:05] Guy Fikhte: attached: <united objects list (3).xlsx 00000048-united objects list
(3).xlsx>

00000048-united
objects list (3).xlsx

[11/09/2017, 16:59:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Presentation. One slide for each object.
[11/09/2017, 17:00:02] Guy Fikhte: Already tonight so they set this up for us? Wow...
[11/09/2017, 17:00:18] Dr Avi Yanus: It’ll be set up Wednesday morning.
[11/09/2017, 17:00:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Not tonight.
[11/09/2017, 17:00:49] Dr Avi Yanus: Ran. What was the name of that second weirdo at the meeting?
Not Yossi?
[11/09/2017, 17:00:59] Guy Fikhte: Gidi
[11/09/2017, 17:01:01] Guy Fikhte: Gadi?
[11/09/2017, 17:01:08] Dr Avi Yanus: He spoke to me two hours ago. He’s coming to the office
Wednesday morning to confirm.
[11/09/2017, 17:01:14] Sarel Granit: Gadi Ben Efraim
[11/09/2017, 17:01:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Wednesday morning, presentation at the office, bottom line...
[11/09/2017, 17:01:54] Dr Avi Yanus: With Sarel, of course..
[11/09/2017, 17:14:26] Ran Shacham: Please postpone it to the afternoon
[11/09/2017, 17:14:45] Ran Shacham: Guy’s landing in the morning, and we have mountain air
[11/09/2017, 17:55:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I have a full schedule with Juan in the afternoon. It’ll be in the
morning.
[11/09/2017, 17:56:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy should (also) have throughout about that before flying. As far
as I’m concerned, he can come back tonight.
[11/09/2017, 18:07:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - talk to me once you land and we’ll coordinate.
[11/09/2017, 20:21:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Let’s arrange asap. Tell us what needs to be done. On a separate
note, we did some digging today. We can’t figure out how Stornoway makes enough $$$ to pay moyse,
on its own, properly. At most, true whole firm appears to make $2mm-$3mm per yr, GROSS revenue
and that’s b4 having to pay tailwind etc. We think there is some deal w west face (or there was). Given
west face returns etc, any financial support it could have been giving either stornoway or to moyse
directly is severely at risk since west face is unlikely to exist shortly just from its poor perf alone. That
could be an opening w moyse. On addition, the likely indictment or filing of criminal charges against
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west face for the wolf pack stuff alone very likely to put moyse on the radar screen for the authorities.
Bottom line: maybe there is a deal to cut w moyse for either $$ (west face unlikely to directly or
indirectly be able to pay him much longer) or immunity. The ability to cut such a deal w moyse goes up
infintitely if we have an actual copy /evidence of what he actually gave west face. very likel
[11/09/2017, 20:25:02] Ran Shacham: Where’s the rest?
[11/09/2017, 20:32:31] Dr Avi Yanus: No... If there are any questions ask and I’ll respond with answers..
[11/09/2017, 20:32:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Forwarded to the customer.. this was his response...
[11/09/2017, 22:24:59] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000069-PHOTO-2017-09-11-22-24-58.jpg>
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[11/09/2017, 22:25:34] Guy Fikhte: Came up as an idea actually
[11/09/2017, 22:25:52] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - further to our discussion, I’ll update whether the meeting is
Wednesday at 9AM, or if I’m able to move it to 1PM.
[11/09/2017, 22:26:07] Guy Fikhte: 100%
[12/09/2017, 8:04:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. The meeting is tomorrow at 10AM. I wasn’t able to move
other things. Have a good day!
[12/09/2017, 9:56:13] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Are you on top of the things with the team in Israel?
[12/09/2017, 9:56:40] Guy Fikhte: Of course
[12/09/2017, 9:57:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Doesn’t look like it from here. They look pretty lost. Check on them
once every few hours.
[12/09/2017, 9:57:54] Guy Fikhte: They said they haven’t seen you at all
[12/09/2017, 9:59:28] Dr Avi Yanus: I was just there... Any contacts going out today?
[12/09/2017, 9:59:56] Guy Fikhte: Affirmative
[12/09/2017, 10:02:50] Dr Avi Yanus: Who’s doing them, physically?
[12/09/2017, 10:04:01] Guy Fikhte: What do you mean?
[12/09/2017, 10:04:17] Dr Avi Yanus: Which analyst is pushing send?
[12/09/2017, 10:05:42] Guy Fikhte: Gal Amid
[12/09/2017, 10:06:03] Dr Avi Yanus: And who’s making sure that she’s doing it from the right computer
/ infrastructure / character?
[12/09/2017, 10:06:05] Guy Fikhte: But you can make believe it’s me
[12/09/2017, 10:06:27] Guy Fikhte: I am
[12/09/2017, 10:07:06] Dr Avi Yanus: OK! I trust you Guy. Remind her the price of mistakes in the “red
army”.
[12/09/2017, 10:07:22] Dr Avi Yanus: You’re not Noa / Leandro / Lior...
[12/09/2017, 15:39:59] Guy Fikhte: Is someone available near Doron right now? He disappeared into an
interview and we need a few things urgently
[12/09/2017, 15:40:48] Guy Fikhte: *Available to call - unable to get a response
[12/09/2017, 15:46:27] Dr Avi Yanus: I’ll be in the office in half an hour to take care of it.
[12/09/2017, 15:54:52] Dr Avi Yanus: Hoping for actionable intel b4 tea party. Am under crazy pressure
on all fronts. Hearing Wolfpack/Boland/west face gearing up for new assault. No idea if it is true.
[12/09/2017, 16:09:27] Dr Avi Yanus: We got the first payment. Thawed and ready for immediate use.
Thanks!
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[12/09/2017, 16:30:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. I approved cabs from home for anyone who wants to come in
before 8AM.
[12/09/2017, 16:31:50] Guy Fikhte: 👏👏
[12/09/2017, 16:33:27] Dr Avi Yanus: * Everything until Tuesday (inclusive).
[12/09/2017, 16:51:19] Dr Avi Yanus: The infrastructure has all been setup, except for one which will be
setup in the next hour.
[12/09/2017, 16:51:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Doron’s been working on nothing but that, sitting here next to me.
[12/09/2017, 16:51:54] Dr Avi Yanus: I asked Tal to be the responsible adult today and make sure a food
order goes out at 7:30PM.
[12/09/2017, 17:31:12] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Up to you whether to include Gal in the meeting tomorrow.
She really flaked today...
[12/09/2017, 17:33:45] Guy Fikhte: I’m considering including just her and letting the others sleep so
they can work like human beings the rest of the day.
[12/09/2017, 17:35:48] Dr Avi Yanus: Everyone should be in the office by quarter to ten latest. That’s
the first thing the customer will want to see...
[12/09/2017, 19:01:10] Guy Fikhte: If you make them come to the office exhausted it will only harm
their sharpness and alertness. There’s no problem teaching other analysts a few more profiles
[12/09/2017, 19:01:20] Guy Fikhte: And I think that’s better
[12/09/2017, 19:17:32] Dr Avi Yanus: They don’t need to present anything. Just to sit on their chairs..
[12/09/2017, 19:18:11] Guy Fikhte: Even better! We’ll have two from the institute sit there
[12/09/2017, 19:18:38] Dr Avi Yanus: Come on Guy.. There’s a limit. Quarter to ten is a reasonable time
to come. They can come in taxis as far as I’m concerned.
[12/09/2017, 19:19:12] Guy Fikhte: Avi, that means they get 4 hours of sleep..
[12/09/2017, 19:19:24] Guy Fikhte: A bit less, and then they’re useless the whole day
[12/09/2017, 19:22:24] Dr Avi Yanus: I understand.
[12/09/2017, 19:22:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Then let them come in at 11:30, final time. We’ll bring him right
into the meeting room, and then a tour when we’re done.
[12/09/2017, 21:09:46] Guy Fikhte: Thanks a lot, Avi
[13/09/2017, 6:13:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Jim and Naomi (Brian’s jr lawyer) just finished a mtng w a ‘source’Vincent Hanna’s pi. I have asked that Naomi’s hand written notes be fwded to u asap and followed up
when typed up. 2 of the important ‘facts’ that need to be chased down: 1. ‘Levitt’, one of the fortress
principals and a former norton rose lawyer, allegedly wrote an email to cohodes asking for direction etc
on how to manipulate/ use the whistleblower pgm and other ‘advice’. Jim literally saw the emails on
snowdy’s computer. This is unequivocal proof of both conspiracy AND intent to manipulate BOTH the
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mkt (criminal) and abuse he whistleblower system (quasi-criminal). This is very serious and very
valuable to us. 2. Snowdy alleges he has proof cohedes has chinese backing/$. If we find out who it is
and sick the chinese backers on cohedes, that could be a good fact for us. Snowdy also alleges anson
partners Canada are the most dirty of the Wolfpack. If prove that and connection to west face, very
helpful.
[13/09/2017, 8:37:10] Dr Avi Yanus: The meeting was scheduled for an earlier time - 1PM in London.
Gadi and Yossi are taking the 5AM flight, and returning at 10:30PM. Meeting him for lunch and then
coming to us.
[13/09/2017, 10:39:01] Dr Avi Yanus: The meeting is over. It was excellent! Sunday morning Sarel and
Guy are meeting with Avi Ronen (and Gadi..) to assign objects. Until then it’s all ours, and they’re not
starting work (they’re going to the customer tomorrow..).
[13/09/2017, 15:23:30] Dr Avi Yanus: From notes, new possible tgt--rudinsky. Used to work at GMP.
Fired for cause. Allegedly still out of work. Good possibility of helping us for either $$$ or to avoid being
charged. He was the guy at GMP doing what Langstaff is doing at cannaccord. He for sure can give us
info on whole Wolfpack and confirm how they spread false rumors in mkt etc.
[13/09/2017, 16:44:18] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000117-PHOTO-2017-09-13-16-44-18.jpg>
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[13/09/2017, 17:24:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - reserve a flight for you and Liron leaving as late as possible
Monday afternoon, returning 10:30PM, insofar as that’s possible, plus a hotel (can’t host you this
time...).
[13/09/2017, 17:26:00] Dr Avi Yanus: The others - are welcome to reserve flights in your discretion,
landing 11AM at the latest and taking off 8PM at the earliest (bottom line it’ll be 10:30PM).
[13/09/2017, 19:00:55] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000120-PHOTO-2017-09-13-19-00-55.jpg>

[13/09/2017, 19:04:33] Sarel Granit: Excellent!
[13/09/2017, 19:05:14] Sarel Granit: TD;LR: Meeting with the judge on Monday or Tuesday
[13/09/2017, 19:10:46] Dr Avi Yanus: Brilliant!!!!!
[13/09/2017, 19:34:44] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000124-PHOTO-2017-09-13-19-34-44.jpg>
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[13/09/2017, 19:35:02] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000125-PHOTO-2017-09-13-19-35-02.jpg>
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[13/09/2017, 19:38:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Explain please...
[13/09/2017, 19:38:15] Dr Avi Yanus: In one sentence
[13/09/2017, 19:38:57] Sarel Granit: 2 more meetings
[13/09/2017, 19:39:05] Sarel Granit: Near-meetings
[13/09/2017, 19:39:34] Sarel Granit: Looking forward
[13/09/2017, 19:40:00] Sarel Granit: The first is the legal counsel who left WF right after the event in
2014
[13/09/2017, 19:40:14] Sarel Granit: The second is a controller at WF
[13/09/2017, 19:40:39] Sarel Granit: Both meetings resulted from Stella’s contacts
[13/09/2017, 19:42:57] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent.
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[13/09/2017, 21:29:46] Dan: Rockstars!!! Amazing!!! All right, Actives’ school trip to Canada on Sunday.
[13/09/2017, 21:33:38] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan.. You’re one step behind... they’re about to fly..
[13/09/2017, 21:36:57] Dan: Amazing. Guy and Sarel, amazing work.
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[14/09/2017, 13:07:54] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy, that woman who tried to send a CV to the email that went
down. Did that work out? Did that get fixed in the end?
[14/09/2017, 13:08:36] Guy Fikhte: Sure - the email didn’t go down, it was sent to the wrong address,
typo between e and a
[14/09/2017, 13:08:53] Dr Avi Yanus: And you told her that?
[14/09/2017, 13:09:14] Sarel Granit: Avi are you asking seriously?
[14/09/2017, 13:09:32] Dr Avi Yanus: 100%..
[14/09/2017, 13:09:59] Guy Fikhte: Of course, it’s very generic
[14/09/2017, 13:10:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Don’t think Doron doesn’t know how to build infrastructure..:-)
[14/09/2017, 13:10:31] Guy Fikhte: That was never one of my criticisms against him
[14/09/2017, 13:10:41] Guy Fikhte: (There were others though)
[14/09/2017, 14:09:02] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000154-PHOTO-2017-09-14-14-09-01.jpg>
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[14/09/2017, 14:09:12] Dr Avi Yanus: Let’s go VI!
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[14/09/2017, 17:05:15] Guy Fikhte: Spoke to Gadi (6:50PM): He said he heard the judge is a white
nationalist, and therefore we need a white Active; he said very interesting, very relevant, and we’ll take
a purebred white Active.
[14/09/2017, 17:39:10] Dr Avi Yanus: CATALYST.20170913.M.NML to file.re.meeting with D Snowdy • 8
pages document omitted
[14/09/2017, 17:39:54] Dr Avi Yanus: The “yellow” document is now printed and legible
[14/09/2017, 17:40:10] Guy Fikhte: That’s not him..
[14/09/2017, 17:40:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Another document?
[14/09/2017, 17:40:41] Ran Shacham: Yes
[14/09/2017, 17:40:46] Ran Shacham: Meeting summary
[14/09/2017, 17:40:47] Guy Fikhte: Indeed - those are the notes - they sent before
[14/09/2017, 17:40:57] Guy Fikhte: After spending hours making sense of them..
[14/09/2017, 19:04:11] Guy Fikhte: Just finished a call with Gadi:
Further to the negative line, offered Brandon an outline *in coordination with the customer*: We’re a
party who’s been hurt by the customer after he didn’t accept us for work. Described the job intake
process at his firm (ivy league grad with experience in one of the large banks):
Psychometric test, multiple interviews, homework case that can only be fully solved with help from
others (and whoever succeeds in solving it is not accepted, because it shows unreliability), deceptive
questions like “how much is 3.5 percent of 5631”, and if the wrong answer is given, the candidate is
rejected, etc.

Suggest a showcase story told by a journalist writing about the process / disappointed by previous
interviews, to contact Brandon to collect negative information about the customer, apparently in the
hope that “they’re assholes because....”
I praised the idea a lot, with many superlatives. In response to my question of how he thinks we can
reach essential elements of information (which would be self-incrimination), he responded that he can’t
see how it can be reached in any other outline. (Which is interesting because it’s our first and primary
essential element of information).
I said that was a brilliant idea, and we need to think it over and see how we can make it a reality. In
essence, I think it’s an OK idea, but if we’re already making contact in that way, I prefer a violent
approach to the face and/or HR, and not some other fairy tale. I’d be happy to hear any remarks. The
main advantage is that the process is not open, and presenting it would increase reliability.
[14/09/2017, 20:45:12] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000166-PHOTO-2017-09-14-20-45-12.jpg>
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[14/09/2017, 20:46:35] Dan: Come on Moti
[14/09/2017, 20:47:17] Guy Fikhte: Go home?
[14/09/2017, 20:47:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Didn’t that happen a few hours ago already?
[14/09/2017, 20:47:35] Guy Fikhte: 8:34PM London time
[14/09/2017, 20:48:13] Dr Avi Yanus: What’s the difference between this email and the last one?
[14/09/2017, 20:49:54] Guy Fikhte: Different stages in the Active lifecycle
[14/09/2017, 20:50:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Great
[14/09/2017, 22:01:33] Sarel Granit: Update Moyse has been located. He’s being tracked for several hours now. Entered the gym now, Yarden and
Dan are on the way there to make contact at the exit
[15/09/2017, 1:15:02] Guy Fikhte: Hi. I’m with Avi and we want to come Sunday at 1:30PM for a meeting
about the list. Please confirm. Thanks.
[15/09/2017, 1:15:36] Guy Fikhte: Gadi wrote me now: I approved it to him tentatively. Considering the
time, I assume they’re both in New York, scheming up something.
[15/09/2017, 4:54:57] Dr Avi Yanus: Indeed. Of course, coordinate with Sarel the exciting reunion
meeting. I think preferably not in the company’s offices.
[15/09/2017, 4:57:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Guys, we need both teams to understand the following. On
Naomi’s typed notes snowdy alleges a partner at a law firm said that for $5mm he can get the right
judge from the commercial list on the case. No matter how u slice it, if true that means newbould is
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dirty/criminal. Even if the $$$ wasn’t to go AT ALL to newbould, he was the chief judge of the
commercial list. As such, while he was the chief judge of the commercial list, he is the one that allocates
cases to the himself and the other commercial list judges. That means, if the statement is true that even
if not for $$, somehow newbould was known to be able to be influenced to ensure ‘the right judge’ got
the case in question. In addition, by definition newbould allocated to HIMSELF our cases (mobilicity,
moyse, and we know he was trying to get control of the inducement action because in a prior decision
he refused to allow the moyse case and the inducement action to be merged and then tried to get
control of it but we prevented such). This is very very serious and if true goes beyond ‘bias’ to literally
potential criminality. If we get that, everything is truly game/set/match/championship/EVERYTHING in
one fell swoop. We don’t even have to prove way face /boland actually pd him off (that would be
incredible too though). If we show he abused his office to allocate cases and used that power to allocate
himself our cases? Even not for $$$? KABOOOM!!!!
[15/09/2017, 5:40:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. If you guys are at Mazeh today (and tomorrow). Then lunch is
on us. Take a credit card from Rotem. Update Nitzan about cleaning, etc.
[15/09/2017, 7:50:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Guys, we need both teams to understand the following. On
Naomi’s typed notes snowdy alleges a partner at a law firm said that for $5mm he can get the right
judge from the commercial list on the case. No matter how u slice it, if true that means newbould is
dirty/criminal. Even if the $$$ wasn’t to go AT ALL to newbould, he was the chief judge of the
commercial list. As such, while he was the chief judge of the commercial list, he is the one that allocates
cases to the himself and the other commercial list judges. That means, if the statement is true that even
if not for $$, somehow newbould was known to be able to be influenced to ensure ‘the right judge’ got
the case in question. In addition, by definition newbould allocated to HIMSELF our cases (mobilicity,
moyse, and we know he was trying to get control of the inducement action because in a prior decision
he refused to allow the moyse case and the inducement action to be merged and then tried to get
control of it but we prevented such). This is very very serious and if true goes beyond ‘bias’ to literally
potential criminality. If we get that, everything is truly game/set/match/championship/EVERYTHING in
one fell swoop. We don’t even have to prove way face /boland actually pd him off (that would be
incredible too though). If we show he abused his office to allocate cases and used that power to allocate
himself our cases? Even not for $$$? KABOOOM!!!!
[15/09/2017, 7:50:37] Dr Avi Yanus: And it makes me wonder why snowdy alleges newbould is ‘terrified’
of snowdy.
[15/09/2017, 12:35:00] Guy Fikhte: Avi - the customer has materials pertaining to WOLF PACK
(apparently). Send it to him please:

Dear X,
please send us all the materials you have and are pertinent to the Wolf Pack potential members, their
M.O and any other research material regarding the Short&Distort elements
[15/09/2017, 12:51:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Send it to Gadi, that would be best
[15/09/2017, 12:51:33] Guy Fikhte: Best without an agent...
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[15/09/2017, 12:51:36] Guy Fikhte: The information will not be filtered
[15/09/2017, 12:51:46] Guy Fikhte: The question (and its response) won’t reach the competitors
[15/09/2017, 12:51:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I have no direct contact with the customer. None of us does.
[15/09/2017, 12:52:13] Guy Fikhte: I have, if the device has reached him.
[15/09/2017, 12:52:33] Guy Fikhte: You have contact with Tanuri?
[15/09/2017, 12:54:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Yes. He’ll forward it to Gadi anyway.
[15/09/2017, 12:54:20] Guy Fikhte: OK
[15/09/2017, 12:54:24] Guy Fikhte: I’ll try directly vis-à-vis the customer
[15/09/2017, 12:54:28] Guy Fikhte: If not - I’ll send to Gadi
[15/09/2017, 12:54:43] Dr Avi Yanus: I think it would be best to just move forward, no need for any
conspiracy theories...
[15/09/2017, 12:55:20] Guy Fikhte: Very conspiratorial in light of our objects meeting with the
competing company on Sunday...
[15/09/2017, 12:56:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Forget about that now Guy... let it go.. we have enough drama...
[15/09/2017, 12:58:40] Dan: Don’t bypass agents!!!
[15/09/2017, 12:58:43] Dan: Are you nuts??
[15/09/2017, 12:59:01] Dan: Send it to Gadi the usual way. That’s it
[15/09/2017, 12:59:22] Dan: Or Avi to Tanuri
[15/09/2017, 12:59:57] Dr Avi Yanus: I totally agree. Guy - forward it to Gadi.
[15/09/2017, 13:02:10] Ran Shacham: In the meeting with Gadi, we spoke about a direct channel of
telecommunication, and he’s the one who sent (supposedly) the telephone number to the customer. It’s
not bypassing agents. We can talk to Guy and make sure that channel is open, and update him later
[15/09/2017, 13:02:20] Dan: No. Thanks
[15/09/2017, 13:02:34] Dan: Let’s talk after Tuesday. Until then, nothing gets bypassed.
[15/09/2017, 13:02:50] Ran Shacham: There will be problems if there’s no direct channel between Guy
and the customer. Regardless of the second group and any conspiracies
[15/09/2017, 13:03:13] Dan: Nothing till Tuesday. Don’t even try. Let’s try to make it happen there in
the meeting
[15/09/2017, 13:05:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Ran. The discussion is over.
[15/09/2017, 13:05:46] Ran Shacham: Indeed
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[15/09/2017, 13:05:58] Dr Avi Yanus: Your agendas are clear and are harming the project, so take a step
back on this issue and let us get to work.
[15/09/2017, 13:09:29] Ran Shacham: What are you talking about? Calm down
[15/09/2017, 13:10:15] Ran Shacham: Remember what Sarel is telling you
[15/09/2017, 13:10:39] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m totally calm. About the fact that you don’t get along with these
agents - no matter what the reason. So your solution is to fight them, which is the worst possible
approach for the project.
[15/09/2017, 13:11:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Totally remember. These aren’t stings.
[15/09/2017, 13:11:59] Sarel Granit: Let’s move on
[15/09/2017, 13:23:28] Dan: Hahahaha Avi you’re retarded
[15/09/2017, 13:24:09] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan. I understand that Ran is driving you and writing you dramatic
messages separately, and asking you to write something.
[15/09/2017, 13:25:25] Dan: No. I’m just responding to the matter. Question and response. You’re
adding unnecessary arguments and statements. Everything was clear after my response. Stop bothering
people on a Friday. We’ve moved on
[15/09/2017, 13:25:58] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m trying to explain. People aren’t robots. We have indeed
moved on.
[15/09/2017, 14:00:36] Guy Fikhte: I wrote Gadi (a while ago), he’s apparently in the air and it’s not
clear when he’ll land and handle it; suggest writing to Tanuri in parallel. I don’t have the difficulties
[15/09/2017, 14:01:07] Guy Fikhte: Here’s the message I sent to Gadi:
Hi Gadi - I need a few materials from the customer: The material which he and the other companies he
hired collected about Wolf Pack - operating methods, research about past events and activities, etc. If
you want, you can send him the following wording:

Dear X,

please send us all the materials you have and are pertinent to the Wolf Pack potential members, their
M.O and any other research material regarding the Short&Distort elements
[15/09/2017, 14:01:24] Dr Avi Yanus: forwarded to both (we have a group)
[15/09/2017, 14:01:33] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[15/09/2017, 14:26:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. The customer transferred another 250.
[15/09/2017, 14:27:02] Dr Avi Yanus: That would not have happened without the amazing progress that
was forwarded to him live from the ground...
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[15/09/2017, 14:27:23] Guy Fikhte: Nonsense... that’s what contracts are for. How many more
installments are expected?
[15/09/2017, 14:27:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahaha
[15/09/2017, 14:27:50] Guy Fikhte: ** How many installments after Tuesday
[15/09/2017, 14:27:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Remember that in the discussion at Nick’s on Tuesday evening..
[15/09/2017, 14:28:17] Dr Avi Yanus: Another 4 installments. Tuesday is an installment as well.
[15/09/2017, 14:28:17] Guy Fikhte: My signature is on the document Avi..
[15/09/2017, 14:28:28] Guy Fikhte: 100%
[15/09/2017, 15:43:01] Dr Avi Yanus: I do not understand. They have all this already. Am worried this
means they have gotten nowhere in wks. And time is ticking.
[15/09/2017, 15:43:01] Dr Avi Yanus: From the customer
[15/09/2017, 15:43:04] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy?
[15/09/2017, 15:43:32] Guy Fikhte: We haven’t received anything
[15/09/2017, 15:44:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Your message was sent to the customer, and this is what he
answered. Are you sure?
[15/09/2017, 15:46:08] Dr Avi Yanus: In any case - speak to Gadi when he lands.
[15/09/2017, 15:49:52] Guy Fikhte: I’ll be happy to speak with them - I haven’t received the relevant
paperwork. What we have is a few text messages, email reference to a trace order regarding a bit of
delinquency. Success papers and notes from a meeting that was held recently with a few people.
What we’re talking about are documents and a diagram which were prepared by other contractors of
the customer, which include the short sellers’ activity schema.
[15/09/2017, 15:50:05] Guy Fikhte: And some text messages
[15/09/2017, 15:50:39] Dr Avi Yanus: I’ll be happy to speak with them - I haven’t received the relevant
paperwork. What we have is a few text messages, email reference to a trace order regarding a bit of
delinquency. Success papers and notes from a meeting that was held recently with a few people.
What we’re talking about are documents and a diagram which were prepared by other contractors of
the customer, which include the short sellers’ activity schema.
[15/09/2017, 15:50:52] Dr Avi Yanus: From Guy... Gadi - speak directly.
[15/09/2017, 15:51:01] Guy Fikhte: You’re in the wrong group...
[15/09/2017, 15:51:18] Dr Avi Yanus: Come on Guy.. I’m copying you what I wrote there
[15/09/2017, 15:51:33] Guy Fikhte: Ah.. sorry
[15/09/2017, 15:51:55] Dr Avi Yanus: Just an FYI that I “burnt” you...
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[15/09/2017, 15:52:13] Guy Fikhte: No biggie
[15/09/2017, 15:52:50] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahaha
[15/09/2017, 16:37:58] Dr Avi Yanus: They have a few messages from u... Mail re trace order with
somevreferls to them breaking the law, and some notes from a meeting with a few players... They need
on top of that...
What they need are documents prepared by other players u hired with scheme of activities of the
shortlists... I hope it is clear....
[15/09/2017, 16:37:58] Dr Avi Yanus: Not clear. I do not understand. Tell me exactly what they r
requesting and I will tell u if we have it or can get it.
[15/09/2017, 16:37:58] Dr Avi Yanus: Avi... For Guy...
[15/09/2017, 16:38:15] Dr Avi Yanus: Send it to me clearly in English and I’ll check it immediately
[15/09/2017, 16:38:29] Dr Avi Yanus: From Yossi Tanuri...
[15/09/2017, 16:38:34] Guy Fikhte: You google translated my last message?
[15/09/2017, 16:38:54] Dr Avi Yanus: He did... I’m just forwarding it to him Guy..
[15/09/2017, 16:39:05] Dr Avi Yanus: They have the flowchart of how the Wolfpack scheme works
prepared by jim riley too
[15/09/2017, 16:39:23] Guy Fikhte: That’s just what I need - where is that?
[15/09/2017, 16:40:27] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Write it to me in English!
[15/09/2017, 16:41:46] Guy Fikhte: Avi - there’s another issue here. He claims we have the exact
document I’m looking for (*I* don’t have it, and I suspect that none of us do). Therefore, I’ll be happy to
write whatever I need to, but the gap here isn’t because he doesn’t understand what we want, but
because he’s convinced it’s on our side.
[15/09/2017, 16:42:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. I understand that very clearly. And now phrase the message
that you want forwarded to the customer.
[15/09/2017, 16:43:25] Guy Fikhte: Dear Sir,

The documents which we would like to receive are every piece of original materials prepared in regard
to the Shorting Scheme, particularly the flowchart prepared by Jim Riley as well as the documents on
which it relies.
Best,
[15/09/2017, 16:45:35] Dr Avi Yanus: It seems so... Waiting...
[15/09/2017, 16:45:35] Dr Avi Yanus: That’s what I wrote him from the start
[15/09/2017, 16:45:40] Dr Avi Yanus: From Yossi..
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[15/09/2017, 16:46:13] Dr Avi Yanus: I believe they are re checking, re confirming, preparing prior to a
few meetings,!!! Already set cor next few days... I forwarded your message though as is to their leader...
I will get gadi on it and advise
[15/09/2017, 16:47:52] Guy Fikhte: “their leader”....
[15/09/2017, 17:00:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi just landed.. He will clarify... As indicated prior meetings are
set... This is just extra prep and clarity
[15/09/2017, 17:00:58] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahaha
[15/09/2017, 19:17:07] Guy Fikhte: 08282017144011-0001.pdf • 5 pages <attached: 0000026808282017144011-0001.pdf>

00000268-08282017
144011-0001.pdf

[15/09/2017, 19:17:17] Guy Fikhte: Send paperwork (incomplete but relevant)
[15/09/2017, 19:23:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent
[15/09/2017, 21:03:45] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000271-PHOTO-2017-09-15-21-03-45.jpg>
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[15/09/2017, 21:27:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Tom Robertson says they have not been able to move on Patrick
Macguire in Florida. Former west face employee. He is in Miami directly across from south beach. We
have complete info I can send if needed. Also, should probably review catalyst former employee Lorne
Creighton’s computers at same time as Moyse’s.
[15/09/2017, 21:27:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Potential object. Interested or should I transfer to Petach Tikva
[15/09/2017, 21:27:20] Dr Avi Yanus: From Gadi...
[15/09/2017, 21:31:33] Guy Fikhte: When did he send that exactly?
[15/09/2017, 21:31:48] Guy Fikhte: and write him that we’re interested
[15/09/2017, 21:39:05] Guy Fikhte: Which files? Do u mean hard drives? Also, tgt on florida (potentially
disgruntled former west face employee) is: Patrick mArk McGuire 07/01/71, 601 NE 36th apt 2312
33137-3970
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Drivers license: M12806176710701 canada

2013 Mercedes c250 Florida tags EYHN36
[15/09/2017, 21:56:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Which files? Do u mean hard drives? Also, tgt on florida
(potentially disgruntled former west face employee) is: Patrick mArk McGuire 07/01/71, 601 NE 36th apt
2312 33137-3970

Drivers license: M12806176710701 canada

2013 Mercedes c250 Florida tags EYHN36
[15/09/2017, 22:17:45] Dr Avi Yanus: Tom Robertson says they have not been able to move on Patrick
Macguire in Florida. Former west face employee. He is in Miami directly across from south beach. We
have complete info I can send if needed. Also, should probably review catalyst former employee Lorne
Creighton’s computers at same time as Moyse’s.
[16/09/2017, 6:31:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Ha. We just found out the principal of Bluberi has historical ties to
the mafia. We r providing to court monitor on Monday. He will likely rollover and give us info on
Wolfpack. Wed fortress resources guys being examined under oath and swear as part of the deal they
will be providing new and severe evidence. Today the esco guys gave over the promised documentary
evidence etc. It includes emails w boland etc
[16/09/2017, 6:31:22] Dr Avi Yanus: This proves Boland up to his eyeballs in a criminal conspiracy. We r
thinking of sending our lawyer to his lawyers in advance of the appeal next wk to tell the lawyers: ‘just
so u know, this is what we have so far. U r defending an appeal about character for a client that is now
for sure involved in a criminal conspiracy and his firm is likely not to exist in 3-6 months. Be careful
what u say to the appellate court because if U make assertions about Boland/west face and even after
the appeal proves to be a criminal your firm will be seen by the Appellate bench to have been sleeping w
a criminal and may ask questions of when/ what u knew, and the authorities may even begin
investigating if u/your firm are at all involved.’ If we have harder proof by mon/tues, that conversation
may well result in either the lawyers requesting a delay (buying our team more time) or resigning.
Therefore more we have mon/tues the better. The esco sworn statements, the Levitt Email to cohedes,
the now documentary evidence emails/w boland and cohedes and esco r very good for us/bad for them.
Definitely a ‘paralyzing shot’. But not yet a death shot. We may have more debilitating or even a Death
shot in wed examinations. But that may be a day too late.
[16/09/2017, 8:38:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Yours. Charge...
[16/09/2017, 8:39:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi answered...
[16/09/2017, 22:31:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Have a good week! Hope you guys rested over the weekend. Us not so much..:-)
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[16/09/2017, 22:31:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent meeting with the big fish’s wife. During the meeting, the
object called to tell her husband that she was reserving dinner. He was a bit suspicious, but agreed.
We’re setting up the location now. She suggested a few options, and we’re checking where would be
the best place to record...
[17/09/2017, 12:35:42] Guy Fikhte: Bei_Resume-2017.docx • 1 page <attached: 00000286-Bei_Resume2017.docx>

00000286-Bei_Resu
me-2017.docx

[17/09/2017, 12:40:14] Dr Avi Yanus: Very nice! Is there a meeting in the calendar?
[17/09/2017, 12:40:27] Guy Fikhte: No way
[17/09/2017, 12:40:45] Dr Avi Yanus: Explain then..
[17/09/2017, 12:41:02] Guy Fikhte: Anything that comes from Gadi is forwarded directly to the group
[17/09/2017, 12:41:25] Guy Fikhte: Gadi was convinced to expropriate the object in question from the
competing company
[17/09/2017, 12:41:41] Guy Fikhte: And she’s just been transferred to us
[17/09/2017, 12:46:19] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent
[17/09/2017, 18:16:58] Dan: Friends I went over the status now with Guy and all the analysts. Amazing
work!! Precedential. Well done. It’s overtime now, we really need to plan every hour. That’s why I asked
Guy to let most of the analysts go soon, and to bring them back only tomorrow afternoon. And tell them
in advance that tomorrow between a white night, no sleep till the meeting with the customer, so make
sure they sleep well. Because most of the material will only arrive tomorrow at 10 or 11PM Israel time,
and we need a mass of transcripts throughout the whole night. So right now all of the work is on level 2
objects from the Wolf Pack etc., better to wait until after the meeting with the customer, let’s focus on
the crazy meetings!! that we were able to set up.
[17/09/2017, 18:17:39] Sarel Granit: 👍👍🏻🏻
[17/09/2017, 18:18:29] Dan: Also, Sarel, maybe already this evening, tell a volunteer analyst from each
team, except for Guy’s team, to come in tomorrow noon and stay throughout the night working on
transcripts. Or go in the afternoon and come back at night, giving each one a couple hours, so it moves
smoothly. Guy says his team isn’t enough.
[17/09/2017, 18:19:03] Sarel Granit: Already coordinated with Guy, don’t worry
[17/09/2017, 18:19:09] Dan: Trust you to manage this but already from the night onwards we need to
tell people not to wait so they come tomorrow at 8AM and have nothing to do till 11PM, and then fall
asleep at the computer
[17/09/2017, 18:19:10] Dan: Great
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[17/09/2017, 18:20:45] Dan: Also, I really don’t like how Guy and Liron are flying tomorrow evening.
Before that whole big mass comes in. Guy says that Tiana will manage the whole show throughout the
night. Maybe we leave Liron as well? Let him fly with me and Ran at 5AM? Sarel, what do you think? I
trust you but think it over again.
[17/09/2017, 18:21:26] Dan: Also request a preparatory call with the intel collection officers before the
important meetings. Phone call with Sarel and Guy. Add me as an optional participant, and I’ll try to
jump in too.
[17/09/2017, 18:22:02] Dr Avi Yanus: Intel collection officers? In our company we call them Actives...
[17/09/2017, 18:22:51] Sarel Granit: We’ve already prepared for today’s meeting
[17/09/2017, 18:23:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Regarding today’s meeting - have they been told to apply full
pressure, or to build trust slowly like at “Aura”?
[17/09/2017, 18:24:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Stella wrote a summary of the second option...
[17/09/2017, 18:24:27] Sarel Granit: Build trust this evening at dinner, give a tempting work offer and
set a meeting for tomorrow morning to go all the way
[17/09/2017, 18:24:38] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent!
[17/09/2017, 18:29:08] Dr Avi Yanus: There’s nothing to manage about transcription work. Just sit next
to them. Once the transcripts have been completed (morning...) Prefer to have Guy and Liron fresh so
they can sew everything up for the presentation from the morning till 2PM.
[17/09/2017, 18:35:42] Dan: Sarel, your opinion about this?
Anyway, Guy you have to give clear instructions. Tiana looks half dead. Gal Amid ran out of the office
after Avi didn’t approve her fifty shekels for a cab. Tiana needs to go home and come back tomorrow
afternoon with everyone clear that she’s managing the transcription work, if you decide to take Liron.
And if not, then split the hours between them.
[17/09/2017, 18:36:14] Guy Fikhte: Already done.
[17/09/2017, 18:38:20] Dr Avi Yanus: * I didn’t approve for her to come and go every day by cab, plus
both lunch and dinner. She really exaggerated there... At the end of the day we have an entire company
here, and there’s no reason for her to get lunch at the company’s expense. She’s working per hour (like
everyone else), plus a crazy bonus, so she can afford to buy herself something to eat.
[17/09/2017, 18:40:19] Dr Avi Yanus: She took it too far there...
[17/09/2017, 18:42:28] Sarel Granit: Agree that it’s better to have Guy and Liron available to work on
the presentation from 5-6 AM London time until the meeting
[17/09/2017, 18:42:49] Sarel Granit: Tiana can handle managing the transcripts, and I’ll help her
[17/09/2017, 18:45:14] Dan: Then come tomorrow afternoon too;)
[17/09/2017, 19:28:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi called and suggested 1-2 objects to maintain long term.
Maybe even the one he sent.
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[17/09/2017, 19:31:25] Sarel Granit: Hahaha double checking me
[17/09/2017, 19:31:37] Sarel Granit: Just like usual :-)
[17/09/2017, 19:32:28] Sarel Granit: Yossi and Gadi are arriving on an ElAl flight in the morning (with
Dan and Ran). FYI...
[17/09/2017, 19:36:00] Dr Avi Yanus: I didn’t want to write this myself..:-)
[17/09/2017, 19:36:28] Sarel Granit: I was surprised you didn’t write. Very nice of you to adhere to the
group rules:)
[17/09/2017, 19:46:20] Dr Avi Yanus: To anyone who was worried, Gal left today because she had a
wedding to attend, and tomorrow she’ll come in fully motivated.
[17/09/2017, 19:47:31] Sarel Granit: Shit so no drama...
[18/09/2017, 8:00:27] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000324-PHOTO-2017-09-18-08-00-27.jpg>

[18/09/2017, 8:00:38] Guy Fikhte: Arik from there just wrote me
[18/09/2017, 8:56:30] Dr Avi Yanus: Who’s Arik?
[18/09/2017, 8:57:51] Guy Fikhte: “Arik Becker”, one of the participants of yesterday’s meeting. Young
religious guy
[18/09/2017, 9:01:50] Sarel Granit: “Intel manager at Psy”
[18/09/2017, 9:21:48] Guy Fikhte: We spoke - everything’s fine, it’s seems. I gave the names of the 6
most relevant objects, in terms of all requirements and opportunities. The names were unfamiliar to
me...
He’ll send me the names which are relevant to them, so we know not to collide.
[18/09/2017, 9:39:46] Guy Fikhte: Send them, one object is very good, the others are less relevant
[18/09/2017, 10:02:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Great.
[18/09/2017, 22:00:53] Sarel Granit: Gadi called for an update about today. I told him in general terms
where we stand. He asked us not to forcefully kill ourselves over more meetings, and not to forcefully
rape objects for the meeting tomorrow, because we also need to think about after tomorrow’s
meeting...
[19/09/2017, 1:19:28] Dan: Ignore him in this respect. Need to rape whatever we can
[19/09/2017, 1:21:00] Guy Fikhte: Don’t worry, like the Germans at Stalingrad.
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[19/09/2017, 1:22:02] Sarel Granit: Guy go to sleep
[19/09/2017, 1:23:41] Sarel Granit: And I’m happy to announce that the Chinese object we took from
Avi Ronen will be happy to meet.. and who cares if she’s valuable or not....:-)
[19/09/2017, 1:31:29] Dan: Between us, and without deeply understanding the essential elements of
information (we’ll get to that tomorrow until the meeting), do we have anything really good for now?
Anything real and concrete, not fantasy? I believe that I’ll meet Gadi & co. in the next twenty minutes,
and that will be their first question
[19/09/2017, 1:34:07] Sarel Granit: He got an update from me already
[19/09/2017, 1:34:22] Dan: And he...
[19/09/2017, 1:34:46] Dan: What was the update, and what’s the actual situation right now
[19/09/2017, 1:34:54] Sarel Granit: Call me when you’re on the way to the airport.
[19/09/2017, 5:09:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Good morning. Anyone up?
[19/09/2017, 5:14:38] Sarel Granit: I am
[19/09/2017, 8:52:49] Dan: What happened in the last meeting? Who’s up? Urgently and briefly. With
the judge
[19/09/2017, 8:53:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Said a statement that in the right context it will be possible to get
rid of him. Needs a lot of play.
[19/09/2017, 8:53:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Tell him it was great and it’s being processed...
[19/09/2017, 8:53:47] Dr Avi Yanus: Nothing racist unfortunately..
[19/09/2017, 8:54:07] Dr Avi Yanus: It’ll be fine at 2PM
[19/09/2017, 11:43:24] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000349-PHOTO-2017-09-19-11-43-24.jpg>

[19/09/2017, 11:43:56] Guy Fikhte: He was racist, just against Chinese
[19/09/2017, 11:44:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Tell him that’s we’ve met and there’s a continuation.
[19/09/2017, 11:44:36] Dr Avi Yanus: And that you’ll update him in the evening. Things are in process.
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[19/09/2017, 11:45:43] Sarel Granit: Looked for me too.. haven’t gotten back yet.
Need to try to see the articles in advance, because the first thing the judge will do is to connect it to
yesterday’s meetings
[19/09/2017, 11:45:58] Sarel Granit: I’ll speak to Avi
[19/09/2017, 11:52:34] Sarel Granit: I spoke to him
“The journalists are hot for us... you have no idea how much” :-)
Bottom line, he says two articles are coming out today about the investigation which is being delayed,
about the WP who are involved, and about the trial with criticism of the judge, etc. etc.
[19/09/2017, 12:54:37] Dan: In ten minutes Avi and I will go over the presentation at the office. Don’t
run off to get food. We’ll get sandwiches or something
[19/09/2017, 14:37:09] Sarel Granit: Good luck at the meeting!! I let most of the team go home to sleep
after some of them worked over 24 hours here
[19/09/2017, 14:38:29] Sarel Granit: Waiting for updates
[19/09/2017, 16:14:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Going great!! Still going...
[19/09/2017, 16:20:47] Sarel Granit: Dan and Stella finished a meeting
[19/09/2017, 16:20:47] Sarel Granit: They said it was a good one
[19/09/2017, 16:56:08] Sarel Granit: attached: <00000362-PHOTO-2017-09-19-16-56-08.jpg>
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[19/09/2017, 20:14:52] Dan: It was excellent!! Well done!
[19/09/2017, 20:19:47] Dr Avi Yanus: HI Newton,

Thank you for passing my CV to other companies in the industry. I had an interview with a HR
consultancy company, Caesar & Co from UK this morning. They mentioned that they got my CV from a
private equity client which I think it is probably you who referred me to.

I really appreciate that you remember to look for opportunities for me.

Best,
Bei
[19/09/2017, 20:21:14] Sarel Granit: Hahaha wait till he hears the recording...
[19/09/2017, 20:47:53] Dan: The customer is stressed out. His lawyer liked the material a lot. Asked for
the audio as well. We’ll forward the presentation with the sliced audio sections. No choice. And a few
pictures of the judge so they see we really met him
[19/09/2017, 21:20:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Forward it. The box has a mechanism that allows them to hear but
not download. That “exposes” us, of course. Another option would simply be a white Dropbox link.
Whatever we decide is acceptable.
[19/09/2017, 21:21:12] Sarel Granit: attached: <00000368-PHOTO-2017-09-19-21-21-12.jpg>
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[19/09/2017, 21:21:13] Sarel Granit: attached: <00000369-PHOTO-2017-09-19-21-21-13.jpg>
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[20/09/2017, 11:36:42] Dr Avi Yanus: So it turns out that guy who “disappeared” after the meal with his
wife didn’t disappear after all, he sent an email.. They simply didn’t check him out?
[20/09/2017, 11:37:06] Guy Fikhte: Affirmative
[20/09/2017, 11:37:33] Guy Fikhte: That’s a real mistake
[20/09/2017, 11:43:55] Dan: What??? What did he write in the email?
[20/09/2017, 11:44:35] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000374-PHOTO-2017-09-20-11-44-35.jpg>

[20/09/2017, 11:44:50] Guy Fikhte: That he won’t be able to make it for scheduling reasons; He was told
it went into the spam folder
[20/09/2017, 11:46:34] Dan: And, that we’d be happy to talk? That we’d be happy to meet next week?
[20/09/2017, 11:46:52] Guy Fikhte: Of course
[20/09/2017, 11:47:32] Sarel Granit: Next week is a bit unreasonable, but there will be another
meeting..
[20/09/2017, 11:47:57] Guy Fikhte: “when next in Toronto”
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[20/09/2017, 11:48:19] Guy Fikhte: It’s a bit early to pull him out of the bag, since he still doesn’t want
the job..
[20/09/2017, 11:49:18] Dan: Yes. Of course. No problem. Of course let Gadi know that he sent an email
and that we haven’t lost contact with him. Don’t say when the email was sent exactly
[20/09/2017, 11:49:34] Dan: Did anyone get an update from Gadi / Yossi / the customer about the
judge’s material?
[20/09/2017, 11:49:41] Sarel Granit: Who’s in touch with Gadi?
[20/09/2017, 11:50:06] Dan: You / Guy some kind of update
[20/09/2017, 11:55:41] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m in touch with Yossi. Soon there’ll be some noise, once they
wake up in Toronto.
[20/09/2017, 11:56:23] Dr Avi Yanus: How did this problem happen?
[20/09/2017, 11:59:04] Guy Fikhte: Negative; Not white nor black
[20/09/2017, 12:03:02] Guy Fikhte: There’s no sophisticated reason - Dan’s mailbox just wasn’t added to
the checklist. The telephones, and the mailbox which was used to maintain contact with both of them
was of course active, and was routinely and specifically checked around the time of the event. Same for
the phones, but the mailbox on the business card that was given at dinner was not. Why? Distraction
and lack of organization, because there was no outgoing activity from there, so they didn’t remember to
check it constantly, not just once in a while. They didn’t think about it during the event.
[20/09/2017, 12:10:40] Dr Avi Yanus: I understand. That’s the strangest part.. That they didn’t think
about it during the event. Sometimes the simplest solution is the right one.. Anyway, good that no harm
was done and we have another war story..:-)
[20/09/2017, 12:16:50] Guy Fikhte: Correct;
it’s also a question of rank and mental availability. I think if I were at the event when it took place, I
would conclude that we would have to check it. The main reason why I think I’d reach that conclusion is
not necessarily because of some great brilliance, but because I have the availability from the actual
checking, from white operations, from monitoring when Astrill expires, etc., and I can perform a deeper
analysis.

The less the intensity, the more time and ability the analysts have to see and think on a broader scale,
and to simulate a broader range of scenarios in their head.
[20/09/2017, 12:17:24] Guy Fikhte: Specifically, we have a surprisingly low rate of errors relative to the
amount of infrastructure, operations and personnel involved
[20/09/2017, 12:18:00] Guy Fikhte: (Seems to me)
[20/09/2017, 12:22:01] Dan: It’s actually not the analyst that surprises me, but Dan himself. That means
you totally relieved the Active of his responsibility for these issues, and it can’t be that way during an
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event. It’s a good case to learn from, and we should change the policy on this issue. During an event the
Active should bear responsibility as well. Especially since today, in certain countries, email is an
immediate means of communication for all intents and purposes.
[20/09/2017, 12:24:42] Guy Fikhte: Well done to Erez on this point - he setup the email on his own local
station, even types out message on them, and we summarize it in the group
[20/09/2017, 12:25:30] Dan: That’s how it should be. An orderly policy will be issued soon
[20/09/2017, 12:26:26] Sarel Granit: Really
[20/09/2017, 12:26:43] Dr Avi Yanus: We need to remember that in many cases there is no local internet
access, so we need to consider double responsibility.
[20/09/2017, 12:27:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Suggest you schedule a discussion regarding the policy in the
calendar...:-)
[20/09/2017, 12:30:28] Guy Fikhte: The nice lawyer answered - he would be happy to meet.
[20/09/2017, 12:32:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy! Where are you??
[20/09/2017, 12:32:48] Dr Avi Yanus: You missed the flight?
[20/09/2017, 12:33:21] Guy Fikhte: Thanks to the wonders of technology, Avi, today even on flights you
can’t disconnect
[20/09/2017, 12:33:30] Dr Avi Yanus: On ElAl?
[20/09/2017, 12:33:36] Guy Fikhte: Even on ElAl
[20/09/2017, 12:33:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Ahhh right they also had wifi on that Paris - Tel Aviv flight...
[20/09/2017, 12:33:50] Guy Fikhte: And for free, too
[20/09/2017, 12:34:13] Dan: Sarel you can’t really write about the policy you’re going to issue;)
[20/09/2017, 12:34:24] Guy Fikhte: On the other hand, they took off 45 minutes late, so at least now
things are fixed in reality..
[20/09/2017, 12:39:13] Dr Avi Yanus: Suggest you schedule a discussion regarding the policy in the
calendar...:-)
[20/09/2017, 18:01:50] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000410-Brian Greenspan.vcf>

00000410-Brian
Greenspan.vcf

[20/09/2017, 18:02:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Last request from the customer before the holiday. To
transfer to the aforementioned lawyer all of the cleaned files which were sent to others - slides,
transcription, and a presentation of audio segments. Thanks!
[20/09/2017, 18:02:55] Dr Avi Yanus: His email is in the contact...
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[20/09/2017, 18:03:02] Sarel Granit: It’s holiday already
[20/09/2017, 18:03:08] Sarel Granit: :-)
[20/09/2017, 18:03:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Not in London..
[20/09/2017, 19:01:01] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000416-PHOTO-2017-09-20-19-01-01.jpg>

[20/09/2017, 19:01:35] Guy Fikhte: Sent.
[20/09/2017, 19:02:42] Guy Fikhte: Invited to update him that he will get an email from Rosie Miller.
[20/09/2017, 23:36:17] Dr Avi Yanus: The phone calls have begun.. Newton (as advised by his pals...)
Decided to use all materials about the judge through the media. He’s asking that he transcripts and
audio/video segments be uploaded tomorrow accordingly without (!!) Any reference to “Yonatan” (the
lawyer from the firm) - this is currently not being published. It should be in some Hotmail / Gmail
account, and he will transfer it to the PR person, and she to the reporter. Objections by tomorrow noon
to me please. Guy - Request that it be in the box folder by noon (Israel time), that way we can go over
the files before uploading to the box.
[21/09/2017, 6:39:11] Sarel Granit: “All of the materials” is not just our meeting, I assume.. From our
perspective, should we burn Erez’s contact? There will be no future there after an article with materials
from the meeting....
[21/09/2017, 7:00:17] Dr Avi Yanus: Apart from our meetings, there’s some dumb campaign about
recycling materials. This was the main dilemma: whether to go to another meeting with the judge (along
with her risks...) or to use the materials.
[21/09/2017, 9:28:06] Guy Fikhte: Good morning; Cutting the audio so it doesn’t include references to
Yonatan is a few hours’ work.
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[21/09/2017, 9:29:20] Dr Avi Yanus: No problem. Start moving the people now. It’s now four thirty
Canada time.
[21/09/2017, 9:30:04] Dr Avi Yanus: Liron canceled the international trip with his mother yesterday (and
we covered the cancellation costs) for just that..
[21/09/2017, 9:32:33] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000425-PHOTO-2017-09-21-09-32-32.jpg>
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[21/09/2017, 9:32:37] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m not creating pressure for no reason...
[21/09/2017, 9:41:45] Guy Fikhte: We covered it because he canceled; There’s no statement here about
being on call on holiday. This time wasn’t bought anywhere, except for the hour of Active operations.
Right now - checking to see who’s home and who can handle it.
[21/09/2017, 9:42:22] Dr Avi Yanus: That’s reeeaaaallllly not true. In my call with him I told him that I
was covering it for being on call on holiday.
[21/09/2017, 9:43:32] Dr Avi Yanus: You’re also invited to remind that they get 150% for this time...
[21/09/2017, 9:43:39] Guy Fikhte: 200%
[21/09/2017, 9:43:41] Guy Fikhte: It’s a holiday
[21/09/2017, 9:45:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Could be..
[21/09/2017, 10:09:56] Guy Fikhte: Clarification regarding the audio issue:
A) Are we requesting *all* of the materials except for Lisus?
B) Are we requesting the materials we’ve already sent to them, except for the materials about Lisus?
[21/09/2017, 10:12:54] Dr Avi Yanus: Option B.
[21/09/2017, 10:13:30] Guy Fikhte: Clarification about option B:
Is it OK when the lawyer is referred to (without specifying names)? I think so
[21/09/2017, 10:13:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Jim and the lawyers saw only what we sent them, and based on
what they say they asked to take Yonatan off.
[21/09/2017, 10:13:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Checking.
[21/09/2017, 10:13:45] Guy Fikhte: So no big deal, can be ready in 3 minutes
[21/09/2017, 10:14:08] Guy Fikhte: Convince him to leave it - that shows real corruption
[21/09/2017, 10:14:18] Dr Avi Yanus: That’s what I thought, but I didn’t want to get into fights on a
holiday..:-)
[21/09/2017, 10:20:30] Dr Avi Yanus: Stayed
[21/09/2017, 10:37:37] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000442-PHOTO-2017-09-21-10-37-37.jpg>

[21/09/2017, 10:37:48] Guy Fikhte: Saved in an email draft with 3 attached files
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[21/09/2017, 10:38:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. How many people went over it?
[21/09/2017, 10:38:22] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000445-PHOTO-2017-09-21-10-38-22.jpg>

[21/09/2017, 10:38:31] Guy Fikhte: One person who’s responded till now, and that’s me
[21/09/2017, 10:38:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Great. Thanks.
[21/09/2017, 11:12:02] Dan: I went over it. Great. We can forward it. Terrible plan btw, nothing came
out of it, but that’s what we’ve got right now.
[21/09/2017, 11:19:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Sent without the CEO’s comment..:-)
[21/09/2017, 11:20:04] Dr Avi Yanus: Thanks and enjoy the rest of the holiday.
[21/09/2017, 11:42:05] Dan: Dear friend, following our long conversation, first I want to say that your
wish is our command and the materials have just been sent to you exactly as you asked. From my
experience I think this is rather a very weak way of using them, and am afraid it won’t create the strong
impact that they can create, because we are using so many buffers and erasing important parts. The
client will not have control over the process and we are not sure about all the interests along the way.
We would go much stronger and not fear, if the decision to go forward had been decided. Nevertheless,
my comfort lies in that even if nothing comes out or something very weak comes out, we still have the
materials and we are available to fly to Canada before the hearing to insert everything directly to the
hearing with a big noise and drama. We are in this to win. Waiting your orders.
[21/09/2017, 11:42:20] Dan: I sent it to Yossi. He will then forward it to the customer.
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[21/09/2017, 11:44:14] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. Just make sure he’s live and not working the bbq.... If
yes then through Gadi... Meeting is at 8 in Toronto...
[21/09/2017, 11:47:38] Dan: I spoke with them at length and this is what we agreed
[21/09/2017, 15:16:31] Dan: I understand dan’s view and share his worry. Lawyers very worried of
blowback in the future that judges will be worried that what was done to newbould will be done to
them. That’s a future franchise isssue as we have to appear in front of these judges in the future. The
hoped for strategy is that the public pressure from an article makes it impossible for the court to ignore
and they have to means the case back to lower court.
[21/09/2017, 15:16:31] Dan: And this way we can always decide at the last moment to also introduce it
in court next wk
[21/09/2017, 15:17:24] Dan: attached: <00000457-PHOTO-2017-09-21-15-17-24.jpg>
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[21/09/2017, 15:29:30] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000458-PHOTO-2017-09-21-15-29-30.jpg>
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[21/09/2017, 15:51:21] Dan: Don’t forward full audio tapes without my approval to anyone
[21/09/2017, 15:51:57] Guy Fikhte: Of course not; wonder if I should answer
[21/09/2017, 15:52:10] Guy Fikhte: *assume not
[21/09/2017, 15:55:18] Dan: Not to answer. What did Gadi want earlier?
[21/09/2017, 16:06:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Looked for me too. I understand you helped out...
[21/09/2017, 16:06:42] Guy Fikhte: He misled Jim... told him there was a video of the dinner. Nd then
Jim tried to play the still photos and requested technical support. I spoke with both of them and
explained.
[21/09/2017, 16:07:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Great
[21/09/2017, 18:59:57] Dan: Gadi called. The journalist is expressing doubts about whether the story is
true. This is what happens when materials pass through ten hands. He asked us to send Erez to meet
her. I said there’s no way to have Activi meet a journalist. We’re protecting him. But we’d happily meet
her and show her that everything’s real. And there’s no way we won’t convince here, we’ve done it
dozens of times already. In the meantime, I told him we’ll collect all testimonies indicating that it’s real.
His business card, if we have it. All the pictures we have. A report by the Canadian private investigator
who accompanied the meeting, confirming that it was held. All of the back and forth emails with him.
And other ideas. Guy, please go over everything and send me a link to go over it. And anyway, with each
passing hour I feel dumber that we’re not there. We’re dragging on the holiday as much as possible, but
Guy and Avi, you should start looking for flights soon. The project is slipping away from our hands
because we’re fat lazy bastards who’ve been eating too many holiday meals.
[21/09/2017, 19:00:24] Dan: And Ran, you too if you’re interested. Yossi and Gadi are fat, we can’t
afford to be fat on a project like this
[21/09/2017, 19:03:52] Ran Shacham: I’m Ashkenazi, no more holiday meals left for me. If I need to, I’ll
go.
[21/09/2017, 19:10:20] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. Saturday eve or tomorrow we’ll go the three of us.
[21/09/2017, 19:11:46] Dr Avi Yanus: : * You, Guy and me.
[21/09/2017, 19:15:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy, can you?
[21/09/2017, 19:16:09] Guy Fikhte: Saturday morning is fine
[21/09/2017, 19:16:17] Guy Fikhte: Or Saturday eve of course
[21/09/2017, 19:17:43] Dr Avi Yanus: If the trial is on Tuesday let’s leave on Saturday / Saturday eve. If
Monday then tomorrow morning. Take into account that it will be until the day of the trial, inclusive.
[21/09/2017, 19:21:30] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[21/09/2017, 19:28:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Ran - you OK with the plan?
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[21/09/2017, 19:29:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy, in parallel with my evaluation vis-à-vis Yossi, can you have a
look at Liron’s summaries to see when the trial begins?
[21/09/2017, 19:29:32] Dr Avi Yanus: I asked explicitly at the meeting..
[21/09/2017, 19:32:28] Guy Fikhte: Checking
[21/09/2017, 19:32:31] Ran Shacham: I prefer Saturday eve of course, and I’d also like to know what the
plan is once we arrive, but yeah I’m OK with the flight
[21/09/2017, 19:33:46] Guy Fikhte: 26-28/09
[21/09/2017, 19:35:20] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. That’s how I remembered it. Departing Saturday
afternoon / evening
[21/09/2017, 19:36:10] Dr Avi Yanus: You handle the journalists. I’ll handle the lawyers. Guy will help
both of us (apparently me more, because I don’t know the material that well)., Pressing to use.
[21/09/2017, 19:36:40] Ran Shacham: OK
[21/09/2017, 22:44:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Summary of the evening’s events: 1. Assuming a meeting will be
set for tomorrow (Friday) at 7:00 PM with the journalist. Ran will take the direct Air Canada flight
departing at 11:45 and arriving at 16:25. Ran will be briefed about the cover story tomorrow morning.
Awaiting approval from Gadi / approval about the meeting. 2. Guy and I will come on Saturday at 3:55
PM and meet with the customer (and Ran...) for preparations and dinner. 3. On Sunday there will be
meetings with the lawyers. Awaiting approval from Yossi / Gadi re: the meetings on Sunday morning.
[21/09/2017, 22:58:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - forward to Ran (and to me), by email, the materials which
came up today on email (don’t want to go into that mailbox... maybe it’s been used... played with,
etc..) by tomorrow morning. From the box.
[21/09/2017, 22:59:55] Guy Fikhte: It’s already there:
Camouflage\presentations\materials for the client - 21/09
[21/09/2017, 23:02:09] Guy Fikhte: 100%, I’ll forward it asap
[22/09/2017, 5:16:45] Dr Avi Yanus: Hi. For now we don’t yet have authorization for the meeting with
the reporter tomorrow. She might approve later tonight... I think, in light of the situation, it would be
appropriate for one of us to be there and available to meet with her quickly if she wants. One of us
should be there and available 24/7.
[22/09/2017, 5:17:07] Dr Avi Yanus: From Gadi...
[22/09/2017, 6:23:49] Dr Avi Yanus: 1. We don’t believe journalist wil write the story in time. 2. There is
a technical issue that worried me, Bonnie listened, now they all agree. 3. We have an issue with Rocco
continuing as counsel due to Lisus regardless of whether it appears in the press or directly to the court.
That alone will get us a likely adjournment. 4. I assume the answer is ‘not likely’ but once public, if in
the papers, there’s no way to get more from newbould. However, if disclosed privately to the court and
sealed, we may have the ability to keep it quiet, getvan adjournment, and still give Dan/the operative
team a chance to get us more. 5. Lawyers cleaned up the transcript via the audio. There are places
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where the transcript is not correct. For example, where newbould says Lisus will give ‘a good price’-which would have been incredibly good for us-- he actually says ‘good ADVICE’. Still bad because the
implication is that it’s in the bag but nowhere near as bad as ‘a good price’. Basically looks like both Avi
is happy (going directly to court, most likely) AND Dan will have a chance to be happy.
[22/09/2017, 6:23:49] Dr Avi Yanus: From the customer.. Get Ran off the flight... Let him come
tomorrow with you guys...
[22/09/2017, 6:23:49] Dr Avi Yanus: From the lawyers:

We have the PowerPoint and the transcripts you provided - do you have a version of the tape which is
complete - ie other than segmented?

Thanks,

Naomi
[22/09/2017, 6:23:49] Dr Avi Yanus: We also urgently need any email communications between the
agent and newbould and the contract ײprovided as well as any other documents exchanged.

Thanks.
[22/09/2017, 6:32:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - please prepare the following in the Box folder: 1. The full
original file of the meetings with the judge. 2. PDF files of all correspondence with him. 3. PDF slides on
profile and infrastructure. By noon Israel time.
[22/09/2017, 7:13:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi updated that the customer replaced (!!) his legal team with
killers that Romi found on a parallel channel, who will give us an opinion. She got the impression that
they’re the local QE. Very aggressive. Petach Tikva completely failed to deliver, and now the only
channel is the legal one. Yossi is drafting an introductory email with the lawyers, and beginning in the
morning Canada time an exchange of materials will be going on in an orderly fashion, and under strict
legal confidentiality.
[22/09/2017, 7:33:42] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000497-PHOTO-2017-09-22-07-33-41.jpg>
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[22/09/2017, 10:40:26] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000498-PHOTO-2017-09-22-10-40-26.jpg>
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[22/09/2017, 10:41:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - upload already to the folder all the materials that you sent
her in “white”. Regarding the other materials- prepare them and we’ll reach a final decision in the next
hour or two.
[22/09/2017, 10:47:32] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000500-PHOTO-2017-09-22-10-47-32.jpg>

[22/09/2017, 10:47:40] Guy Fikhte: * Full, correspondence, and full recordings
[22/09/2017, 10:56:18] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. I’m not touching the files. Don’t want to make a mistake. You
forward it.
[22/09/2017, 10:59:32] Guy Fikhte: Copied except for the full audio files; The stuff we sent in the past +
the cover details.
[22/09/2017, 11:03:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. All set.
[22/09/2017, 11:03:51] Dr Avi Yanus: Organize the audio files by dates and devices so they’re ready to
be sent, and then you’ll even be able to do it over the phone.
[22/09/2017, 11:06:45] Guy Fikhte: OK
[22/09/2017, 11:07:35] Dan: And about what I wrote yesterday, about all the “proofs” for the meeting?
[22/09/2017, 11:13:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - please upload all the materials that we spoke about as soon
as possible, and respond to everyone to Naomi that everything is in the folder, and that if she wants
explanations or assistance she can contact you.
[22/09/2017, 11:13:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy is taking care of the report vis-à-vis the Canadian hired
investigator, and is uploading that as well. Business cards in some search or another.
[22/09/2017, 11:14:17] Guy Fikhte: Same, except for the investigator. The idiot sent the wrong report
[22/09/2017, 11:14:23] Guy Fikhte: This morning
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[22/09/2017, 11:22:39] Dan: Thanks
[22/09/2017, 11:22:51] Dan: Any other photos? Videos? Except for those in the presentation?
[22/09/2017, 11:23:21] Guy Fikhte: Negative
[22/09/2017, 11:24:12] Dan: Push the investigator. I’m sure he has better photos or videos on his
camera than those blurry ones. Tell him to forward it to you in the best format he’s got
[22/09/2017, 11:24:36] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[22/09/2017, 11:54:35] Dan: The more I think about it the more I want another round of meetings for
Erez on Monday. One with the arbitrator and another with Lisus. Or just with Lisus. Especially since it’s
been decided to burn him. While you guys are there. Any objections / other ideas?
[22/09/2017, 11:59:27] Dr Avi Yanus: I really object to promoting this right now so long as we haven’t
yet met the customer and understood what’s going on there in general, and what’s going to happen.
We’ll update from there on Saturday evening / Sunday, and if that’s the decision, we can send Erez over
there in no time.
[22/09/2017, 12:01:47] Dan: I don’t agree at all. But let’s wait to hear the other opinions in the group. I
think Erez should fly on Saturday evening and be there. It could mean the difference between something
halfass and an international explosion. Especially since the customer is expecting it.
[22/09/2017, 12:02:12] Dr Avi Yanus: Maybe though it would be good for “Erez” to answer the two
objects that’s he’s going to meet in Canada next week.
[22/09/2017, 12:03:21] Dan: Not next week. Monday morning he’s available for meetings. Reminding
you of the customer’s message that he expects an additional meeting.
[22/09/2017, 12:03:35] Dan: Opinions of other group members?
[22/09/2017, 12:03:37] Dr Avi Yanus: It could also be the difference between a bubble that’s growing
and blowing up the project... Therefore let’s wait in any case until the meeting with the customer on
Saturday evening.
[22/09/2017, 12:05:28] Dr Avi Yanus: If the customer says he wants it on Saturday evening, it’ll be no
problem to set it up for Monday, and Erez will be there on Sunday. Monday morning, afternoon or
evening, no difference really.
[22/09/2017, 12:17:13] Dan: Monday morning or evening is the difference between a meeting that will
be included in the meeting that won’t make it to be included in the trial. In any case, Erez’s meeting
should be coordinated for Monday with both of them already. Or just with the lawyer for Monday
morning. Is there even any sense or logic in holding another meeting with the judge? Or do we have to
go to the lawyer in terms of the cover story? Again, waiting to hear the opinions of the other group
members and then let’s decide.
[22/09/2017, 12:17:26] Ran Shacham: My unequivocal opinion is that we should push for a meeting with
Lisus and maybe also with the arbitrator on Monday morning, unless Erez has an operational reason not
to push
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[22/09/2017, 12:20:17] Ran Shacham: I remind that they went to send emails and to say reasonable,
needs to be done today + don’t think Erez will be available until Saturday evening
[22/09/2017, 12:27:13] Sarel Granit: Erez will not be available until Saturday evening.
In terms of cover, I don’t think it’s probable to have an urgent meeting with the arbitrator on Monday
morning.
Lisus is a senior lawyer, and if he smells money he’ll come on short notice. We’ll have to build a very
strong story, supported by document, to land him in a single meeting.
I think we should wait till the meeting with the customer on Saturday evening, and then decide. I
unequivocally think we should go for a meeting with Lisus.
[22/09/2017, 12:28:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Then I think the common denominator everyone agrees on is that
we can start moving on scheduling meetings for Monday so that on Saturday evening we can present
them to the customer as already being in the calendar, and then we’ll give the final update. Erez is in
any case flying to Canada Sunday at noon (arriving Sunday afternoon). Right?
[22/09/2017, 12:28:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - what do you think?
[22/09/2017, 12:29:53] Sarel Granit: The common denominator is that the meeting with the lawyer
should be on Monday. Technically, when the email should be sent - I suggest to wait till we know Erez’s
availability, and consult with him as the only one who was really there, and didn’t’ just hear parts of
recordings
[22/09/2017, 12:29:54] Guy Fikhte: Try to set something tentatively in any case, and immediately; We
can always cancel, and there’s no harm in coordinating. In any case we’ve started to move this.
[22/09/2017, 12:31:53] Dr Avi Yanus: I don’t understand why it’s necessary to wait for Erez to reach a
decision..
[22/09/2017, 12:32:11] Dan: Thanks everyone. Bottom line - an email to the lawyer should be sent
immediately. Try scheduling for as early as possible on Monday. Don’t wait for Erez. About the
arbitrator - let’s wait for Erez.
[22/09/2017, 12:32:19] Sarel Granit: * In order to implement, not to decide
[22/09/2017, 12:33:04] Dr Avi Yanus: Agree with Dan. Guy, good luck!
[22/09/2017, 12:33:09] Dan: If Erez arrives Sunday afternoon that’s good enough, he doesn’t have to fly
with you guys.
[22/09/2017, 12:33:17] Dan: It’s unreasonable to meet on Sunday
[22/09/2017, 12:33:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Don’t leak anything to the agents!!! We’ll surprise them in front of
the customer..
[22/09/2017, 12:34:15] Dan: Right. Mainly when there are a thousand reasons why it’s not sure to go
through. Better to be surprised than disappointed.
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[22/09/2017, 12:34:33] Dr Avi Yanus: We’re flying Saturday noon. Erez will fly Sunday noon. Great flight.
Leaves at 12PM, arrives at 4PM. We’ll make reservations and changes after the meeting with the
customer.
[22/09/2017, 12:35:17] Dan: No no. Reservations and changes once the object has approved. Let there
be facts on the ground first. And in Erez’s head too. We can always return to the second project.
[22/09/2017, 12:37:30] Dr Avi Yanus: Great. Since he’s flying business let’s not cancel the second ticket there are no cancellation fees anyway.. Let’s create a route Tel Aviv - Toronto - Mexico - Tel Aviv. Guy
send an email to Lipaz to schedule a meeting. Explain that she should cancel the previous route and that
Roi / Sarel will decide about Erez’s next moves later in the week.
[22/09/2017, 12:38:09] Dr Avi Yanus: * The email to Lipaz should be sent only once there’s a meeting in
the calendar.
[22/09/2017, 12:38:52] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[22/09/2017, 15:13:59] Guy Fikhte: The lawyer confirmed a meeting, 9AM local time.
[22/09/2017, 15:14:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent!! Let’s get this thing rolling
[22/09/2017, 15:14:51] Dr Avi Yanus: Again. 50% chance that the customer gets scared... By the way.
What are the essential elements of information vis-à-vis the lawyer, anyway?
[22/09/2017, 15:16:26] Guy Fikhte: These haven’t yet been formulated in detail; In general, the ability to
ensure corruption on Newbould’s end, joint and corrupt history, background in influencing processes;
other essential elements of information that the customer will provide with respect to previous relevant
legal processes to the lawyer and the judge.
[22/09/2017, 15:16:43] Dr Avi Yanus: All set!
[22/09/2017, 15:17:30] Guy Fikhte: Received a report from the investigator - does anyone want to look
it over before I transfer it to the folder shared with the lawyer?
[22/09/2017, 15:17:55] Dan: Yes
[22/09/2017, 15:18:34] Guy Fikhte: ITG Report 17-91317 2 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould
meetings) • 3 pages <attached: 00000553-ITG Report 17-91317 2 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould
meetings).pdf>

00000553-ITG
Report 17-91317 2 (B

[22/09/2017, 15:18:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. It’s cool that Liron answers you quickly...
[22/09/2017, 15:18:53] Guy Fikhte: In what context?
[22/09/2017, 15:19:59] Sarel Granit: Take into account that this is report by the American guy Roman
[22/09/2017, 15:20:33] Guy Fikhte: In what context?
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[22/09/2017, 15:22:20] Sarel Granit: Ignore
[22/09/2017, 16:30:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent report. Upload it to the folder.
[22/09/2017, 16:36:16] Guy Fikhte: Done
[22/09/2017, 16:36:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Will send a route for Erez soon. All right, let’s do shifts at the travel
center like fresh recruits...
[22/09/2017, 16:46:21] Dan: That’s not good!
[22/09/2017, 16:46:34] Dan: I said I wanted to go over it. Delete it from the folder quickly
[22/09/2017, 16:46:40] Dan: And tell him I want a report
[22/09/2017, 16:46:47] Dan: To whom it may concern
[22/09/2017, 16:47:11] Dan: When I saw I want to go over it that means you don’t upload materials until
I’ve approved them. As far as I’m concerned you can bug me every five minutes if it’s urgent
[22/09/2017, 16:47:18] Dan: Confirm to me that it was deleted from the golder
[22/09/2017, 16:47:21] Dan: folder
[22/09/2017, 16:54:54] Guy Fikhte: Deleted
[22/09/2017, 17:02:21] Dan: Thanks
[22/09/2017, 17:02:42] Dan: Do you have a way to know digitally if she already downloaded it?
[22/09/2017, 17:05:57] Dan: attached: <00000572-PHOTO-2017-09-22-17-05-57.jpg>
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[22/09/2017, 17:06:31] Dan: Erase the last paragraph as well. From the word “active” to “report”. And
we said to replace “bc U.K.” with “to whom it may concern”.
[22/09/2017, 17:08:35] Dan: And another thing, are there no photos from the first meeting? He only
attached from the second meeting.
[22/09/2017, 17:08:59] Dan: Also, why would the Canadian investigator sign the report? Why Roman?
[22/09/2017, 17:09:08] Dan: The Canadian won’t sign?
[22/09/2017, 17:09:45] Dan: The wording of the report itself is excellent
[22/09/2017, 17:17:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - give Naomi a call in the next hour or two to make sure
everything’s OK... She hasn’t responded to any emails, which is pretty weird...
[22/09/2017, 17:27:38] Dr Avi Yanus: I think there’s no way. I tried to find out once and wasn’t able to.
The box has a very expensive add-on that includes a whole system of download monitoring, etc.
[22/09/2017, 17:35:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Dan and I decided that 1. Don’t “bug” the Canadian
investigator or Roman about signing reports, etc. We’ll handle this in Canada. 2. Just ask Roman to
“clean” the report - in other words, to delete any instances of our company name, and it’s also OK to ask
Dan’s cosmetic remark about the last paragraph.
[22/09/2017, 17:39:02] Dr Avi Yanus: After the report has been cleaned, uploaded it to her..
[22/09/2017, 17:41:41] Guy Fikhte: Dan will write that he confirms?
[22/09/2017, 17:42:59] Dan: Good, Guy, you’ve understood!
[22/09/2017, 17:43:20] Guy Fikhte: It seems to me a bit unrealistic - but I know how to ask.
[22/09/2017, 17:48:15] Dr Avi Yanus: You don’t trust the project manager so much? He can’t check for
himself that some sentence or another will be taken off?
[22/09/2017, 17:54:33] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s really weird and out of the ordinary that she hasn’t sent any
messages... It’s already 1 in Toronto. Guy - Please find out ASAP, and if there’s no response we’ll involve
Yossi.
[22/09/2017, 18:04:16] Guy Fikhte: ITG Report 17-91317-3 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould)-1 • 7
pages <attached: 00000587-ITG Report 17-91317-3 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould)-1.pdf>

00000587-ITG
Report 17-91317-3 (B

[22/09/2017, 18:44:11] Dan: I’ll go over it soon in a few min
[22/09/2017, 19:20:57] Guy Fikhte: We spoke, she took it off, hasn’t gone over it yet
[22/09/2017, 19:21:04] Guy Fikhte: Available here: 416.868.1755
[22/09/2017, 19:26:55] Dr Avi Yanus: She plans to meet us on Sunday? That’s OK for her?
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[22/09/2017, 19:37:57] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000592-PHOTO-2017-09-22-19-37-57.jpg>
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[22/09/2017, 19:38:19] Guy Fikhte: What is suggested to answer her? What we sent is a generic format
of a paragraph pertaining to arbitration authority.
[22/09/2017, 19:39:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent! All set. She’s moving towards the direction of identity
theft. Foward to her what we forwarded.
[22/09/2017, 19:39:46] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[22/09/2017, 19:40:00] Dr Avi Yanus: Also ask her if we’re planned to meet Sunday morning...
[22/09/2017, 19:41:27] Dr Avi Yanus: Emphasize to her, without being too transparent, that everything
is generic and has been made up to protect the agent’s identity, and not something specific.. CC me and
Romy on it..
[22/09/2017, 20:31:42] Guy Fikhte: Sent - says she won’t meet us for sure (in your email)
[22/09/2017, 20:33:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Very surprising... I’ll talk to Yossi and update..
[22/09/2017, 20:34:49] Guy Fikhte: https://blackcube.box.com/s/tewmzsajr4huf3yc7frgzo6eqiljs52r
[22/09/2017, 20:35:03] Guy Fikhte: https://blackcube.box.com/s/0pamqofxe579pnp5yd38qrtfdkjd4t86
[22/09/2017, 20:35:31] Guy Fikhte: These are the screenshots she asked for in the email. Your
confirmation to forward it to her
[22/09/2017, 20:37:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Upload it here as a picture...
[22/09/2017, 20:38:20] Guy Fikhte: You can’t take screenshots on the box - the admin blocked it...
[22/09/2017, 20:41:19] Dr Avi Yanus: If you had an iPhone you could. Anyway, no problem. It’s been
“cleaned” and you can upload it. Tell her you don’t know about additional meetings, just that you
thought we were meeting with her...
[22/09/2017, 20:43:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan already confirmed for you to upload all of the
correspondence, you just didn’t send the email attachments, so upload them and tell her the
conversation will move forward...
[22/09/2017, 20:44:00] Dr Avi Yanus: I don’t feel like flying all the way to Canada on Saturday to take a
romantic trip with you to Niagara Falls on Sunday..
[22/09/2017, 20:47:35] Guy Fikhte: I assumed that was the whole point of the trip
[22/09/2017, 21:27:18] Guy Fikhte: ITG Report 17-91317-3 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould)-2 • 7
pages <attached: 00000609-ITG Report 17-91317-3 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould)-2.pdf>

00000609-ITG
Report 17-91317-3 (B

[22/09/2017, 21:27:44] Guy Fikhte: Revised report for approval
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[22/09/2017, 22:03:55] Dr Avi Yanus: If Dan doesn’t approve it within an hour. Upload it. Or I’ll upload it.
She’s waiting for it to prepare her analysis.
[22/09/2017, 22:04:04] Dr Avi Yanus: The flight tomorrow was canceled and postponed to Sunday.
[22/09/2017, 22:04:57] Dr Avi Yanus: Erez’s meeting will take place 90%
[22/09/2017, 22:05:22] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[22/09/2017, 22:06:14] Dan: What’s the idiotic report about the tracking? Who cares about that?
Where’s the report of the meetings with Erez?
[22/09/2017, 22:07:32] Guy Fikhte: ITG Report 17-91317 2 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds - Newbould
meetings)-1 • 3 pages <attached: 00000616-ITG Report 17-91317 2 (BlackCube - Thunderbirds Newbould meetings)-1.pdf>

00000616-ITG
Report 17-91317 2 (B

[22/09/2017, 22:07:32] Dan: The report with the corrections from before?
[22/09/2017, 22:08:01] Guy Fikhte: Sorry, I sent the tracking report instead
[22/09/2017, 22:08:07] Guy Fikhte: Attached
[22/09/2017, 22:08:47] Dan: The tracking report is irrelevant. Don’t upload it. The second report is
approved.
[22/09/2017, 22:10:51] Guy Fikhte: Done
[22/09/2017, 22:11:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Great. Apply bit of stress to the system and everything gets
resolved in a second..:-)
[22/09/2017, 22:12:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Write Naomi that everything has been uploaded to the box.
You will be available to her throughout the weekend to answer any question, and we’ll arrive Sunday
evening, then meeting her on Monday.
[22/09/2017, 22:13:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Btw - she’s a veteran attorney. One of the killers. Her husband is a
judge or something...
[22/09/2017, 22:20:49] Dr Avi Yanus: I fly Saturday night. Overnight flight. I hate those 7-hour daytime
flights.
[22/09/2017, 22:34:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy – If you want that too. You’re invited. On Sunday you won’t
have time to go over it from the office anyway...
[22/09/2017, 23:04:24] Guy Fikhte: The investigator found some video clips which were used to obtain
stills of the meeting
[22/09/2017, 23:04:28] Guy Fikhte: Send it to the team?
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[22/09/2017, 23:05:17] Guy Fikhte: And - she asked me whether all the emails are there (of course they
are), I’ll upload for you later a printout of the emails in PDF (not just screenshots, but raw printouts of
the emails)
[22/09/2017, 23:06:25] Dr Avi Yanus: No need. You can keep it. What she has is enough.
[22/09/2017, 23:06:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Answer her that it’s all there.
[22/09/2017, 23:06:56] Guy Fikhte: That’s the answer she got
[23/09/2017, 6:55:09] Dr Avi Yanus: Good morning. Guy - Anything last night from Naomi?
[23/09/2017, 7:26:48] Guy Fikhte: Negative - wrote thanks
[23/09/2017, 7:27:48] Dr Avi Yanus: Great.
[23/09/2017, 14:48:49] Dr Avi Yanus: Sarel / Guy - coordinate between yourselves who calls the
Canadian investigator, and have him block off Monday from the morning (the meeting with Erez) until
6:00 PM. We’ll pay him for the entire day. I assume of course that it’s the same investigator (and not the
same firm...) who accompanied Erez in the previous meetings, and that it’s one investigator (and not a
team of 2-3 investigators). Explain to him that follow-ups may develop during that day. Additional
meetings, etc.
[23/09/2017, 14:52:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - Please prepare, by tomorrow before take-off, a short
document linking the achievements to date (can assume success in the meeting on Monday...) in the
project to success fees. Want to verify that we’re talking about the same number. Take a stricter
approach and a lighter approach. In other words, give a bottom line between Xx and Yyy. If you need the
yellow paper with Dan’s clarifications, ask him directly. You didn’t really think you’d go with me and at
the end there would be no invoice..:-)
[23/09/2017, 15:16:38] Guy Fikhte: Coordinated
[23/09/2017, 15:17:20] Dr Avi Yanus: Are all of my assumptions correct (the same person has attended
and will attend all of the meetings)?
[23/09/2017, 15:17:26] Guy Fikhte: I spoke with Gadi - nothing interesting; Wants us to coordinate all of
the continuing meetings for this week. We’ll tell him “certainly”
[23/09/2017, 15:18:12] Guy Fikhte: It’s one investigator, I’ll confirm that it’s the same one. What’s the
difference, really? He doesn’t participate in the meetings.
[23/09/2017, 15:18:43] Dr Avi Yanus: It makes a lot of difference. He’s a witness that the meetings were
held.
[23/09/2017, 15:19:20] Guy Fikhte: Each of the investigators can testify.
[23/09/2017, 15:19:52] Dr Avi Yanus: I don’t want to open a seminar and talk to everybody.
[23/09/2017, 15:20:13] Guy Fikhte: OK
[23/09/2017, 15:20:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Again. I don’t want to make unnecessary noise right now - just
establish the possibility of meeting for coffee with someone who was a witness to all of the meetings..
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[23/09/2017, 15:24:05] Guy Fikhte: Great
[23/09/2017, 15:25:19] Guy Fikhte: I agree with it, shall I move forward?
This means setting 2-3 meetings, one there and another two in London or the USA. With objects we’ve
already met. All of this is without taking into account the new objects.
[23/09/2017, 15:27:40] Sarel Granit: The investigators are Kurt, his father and his stepmother. I don’t
know exactly who will come to which meeting. We can check
[23/09/2017, 15:28:00] Guy Fikhte: It’s in the report. Kurt was there for both of them.
[23/09/2017, 15:29:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Great. Then let that Kurt schedule all of Monday for working with
us.
[23/09/2017, 15:34:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Yes. In coordination with Sarel. Except for the Monday morning
meeting, the Mega Blitz ended, and we’re now proceeding to a work pace of a strategic project. I think
another one this week in London / New York. I also don’t want to create a siltation where he expects 2-3
meetings a week. Every week.
[23/09/2017, 15:34:48] Guy Fikhte: I got the impression that that’s exactly what he expects..
[23/09/2017, 15:36:51] Guy Fikhte: And we should define between us what we’re preparing for, and
how we’ll mediate this. I just explained that, in terms of cover, we’re trying to take things logically and
reasonably, in order to avoid risking exposure before exhausting all the possibilities, and that’s the main
reason why there are no meetings, for example, right this second.
[23/09/2017, 15:37:08] Dr Avi Yanus: All set
[23/09/2017, 19:34:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi called me for a crisis call (said he couldn’t get ahold of Dan...
I spared him a lecture about how I’m not a secretary...) And he said it seems we came out of the
meeting happy, and took our foot off the gas pedal.. I told him things are being done under the surface,
but above the surface, and according to our arrangement with the customer, we took our foot off the
Active gas, and also focused on working with Naomi in the last few days, and beginning from this week
we’ll go back to 2-3 meetings a week. Emphasized the Chinese. And of course concluded by saying that
he wants us to consult and think with him about ways and responses and connections, and I offered that
Sarel would be very happy to meet with him this week.. Because Guy’s in Canada.. He was happy in the
end, and thanked me for the honesty. That’s at least what he told me... Have a good week!
[23/09/2017, 19:36:14] Sarel Granit: When does the team depart from Israel to Canada?
[23/09/2017, 19:36:41] Sarel Granit: On the flight with Erez?
[23/09/2017, 19:46:08] Guy Fikhte: Affirmative
[23/09/2017, 19:58:11] Guy Fikhte: We already coordinated it with Erez, we’ll sit to plan the Lisus
meeting
[23/09/2017, 20:19:07] Guy Fikhte: By the way, it goes without saying that I didn’t say a word to him
about Lisus
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[23/09/2017, 20:35:22] Dr Avi Yanus: And it goes without saying that neither did I.
[23/09/2017, 21:25:32] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000663-PHOTO-2017-09-23-21-25-31.jpg>
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[23/09/2017, 22:07:45] Dr Avi Yanus: We need to apply pressure regarding the additional targets, those
are the jokers... The current target, if it is used... It will now only be used as a time killer and as a yellow
story in the media. Now we need to bring quality targets to win the legal case... I need a win by a few
points, just one point won’t be enough... Let’s go, boys!!!
[23/09/2017, 22:07:51] Dr Avi Yanus: From Yossi..
[24/09/2017, 11:45:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - trying send it to me immediately once you land.
[24/09/2017, 11:45:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Actually let’s sit over it in the hotel before dinner.
[24/09/2017, 11:46:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan - please upload the pages with the summary here, and if
anyone wrote anything done about the success fees, please upload it here as well.
[24/09/2017, 11:48:32] Dan: attached: <00000669-PHOTO-2017-09-24-11-48-32.jpg>
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[24/09/2017, 11:48:33] Dan: attached: <00000670-PHOTO-2017-09-24-11-48-33.jpg>
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[24/09/2017, 11:48:52] Dan: If anyone is still not clear after Guy has noted everything, I’ll complete it
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[24/09/2017, 21:35:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Please don’t respond to Yossi / Gadi from now on without
coordinating with me, until Tuesday (inclusive). Things are moving quickly here, and there isn’t always
time to update. Thanks!
[24/09/2017, 21:47:56] Dan: Good luck!!!
[25/09/2017, 7:51:16] Sarel Granit: Gadi is looking for me
[25/09/2017, 8:31:36] Dr Avi Yanus: I’ll call soon to give an update.
[25/09/2017, 9:56:19] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000676-PHOTO-2017-09-25-09-56-18.jpg>
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[25/09/2017, 10:08:50] Sarel Granit: I spoke to Gadi. He’s out in the Carmel Forest having fun. I updated
him about possible directions, listened to his philosophy and HUMINT catchphrases, and he repeated
ten times the mantra that the customer has awoken from the haze of Tuesday, and understands that we
didn’t actually present very much, so don’t take the foot off the gas...
[25/09/2017, 15:15:56] Ran Shaham: Phone from blacks now locked and asking for a pin?
[25/09/2017, 15:16:03] Ran Shacham: Yossi said it’s from the customer
[25/09/2017, 15:16:17] Ran Shacham: Does anyone have it?
[25/09/2017, 15:17:16] Dr Avi Yanus: He wrote me too. It’s been taken care of.
[25/09/2017, 15:17:31] Ran Shacham: OK
[25/09/2017, 15:19:14] Ran Shacham: attached: <00000683-PHOTO-2017-09-25-15-19-14.jpg>
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[25/09/2017, 15:26:24] Ran Shacham: The telephone is locked.. The codes are not working... What to
do?
[25/09/2017, 15:26:28] Ran Shacham: From Yossi
[25/09/2017, 15:27:01] Guy Fikhte: We’ll buy him a new one, transfer it with the lawyer
[25/09/2017, 15:27:18] Ran Shacham: Avi are you speaking to him or do you want me to let him know?
[25/09/2017, 15:29:20] Dr Avi Yanus: I am
[25/09/2017, 15:55:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Has never asked for a pin b4. Tried the above. Nothing works. It’s
locked down. May need new phone. Rocco’s firm remains committed to their position. It’s legally
wrong and very dangerous for them. It’s highly likely that it’s the result of the fact Lisus is in fact dirty
or otherwise in bed w newbould. Brian and others talking at 11am. It’s possible th court won’t even let
them resign but then we would be forced to proceed w counsel I no longer trust. THe highest
probability is that this now gets adjourned for 30-60days but it’s possible (unlikely) that we r forced to
go fwd tomorrow. Either way Rocco and his firm will now be in trouble w the Law Society separate and
apart from Lisus/newboulds own issues.
[25/09/2017, 15:55:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Will deal with phone.
F. ROCCO AND HIS FIRM... I DON’T TRUST THEM... At this point lets focus and pray for delay once we
have it will strategise and rethink all together goals, plans, targets, track....
[25/09/2017, 15:55:31] Dr Avi Yanus: The first is from the customer, the second is from me to him...
[25/09/2017, 15:55:52] Dr Avi Yanus: So transferring it from Yossi..
[25/09/2017, 16:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: You learn something new every day. Arriving for a meeting at the
prestigious law firm in Toronto. The receptionist - if you want coffee there’s a Starbucks across the
street..
[25/09/2017, 17:43:55] Dr Avi Yanus: It was nuts with the lawyers! Guy will update in detail.
[25/09/2017, 21:48:00] Dr Avi Yanus: Dismissed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
[25/09/2017, 21:48:00] Dr Avi Yanus: With use of materials. Black on white.
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[25/09/2017, 21:50:17] Dr Avi Yanus: We won on the battle!! Very big and important battle - but we still
have to win this war! God save the Blacks!
[25/09/2017, 21:52:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Amazing work but we have a lot more before us still..
[25/09/2017, 21:53:13] Guy Fikhte: Is that a translation?
[25/09/2017, 21:53:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahaha
[25/09/2017, 22:01:06] Dan: Brilliant!!! Well done!!!
[25/09/2017, 22:01:51] Ran Shacham: Awesome. Any war stories??
[25/09/2017, 23:21:18] Guy Fikhte: Didn’t you see? We asked for coffee at the law firm and they sent us
to the Starbucks across the street. Asked for an iPhone charger or adapter and they sent us to the gas
station convenience store.
[25/09/2017, 23:22:26] Dr Avi Yanus: And the best thing? Asked for a taxi and the secretary told us - you
can order an uber..
[25/09/2017, 23:22:26] Ran Shacham: Right, you said it all
[26/09/2017, 16:39:41] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000707-PHOTO-2017-09-26-16-39-41.jpg>

[26/09/2017, 16:40:24] Guy Fikhte: Send?
[26/09/2017, 16:40:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Send it to her and tell her from now on there’s software that can
do it for 9 pounds a month.
[26/09/2017, 18:13:29] Dan: Once the stardust has settled and the champagne has been finished... I’ll
be happy to know what the operational plan for next week is. With an emphasis on a final squeeze on
Stella for an entire week. And on all the others of course. Company employees, former company
employees, and we can start expanding to WP as well. By the end of tomorrow please.
[26/09/2017, 18:14:14] Dan: Reminding that another payment tranche needs to come in from Yossi next
week, so I want to see extensive activity because they’re pressing.
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[26/09/2017, 22:08:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Just to clarify, Brian the lawyer asked us not to have meetings in
Toronto in the near future, however, Yossi (and Gadi..) Said there’s no such restriction. Better to send
objects out, but if there’s no choice - we can do it there too.
[27/09/2017, 12:02:27] Dr Avi Yanus: I have an idea. Newboulds identity is all wrapped up in being a
former judge and golf. He must belong to some kind of judge or arbitrator organization. If they have a
golf outing or some kind of function coming up, we should have the blacks set up a cover for someone
that looks/talks/same profile etc as newbould. We get them closer and our guy discloses he essentially
he has essentially the same ‘values’. He discloses a case or 2 where he couldn’t control his hatred/bias
against blacks/Jews (NOT chinese-Lisus has told newbould by now everything). I would bet newbould
won’t be able to help himself.
[27/09/2017, 19:30:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - let’s set a status tomorrow noon. The agents are pushing for
info about meetings that have been scheduled. Thanks.
[27/09/2017, 19:43:34] Dan: He was supposed to come with a status by this evening... Still in the
evening. A
[27/09/2017, 19:43:42] Dan: Amir go to status in the early afternoon
[27/09/2017, 19:45:03] Guy Fikhte: We have status, but there are a few decisions that need to be
reached (that management needs to reach). It would be excellent if we sit over it.
[28/09/2017, 8:00:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Sunday morning Gadi will come for status segmentation. Wants an
operative plan to resume work with the judge - only his environment - but certainly on this essential
element of information. I’ll explain..
[01/10/2017, 13:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Hi Avi... I spoke with the customer at length this morning... he’s
very concerned that you “slipped into a coma” during the holidays, and that the set targets will not be
met!!! You know the man well by now, and understand that I’m transmitting the message very gently,
and not as it was expressed to me, since I’m very sure that you fully understand even without me
repeating his harsh words and real concern (as they were harshly expressed to me) that you won’t
achieve the targets. I ask that we prove to him quickly that we can achieve accomplishments and
conquer targets. I convinced him and he accepted my recommendation to extend the bonus (target
accomplishment) periods which were specified in the initial document by an additional 30 days after the
date when the extension was given in court. No need to say anything more!! Charge!!!
[01/10/2017, 13:16:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi. The subject is clear, and I believe the gap is because we’re
not meeting the customer and updating him. I’ll be in New York tomorrow if that works for you, if not
we’ll have to meet next week.
[01/10/2017, 13:26:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Please update Gadi, and I’ll update him. In parallel we’ll prepare
for a meeting in the near future
[01/10/2017, 17:01:38] Dan: The meeting went fine. Gadi requested a meeting with the customer next
week in New York. Not this week, next week. We asked to postpone it by another week, to the week of
October 16th. Once we’ve had all the meeting of the next couple weeks, and we have a lot of material to
show the customer. Request to get moving on all of the meetings we showed Gadi for the next two
weeks. Schedule them in the calendar. Worst case, Effi Takatz will go to meet [them], or Avi and I.
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[01/10/2017, 20:56:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahaha
[02/10/2017, 6:30:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Which meetings have been scheduled for the next two weeks,
with whom and when. As a list. One-two lines about each meeting please.
[02/10/2017, 6:34:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Send it to me by noon please. Thanks!
[02/10/2017, 14:30:03] Guy Fikhte: Idea: Lisus is trapped now. Lisus knows that there was activity with
Newbould, but the activity and everything he became aware of is subject to attorney-client privilege.
Therefore, if Newbould doesn’t agree to meet for any reason, or if he gets any attention from Lisus. And
the very fact that he isn’t in touch with us implies that Lisus has violated attorney-client privilege. And
that’s a serious matter.. not clear if there’s any incentive to do something with it. But it’s possible.
[02/10/2017, 14:33:50] Dr Avi Yanus: Nice. Let’s bring that up with the customer..
[02/10/2017, 14:57:29] Dan: What’s the status of the meetings in the calendar? Further to what we
spoke about with Gadi?
[02/10/2017, 18:35:50] Dan: ???
[02/10/2017, 18:36:39] Sarel Granit: It’s stuck with me. Waiting for answers from Actives traveling
around the world, who’s flying
[02/10/2017, 18:36:48] Dan: What’s that got to do with it?
[02/10/2017, 18:36:56] Dan: Meetings in the calendar and as far as I’m concerned I can meet them.
[02/10/2017, 18:36:59] Dan: Or Effi Takatz
[02/10/2017, 18:37:08] Sarel Granit: It’s got everything to do with it. Contact has been made and now
we have to say who’s coming
[02/10/2017, 18:37:16] Sarel Granit: We’ve set it up so we’re working on it
[02/10/2017, 18:37:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Alexander Singh – 02-03/10, London
Victoria Kikhard – 04/10, Hong Kong
Anthony LaCavera – 03/10, Toronto
Bei Huang – 09/10, Toronto
Claude Robillard – 10/10, Toronto
Peter Fraser – 10/10, Toronto
Ian Bateman – 11/10, Toronto

Avi - the ones highlighted in yellow are still theoretical (have expressed willingness, but a schedule has
not yet been set)
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[02/10/2017, 18:37:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Sarel is confused and/or hasn’t read the email that Guy sent this
afternoon
[02/10/2017, 18:38:13] Dr Avi Yanus: And Guy is confused and answered me by email a question that
was asked, in the group while copying only Sarel
[02/10/2017, 18:38:22] Dr Avi Yanus: Mazeh...
[02/10/2017, 18:38:30] Dan: Can also replace whoever comes last minute.
[02/10/2017, 18:38:35] Dan: What’s the yellow there?
[02/10/2017, 18:38:50] Sarel Granit: Sarel isn’t confused at all.
[02/10/2017, 18:38:51] Dan: Need to close all the meetings in the schedule and tomorrow. Worst case
we replace whoever comes.
[02/10/2017, 18:38:53] Dr Avi Yanus: October 9 and on
[02/10/2017, 18:39:00] Sarel Granit: Working on it, and no need to ask 5 times a day
[02/10/2017, 18:39:12] Dan: What’s theoretical in this list? (yellow)
[02/10/2017, 18:39:23] Dan: I asked and haven’t gotten an answer yet
[02/10/2017, 18:39:38] Sarel Granit: You got a verbal answer
[02/10/2017, 18:39:42] Sarel Granit: Everyone said they’re willing to meet
[02/10/2017, 18:39:45] Sarel Granit: Next week
[02/10/2017, 18:39:46] Guy Fikhte: And in writing
[02/10/2017, 18:39:46] Dan: I didn’t get it
[02/10/2017, 18:40:24] Sarel Granit: The partners in WF are connecting Aharon apparently. Waiting for
a final answer from him
[02/10/2017, 18:40:35] Sarel Granit: Bye - apparently there was confusion because of the stress and
we’ll connect Marcela
[02/10/2017, 18:40:51] Dan: Excellent. Add them to the schedule tomorrow please.
[02/10/2017, 18:41:03] Dan: Final, no theoretical
[02/10/2017, 19:02:36] Dr Avi Yanus: I wrote you October 9 or later.
[03/10/2017, 7:18:34] Sarel Granit: I spoke to Gadi
[03/10/2017, 7:18:58] Sarel Granit: I understand that someone told you we’re going to Hong Kong to
meet a former employee. I went along with it.
[03/10/2017, 7:20:34] Sarel Granit: And regarding yesterday, I said that he clarified points without going
into details, and that he agreed to take a polygraph test.
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Note that Gadi is sampling him and comparing updates, so they said here whether they’re speaking with
him
[03/10/2017, 7:20:58] Sarel Granit: * Without going into details = I didn’t go into details
[03/10/2017, 7:22:06] Dan: I told him in the meeting that it would be a Skype call with the employee
from Hong Kong. I guess he got confused by Avi’s messages and turned it into a meeting. Not the best
because in the end they’ll see it’s Skype. In the next update, whoever he speaks with should tell him that
it’ll be Skype in the end, because we couldn’t coordinate between her timetable and ours. And if it goes
well there’ll be a meeting later on
[03/10/2017, 7:23:11] Guy Fikhte: If she agrees to take a polygraph test
[03/10/2017, 7:24:26] Dan: We can add that. Although why the little stuff, we’re looking for more
criminal things about the company than the essential elements of information, because they definitely
didn’t know. Unless there are other essential elements of information with them?
[03/10/2017, 7:25:47] Guy Fikhte: Just kidding
[03/10/2017, 7:27:25] Dan: Good...
[03/10/2017, 7:27:32] Dan: Hahaha
[03/10/2017, 23:45:51] Sarel Granit: Your update that further to Dan and Stella’s meeting with Singh in
London, Effi made contact today with a very important object + a meeting with a former WF employee
(new object).
There are also already 3 meetings in next week’s calendar, and possibly more meetings as well.
Together with the call to Hong Kong later this week, we’re expecting more meetings than what was
agreed upon with Gadi on Sunday.
[04/10/2017, 6:08:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent!! By the way, Yossi said, and I of course agree, explicitly,
that the more impressive the presentation, beyond the ordinary payment, the greater the success fees
we’ll receive because of the “judge” and postponing the game.
[04/10/2017, 12:39:31] Sarel Granit: Avi Ronen has started with his tricks...
Gadi called me an hour ago and told me that Petach Tikva are contacting former WF because that’s what
they understood from the coordination meeting we had (nonsense of course). I had a call with Gadi and
Avi now and reminded them that really isn’t the arrangement, and they should back off. Gadi was angry
at Avi for making it up and trying to set up facts on the ground (and Avi of course played innocent).
It was agreed that they would send details today about everything they did with former WF, and then
speak again. Not giving up on any object of theirs, of course.
I spoke with Gadi again after we hung up, and I told him we have a lot of work and there’s no time for
Avi’s tricks, and told him to handle it to avoid any problems. It’s clear to Gadi too that Avi is bluffing, and
he told me that they’re not moving there and that they haven’t able to move forward on any HUMINT
until now, and that he’ll take care of it
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[04/10/2017, 13:08:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Is it necessary to speak with Yossi as well, or do you feel that Gadi
is with us and really stopped Avi.
[04/10/2017, 13:10:03] Dr Avi Yanus: ?
[04/10/2017, 13:14:51] Sarel Granit: Not right now. Gadi’s on our side. He opened his meeting summary
by telling Avi that he’s wrong and that what he’s saying makes no sense
[05/10/2017, 15:41:30] Sarel Granit: Summary of Stella’s call with the WF object in Hong Kong (ex):

Spoke with the target company for 30-40 minutes.
Asked everything, no breakthroughs on any essential elements of information.
There were some good statements which reinforce what we’ve already known - centralized
management, unreceptive to suggestions, uniform strategic line dictated from above pertaining to the
affair in question and transferred to the investors, great loss of investors and employees, significant
decline in the Company’s value and investment quality, current situation terrible - poor performance,
also in terms of legal conduct, the negative PR that created, the falling oil market and deficient portfolio
management.
In general, dissatisfaction of investors, and inability to recruit new ones.
Regarding policies and compliance, she claims the investors were monitored closely.
On all matters pertaining to the case in question, repeated the official version, and wasn’t involved in
any stage of the portfolio at hand, so that beyond what management said, she doesn’t know anything
firsthand.
She never even met the analyst.

As stated above, nice statements but I think there’s no justification in investing and using it, although he
expressed willingness to go wherever needed to continue the process.
[05/10/2017, 15:43:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Use it for sure, and not just for the “presentation” and/or the
investment
[05/10/2017, 17:58:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Use it for sure, if only for the “presentation” and/or to show our
investment in the project..
[06/10/2017, 8:11:39] Dr Avi Yanus: And of course next week. As far as I’m concerned bring her to
London. I’ll go down there to interview her..:-)
[08/10/2017, 11:55:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Innocence is a beautiful thing... Don’t answer calls from Yossi in
the next hour please.
[08/10/2017, 11:56:35] Sarel Granit: I still stand behind it
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[08/10/2017, 11:57:26] Dr Avi Yanus: What a shame that reality shows otherwise.. And Avi Ronen played
you (and Gadi..) Like a toy.
[08/10/2017, 11:57:59] Sarel Granit: I still stand behind it
[08/10/2017, 11:58:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Yes. Admitting mistakes is difficult.
[08/10/2017, 12:01:55] Sarel Granit: When you get the chance enlighten me where I went wrong. Or
better to rely on a half-update and jump right into drama
[08/10/2017, 12:02:54] Dr Avi Yanus: By not blocking Avi Ronen with a clear warning from Yossi that if
he comes anywhere near objects he’s out of the project.
[08/10/2017, 12:03:06] Dr Avi Yanus: And we trusted Gadi...
[08/10/2017, 12:04:34] Sarel Granit: Ah of course.. I’ve never met Yossi so I take full responsibility for
the fact that I didn’t trust him
[08/10/2017, 12:06:33] Dan: This is an appropriate escalation. It’s fine Sarel. Avi, stop creating drama.
Let Gadi try and make order, and when that doesn’t work go up to his superior.
[08/10/2017, 12:09:44] Dr Avi Yanus: The responsibility you need to take, based on your knowledge of
Avi Ronen and Gadi, was that it was clear that Avi Ronen would not take Gadi into account at all, and it
would have been better to involve Yossi from the start.
[08/10/2017, 12:11:24] Dr Avi Yanus: After a call, dramatic of course, with Yossi: “Gonna give Avi Ronen
a bullet to the head. He’s done in my book. Taking care of it now.” You guys can answer Yossi / Gadi is
they call you.
[08/10/2017, 12:13:40] Sarel Granit: I’ll take responsibility and will not continue answering you in order
to avoid bothering the group members. Have a good day
[08/10/2017, 12:14:11] Dr Avi Yanus: That’s also a certain form of admitting mistake..
[08/10/2017, 12:46:31] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000793-PHOTO-2017-10-08-12-46-30.jpg>
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[08/10/2017, 12:46:31] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000794-PHOTO-2017-10-08-12-46-31.jpg>
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[08/10/2017, 12:54:21] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000795-PHOTO-2017-10-08-12-54-20.jpg>
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[08/10/2017, 13:34:18] Dr Avi Yanus: All of the meetings of Avi Ronen & Co. with the target company
have been canceled. We agreed that the target company’s list of objects will be transferred to Gadi. The
file with a code which will be sent to him. I informed Gadi of our recommendation not to transfer it due
to the potentially tremendous damage that Avi Ronen could cause, vs. the benefit for the project, except
(maybe) for a smile on his face. Gadi told me that he’s a grown man, experienced and smart. I warned
Yossi in parallel who spoke with Roi Burstein, and I hope that now there really won’t be any “mishaps”.
[08/10/2017, 19:46:35] Dr Avi Yanus: A meeting with the customer has been scheduled for next Tuesday
in New York.
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Hi. I just spoke to Avi from blacks. N.Y is fine. He gust asked that the
meeting will take place on Tuesday 17 Oct. as they need the time to work on the data.
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Sooner would be better. Do u know if they think they have made
any progress and if so, how much on a scale of 1-10?
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: They r having few meetings for this week and also had some last
week. As for the future we don’t know... i can tell u that they r doing the best, but also depends on the
other party..
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: I hope we will have fruit for next meeting...
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: What happened to the view trust w more time, we will 100%
succeed? I did my part by getting more time. R people now going to do their part?
[09/10/2017, 8:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: My correspondence with the customer. He’s expecting a meeting in
New York on the 13th.
[09/10/2017, 8:05:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent
[09/10/2017, 8:07:40] Dr Avi Yanus: --------------------[09/10/2017, 8:13:21] Dr Avi Yanus: We’re planning to meet Tuesday afternoon, but it could be at 11
AM.. take into account that flights are full after the holidays. Whoever goes, I suggest writing Lipaz
already to reserve a seat. I arrive very late Monday evening. It’s possible, at the latest, to take the
overnight flight between Monday and Tuesday, landing at around 6 on Tuesday local time. Return earliest the overnight flight on Tuesday (not 7PM..).
[10/10/2017,
14:55:48]
Guy
Fikhte:
http://catalystlitigation.com/wp
content/uploads/2017/07/Endorsement-re-appeal-adjournment-27-September-2017.pdf
[10/10/2017, 14:56:51] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000808-PHOTO-2017-10-10-14-56-51.jpg>
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[10/10/2017, 14:58:39] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000809-PHOTO-2017-10-10-14-58-39.jpg>
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[10/10/2017, 15:01:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Well done Guy!!!
[10/10/2017, 15:01:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Is the document public??
[10/10/2017, 15:02:00] Guy Fikhte: Absolutely, available on a link
[10/10/2017, 15:02:08] Dr Avi Yanus: Finally something good has come out of you in this project..:-)
[10/10/2017, 15:02:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Printing and laminating that for the meeting on Tuesday..:-)
[10/10/2017, 20:28:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. By Sunday afternoon. please send me your analysis of the
total success fees which are owed to us for the above decision. Two pages maximum, in coordination
with Ran (if you have any disagreements, put them in the body of the document). Schedule between
you two to sit over it on Sunday.
[12/10/2017, 10:06:13] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000816-PHOTO-2017-10-12-10-06-12.jpg>
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[12/10/2017, 10:07:31] Dr Avi Yanus: When there’s no intel we start swapping pictures of kubeh soup..:)
[13/10/2017, 7:47:08] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000818-PHOTO-2017-10-13-07-47-07.jpg>
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[13/10/2017, 7:50:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy, request an email by the end of the day 1. Short status assessment re: the quality of the materials. Quality of the objects.
2. Chapter headings of the presentation.
3. Timetable for her to complete. As far as I’m concerned - first draft latest by Monday Israel time,
before I depart. Final version can be once I land in New York and get connected Monday night.
4. Can we schedule the show earlier, for Tuesday morning? Around 10AM because I have to move on to
Toronto for a meeting with Yossi (who won’t come to this meeting).
Thanks
[13/10/2017, 8:57:44] Dan: Gadi sent another essential element of information from the customer whether Boland has another fund on the side. He thinks he has another fund with USD 100 million which
he isn’t telling WF investors about, and he claims that’s illegal and in violation of all kinds of laws. It
could be he’s not registered there, only behind the scenes. He has no idea about the fund volume or
about fields of investment or geography, etc. Please add to all Active soldiers, and let’s run another
open source search on it until the meeting. Also emphasized again the importance of Brandon, who
should be focused on and cracked, etc. I also told Gadi there’s a lot of intel from the meetings, and the
customer will be happy...
[14/10/2017, 14:13:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Sheraton New York Times Square Hotel

811 7th Ave, New York, NY 10019, USA
1,212-581-1000
[14/10/2017, 14:14:32] Dr Avi Yanus: This is the hotel where the meeting with the customer will be held
next Tuesday at 11AM. I’ll also make sure to reserve rooms for Monday evening at the hotel. Any
objections, send them to me in the next three hours. Thanks!
[14/10/2017, 14:16:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Petach Tikva are also presenting that same day btw.
[14/10/2017, 14:27:49] Ran Shacham: Sounds great, thanks a lot
[14/10/2017, 16:21:30] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000825-PHOTO-2017-10-14-16-21-30.jpg>
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[14/10/2017, 16:22:11] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000826-PHOTO-2017-10-14-16-22-11.jpg>
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[14/10/2017, 16:49:17] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000827-PHOTO-2017-10-14-16-49-17.jpg>
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[14/10/2017, 17:35:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - Monday at 8PM local time I land, and would like to look over
the presentation at the hotel at around 9 PM. Ran, you’re invited to join.

Ran / Guy - around 10PM we’ll go out to a deli / dinner if that works for you.

Tuesday morning - - 9:30 local time final draft.
[14/10/2017, 17:35:47] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[14/10/2017, 17:51:36] Ran Shacham: OK
[14/10/2017, 17:52:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Just reminding you that according to policy, if you sit in a
restaurant with me, that’s called sitting with a customer (or object), and then we don’t need to meet the
daily budget..:-)
[14/10/2017, 17:53:35] Guy Fikhte: We’ll order the most expensive brisket sandwich the deli’s got.
[14/10/2017, 17:54:04] Dr Avi Yanus: And chicken soup...
[14/10/2017, 17:54:19] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000834-PHOTO-2017-10-14-17-54-18.jpg>
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[14/10/2017, 19:42:45] Dr Avi Yanus: According to the schedule, at the moment it looks like you’ll
definitely make it for the 7PM flight to Tel Aviv on Tuesday. Can reserve seats for you there or just make
it earlier that same day.
[15/10/2017, 10:40:02] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - clarifying that the analysis must accompany the “yellow
page” that was attached to the LOE. Thanks!
[15/10/2017, 13:07:45] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - update the schedule regarding forwarding drafts of the
presentation.
[15/10/2017, 13:13:29] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s not currently critical, in the drafts, for the audio segments on
each slide to be coordinated. Obviously, it is critical in the final version.
[16/10/2017, 6:50:19] Guy Fikhte: https://blackcube.box.com/s/b089utkias08mefjuu8vsv7h95j9dkh0
[16/10/2017, 6:51:14] Guy Fikhte: Draft A - gaps:
Summary slides, more developed Active plan for Moyse, partial coordination of fonts, and a bit more.
Audio segments all set
[17/10/2017, 12:05:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Sheraton New York Times Square Hotel

811 7th Ave, New York, NY 10019, USA
1,212-581-1000
[17/10/2017, 12:05:43] Dr Avi Yanus: Room name: D.A. New york
[17/10/2017, 12:06:06] Dr Avi Yanus: 10:30 everyone be there wearing suits please. And ties, like the
last meeting.
[17/10/2017, 12:26:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - 9:30. Let’s sit over the success fees analysis you made with
Ran.
[17/10/2017, 14:47:32] Sarel Granit: Good luck today! Fingers crossed
[17/10/2017, 15:07:28] Dan: Ran and I have arrived. Make it early please, come to the meeting room
[17/10/2017, 15:09:19] Dan: Our meeting room is on the fifth floor. Name is Park 1
[17/10/2017, 15:09:27] Dan: Let’s go
[17/10/2017, 15:15:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Just vacate your rooms of course beforehand, and store your
luggage at reception.
[17/10/2017, 15:15:54] Dan: Come on guys! I’m finishing all the croissants jere myself!!!
[17/10/2017, 15:15:59] Dan: here
[17/10/2017, 15:16:11] Guy Fikhte: Leaving the rooms
[17/10/2017, 15:16:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan!! Eat the ones from another room...
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[17/10/2017, 15:18:29] Dan: Come on hurry up we need to get connected here and Guy probably forgot
his cables in Tel Aviv
[17/10/2017, 15:19:04] Dr Avi Yanus: Fikhte’s an engineer. Not worried.
[17/10/2017, 15:26:09] Guy Fikhte: Where’s the meeting room?
[17/10/2017, 15:26:54] Ran Shacham: Fifth floor, left and left
[17/10/2017, 19:38:35] Sarel Granit: What’s your status?
[17/10/2017, 19:41:13] Ran Shacham: Eating
[17/10/2017, 19:41:18] Ran Shacham: attached: <00000860-PHOTO-2017-10-17-19-41-18.jpg>
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[17/10/2017, 19:41:35] Sarel Granit: Still with the customer?
[17/10/2017, 19:41:46] Ran Shacham: Indeed
[17/10/2017, 19:42:36] Ran Shacham: Just telling them about discussions with Yossi regarding
arrangement
[17/10/2017, 19:42:50] Ran Shacham: A whole long story..
[17/10/2017, 20:10:25] Dan: Need the slide where he told him - don’t go into the details
[17/10/2017, 20:11:43] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00000866-PHOTO-2017-10-17-20-11-43.jpg>

[17/10/2017, 23:40:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy,
The customer called us again.
Prepare the following for me urgently today, and please send it to me in an orderly link:
- All of Singh’s transcripts after whitening
- Question regarding Singh’s legal status
Available for a verbal explanation.
Must go out tonight after various edits.
[17/10/2017, 23:41:47] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[17/10/2017, 23:50:27] Dr Avi Yanus: Finalize everything with Dan before the flight. Thank god that with
ElAl you have time (I assume you heard about the 3 hour delay at takeoff..)
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[17/10/2017, 23:51:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Please send me, in bullet points here in Hebrew, in an hour, the
main bottom line of the presentation. 6-7 points tops. Each one line
Singh said that...
And what we need to achieve in 3-4 sentences
All that and I save you the whole schlep of flying through Canada..:-)
[18/10/2017, 0:58:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Also need to sit with Dan and go over the excel line by line, the 5-7
lines that we brought up for discussion, and the customer said we’re halfway and another a few
clarifications and we’re there. It accumulates to almost half a million which we can easily get beyond the
broad and resultant definition of the fees for the success in the project which was achieved.
[18/10/2017, 1:05:04] Guy Fikhte: Summary of the presentation:
West Face made sure to set Moyse up with work, which also means that they were in touch with him
during the period when it was prohibited for them.
West Face received Catalyst materials in hard copy, which contradicts statements that were made in the
trial (materials were forwarded by email, before they got to the company). This also means it’s likely
that there are additional materials of which they did not testify in court, as well as contempt, lies, etc.
He also stated that documents about two companies were forwarded, which is different that the
statement was made in court (4 companies). He also said that business activities were taken following
the receipt of the materials - another action which contradicts their representation in court.
There are emails that Singh distributed in the company with a recommendation not to employ him.
Singh stated that at first attempts were made to keep items of information pertaining to Moyse
separate from him (more or less), indicating the significance of the materials.
Singh stated that he was responsible for preparing 8 purchase offers. Of which, 6 were prepared before
the customer’s exclusivity period began, and 2 more were prepared during that period - an action which
makes no sense unless they knew that Catalyst had no chance to buy, which shows coordination in
advance.
Also noted are statements by Wind saying that they’re not even interested in a sale to Catalyst
specifically
West Face has a significant group of Chinese investors, which could lead to very significant regulatory
problems when Wind is sold as a national asset (because of control of electromagnetic compatibility),
and therefore, Chinese ownership would have implications (even if only indirect) on Wind and nonexposure of those investors to the regulator.
Robillard’s statements that the intention when acquiring Wind was selling to a strategic investor - an
action which contradicts their representation to the regulator
[18/10/2017, 1:05:27] Guy Fikhte: What’s this - “question about Singh’s legal status”?
[18/10/2017, 1:12:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Smart Brian, we understand that a legal question has arisen
regarding the use of materials which were forwarded because of the “court officer” (although a retired
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officer), but we just want to make sure that Singh doesn’t meet this definition in any share or form. It
should be noted again, of course, that all of the meetings were held in accordance with the law, and this
time in England.
[18/10/2017, 1:12:30] Guy Fikhte: Great
[18/10/2017, 1:12:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Once you finish recording two weeks’ work at 1300 dollars per hour
I’d be happy to hear your response
[18/10/2017, 1:12:46] Dr Avi Yanus: Sincerely and warmly,
[18/10/2017, 1:13:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Perfect. You couldn’t prepare before the meeting? I would have
been more involved..:-)
[18/10/2017, 1:14:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Send this tonight from the white mailbox after Dan goes over the
file and the content of the accompanying email. Again - just Singh!
[18/10/2017, 1:15:46] Dr Avi Yanus: By the way. I didn’t want to say this to the customer but I’m
reminding that you (Guy) and I swore to Brian that we won’t have any more meetings in Canada with
anyone, and I don’t want to upset him for nothing... So note explicitly that it was in England..
[18/10/2017, 1:28:18] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[18/10/2017, 2:51:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Ran/Guy, if you’re exhausted and/or the flight is still delayed. Go to
JFK and book a hotel there for 100 bucks to rest for a few hours. Just make sure to set an alarm to wake
you up before the flight..:-)
[18/10/2017, 3:34:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - let me know of course that it’s been done, so I can update
Yossi, and he can update the customer. Reminding that he asked (twice...) as he was leaving today..
[18/10/2017, 5:02:17] Guy Fikhte: Avi - everything’s been uploaded to the folder shared with the lawyer
(executive summary + transcripts)
[18/10/2017, 6:06:13] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. I assume this was done in coordination with Dan. Also
request that an email be sent to day to Naomi, including a copy to Brian, Yossi and me, confirming that
the new materials have been uploaded to the folder, and the question about the court officer.
[18/10/2017, 6:20:47] Dan: Yes, it’s in coordination. There’s no sense in asking that legal question. The
customer is handling it in his own way, and there’s no need to ask him redundant questions. A simple
email confirming that the materials are in the folder will be sent in a few minutes.
[18/10/2017, 6:31:07] Dr Avi Yanus: The customer explicitly asked us to ask to bring up the discussion.
That’s how a discussion is started.
[18/10/2017, 6:33:22] Dan: He didn’t say that. You didn’t understand correctly, apparently something
else he said. It could be that he said that he’s already started this discussion with Brian. In any case,
that’s too dangerous, let’s not write it. Don’t worry, he’s already spoken to him about it plenty.
[18/10/2017, 6:35:56] Dr Avi Yanus: I think I understood perfectly, but confirm it with Gadi.
[18/10/2017, 6:58:44] Guy Fikhte: What’s Yossi’s email?
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[18/10/2017, 7:29:37] Dan: Guy send that email now urgently from your phone, before taking off
[18/10/2017, 7:37:36] Guy Fikhte: Sent
[18/10/2017, 8:18:26] Dr Avi Yanus: What’s “that” with my question about the officer, or just that the
materials are there?
[18/10/2017, 8:28:18] Dr Avi Yanus: I assume you guys are coordinated between you..
[18/10/2017, 18:58:55] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Did you confirm with Gadi that everything is coordinated? He
was also supposed to nudge Brian. Did you get any response from them?
[18/10/2017, 19:01:16] Guy Fikhte: Negative, from neither, Gadi knows (not through us) that they were
expecting it, and knows that it’s been transferred
[18/10/2017, 19:01:47] Dr Avi Yanus: Great. Did you ask him about the need for the redundant question
regarding Singh?
[21/10/2017, 20:28:50] Dan: Tomorrow Gadi’s coming to us at 11AM. Guy, Sarel and Ran, come to the
meeting please.
[21/10/2017, 20:29:04] Dan: Sarel can you check with Erez Michaeli if he can come?
[21/10/2017, 20:30:21] Sarel Granit: He’s flying to Mexico tomorrow morning
[21/10/2017, 20:30:37] Dan: Ah I thought he was going at night.
[21/10/2017, 20:30:39] Dan: Cool
[21/10/2017, 20:32:24] Dan: Let’s talk to him tomorrow about Moyse and the polygraph
[21/10/2017, 23:24:28] Dr Avi Yanus: When Gadi arrives tomorrow, all worked up because of me, and
Dan straight away tells him “for sure Avi didn’t mean that”, I trust that at least one of you will tell him “I
know Avi. He did mean that for sure. You can also call and ask him.”
[22/10/2017, 7:23:14] Dan: Postponed to tomorrow
[22/10/2017, 7:23:50] Sarel Granit: Was Gadi so mad that he gave up?
[22/10/2017, 7:27:13] Dan: No. Our schedule. When are you meeting Aharon’s polygraph examiner?
[22/10/2017, 7:27:30] Sarel Granit: Today at 3PM
[22/10/2017, 7:27:49] Dan: At the office, right?
[22/10/2017, 7:28:34] Dan: The polygraph examiner who will be chosen today, between Aharon’s guy
and Eyal Yaffe, will come also tomorrow at 11AM for a meeting with Gadi
[22/10/2017, 7:29:45] Sarel Granit: Yes, at the office
[22/10/2017, 12:22:40] Dr Avi Yanus: Guys, this now confirmed rumor that west face is liquidating
positions to meet redemption demands MUST be in the public domaine asap. PT has to make sure it’s
well known on bay st and even in tier 1 RIGHt NOW.
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[22/10/2017, 12:22:40] Dr Avi Yanus: It means the pressure on them is enormous and that they r likely
in the final stages of the very end for their firm. It also means that if there is a chance of a settlement,
the time would be right now but only if it’s publicly known Re their liquidating positions. In a perfect
world, having the street know the names they r selling would be even better (buyers would try to buy
what they r selling at further reduced prices, putting even more pressure on West face AND remains
investors would try to get out ahead of the liquidation since for technical and other reasons it’s very bad
for an investor to take the risk to be one of the last out (firms typically sell most liquid and highest
values first; that means losses for those that remain in the fund typically get much worse as a firm
liquidates; First out is therefore Best).
[24/10/2017, 22:26:24] Dan: Gadi met with Petach Tikva today, here’s what happened: He asked us for
two things by Thursday: The first is sensitive, and we need to think about whether and how we give it.
The second is great for us. 1. All of the transcripts, plus a few pictures from the meeting with the judge.
Want to send someone to meet the journalist. To give her the materials. And drag her on a bit longer.
Because in the meantime the lawyers have been instructed not to publish an article. On the one hand,
the lawyers already have everything, and if the customer wanted he would have given them already. On
the other hand, prefer not to forward such things to them directly. 2. A summary of the all of the
problematic findings we have about WF until now. I convinced Gadi not to give any incriminating
materials about WF to the press yet, despite the customer’s message, so we’ll only give a summary of
the points. Word document in English, one page tops, including a summary of the points, so that they
start creating online rumors... Nonsense really, but gives us time to continue working. Guy, take care of
this. I remember three issues - compliance problematic to non-existent. Insane redemption! And
unreported Chinese and Russian investors. Guy don’t write any quote or anything specific that the
object might see on Facebook or Seeking Alpha and understand that we’ve burnt him. Sarel I told Gadi
that Burstein’s new VEO can meet you on Thursday to get the material, so it needs to be ready by then.

What do you think about paragraph 1?
[24/10/2017, 22:27:59] Dr Avi Yanus: I see no problem. If it “puts them to sleep” for now.
[24/10/2017, 22:32:21] Dan: VEO - CEO. Ariel something I think, forgot his name
[24/10/2017, 22:39:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Wow, Burstein’s got a CEO. So what’s he doing?
[24/10/2017, 22:41:34] Dr Avi Yanus: What we do need to confirm with Gadi, and this is his
responsibility of course, but emphasize that the customer really wants it, and it’s not that Gadi / Petach
Tikva are playing him / us. I don’t want a situation where, in the end, the customer comes to us with
various complaints saying that it’ll all blow up in our faces. The press is, of course, an uncontrollable risk.
[24/10/2017, 22:47:15] Dan: Indeed. I asked him to confirm. Also like his idea with Brandon.
[24/10/2017, 23:01:21] Dan: OK, we’ll find a better solution for us
[24/10/2017, 23:01:30] Dan: attached: <00000921-PHOTO-2017-10-24-23-01-30.jpg>
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[24/10/2017, 23:01:31] Dan: attached: <00000922-PHOTO-2017-10-24-23-01-31.jpg>
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[24/10/2017, 23:01:31] Dan: attached: <00000923-PHOTO-2017-10-24-23-01-31.jpg>
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[24/10/2017, 23:02:56] Dan: Don’t forward pictures or transcripts. Just prepare the presentation about
the judge for them.
[24/10/2017, 23:03:52] Dr Avi Yanus: Who’s the “doctor”?
[24/10/2017, 23:04:01] Dan: Polygraph
[24/10/2017, 23:19:21] Dr Avi Yanus: No war stories about methodologies, cover stories, companies,
etc. Pure intel. Only what he said.
[25/10/2017, 9:07:23] Sarel Granit: I scheduled with Petach Tikva tomorrow at 5PM. Avi Eliyahu (COO)
and Arik the investigator will be there. I also asked that the person who’ll be meeting the journalist next
week be there.
Guy - let’s talk tomorrow morning about materials to prepare
[25/10/2017, 15:32:04] Sarel Granit: I spoke to Gadi now. He had an idea to contact journalists!! And we
do what we did for Rami Levy. Exciting
[25/10/2017, 17:33:43] Dr Avi Yanus: I don’t fully understand the idea..
[25/10/2017, 17:50:43] Sarel Granit: I’ll explain it verbally... but don’t worry about it...
[25/10/2017, 17:54:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Great
[26/10/2017, 7:24:56] Sarel Granit: Dan set aside half an hour this morning to talk about what we’re
forwarding to Petach Tikva today
[26/10/2017, 7:25:36] Dan: Great
[29/10/2017, 5:56:11] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000935-PHOTO-2017-10-29-05-56-11.jpg>
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[29/10/2017, 5:57:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Please have points in Hebrew ready by 9:15 so we can talk
about what’s new since our last meeting with the customer. With an emphasis on future plans of course
(and calendar meetings). Have a good week!
[29/10/2017, 7:21:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Tony LaCavera (former CEO of Wind) - on Wednesday personal
telephone call with him to coordinate a meeting.

Victoria Kikhard (former WF investor relations, employee until April 2016) - flying her to London from
Hong Kong. Meetings on Monday June 11. Essential element of information - the only investor that
came in during her time (the customer suspects that it could be a Russian, maybe Michael Friedman).
Additional essential element of information - investors of the company and any statement indicating a
problematic financial position (the object has already given quite a bit in the calls, so there’s potential
here).

Bei Huang (current employee of WF, in the compliance department) - flying her to London from Toronto.
Meetings will be held on Thursday 9/11. Essential element of information for her - this is our candidate
for recruitment, who will give a list of investors, reinforce statements about redemption AUM, and other
aspects of the firm’s financial robustness.

Singh - continued coordination with him towards the polygraph test. Demanded information about the
cover company, and got a detailed presentation about it, signed by a white registered company. Has not
yet responded to that (sent last Thursday).

Albert Paltair (employee of the bar association, the customer suspects he transferred information to
whistleblowers - now served in the financial investigations body of Ontario District). Was interested
when contacted, tomorrow we’ll push for a meeting already this week.

Peter Brim (former employee of West, short sales expert, already met him once). On Friday a request for
a meeting this week went out, awaiting his response.

Bruce Langstaff (employee of Cannaccord until recently, made shorts on Callidus). HR message went out
on Friday.

Future -
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Kevin Bauman (one of the whistleblowers). Maintains an obsessive Twitter profile against the customer,
invites other affected parties to contact him. We’ll contact as a litigation fund that already has several
such affected parties.

Moyse Kassem (founder of Anson). Suspected of personally shorting the customer. Research indicates
that this is a person with a large ego, likes to be seen in media-covered events, mostly around food.
We’ll aim towards that.

Sani Puri (analyst of Moyse). The customer said that Kassem and Puri are personally managing the shorts
against the customer, and also that Puri calls the customer “the Canadian Bernie Madoff”. It was found
that he is fundraising for an association focused on hair donations for children. The contact will be based
on a combination of the volunteer forum and success stories of young successful Indians.
[29/10/2017, 11:29:46] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent talk with Yossi. Everything is fine.
[31/10/2017, 20:51:00] Sarel Granit: Nighttime conversation with Gadi:

-Updated that there around five meetings until the end of next week.

- Moving forward on the issue of contacted the boy in a sophisticated way that will cause him to “feel
that his world is caving in on him” so he starts singing. In the meantime we’ve resumed tracking to “live
with him” until we decide to strike

- Singh is playing games and we’re pulling out bigger guns to bring him in

- Wondered what’s going on with Brandon’s friend. I said we contacted and he didn’t respond and we’re
thinking about another direction
[31/10/2017, 21:00:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. Just who’s “the boy”?
[31/10/2017, 21:00:23] Guy Fikhte: Moyse
[02/11/2017, 12:41:53] Dan: Just got a detailed update from Guy. Well done!! Let’s go, overtime!!
[02/11/2017, 12:44:12] Dr Avi Yanus: Even Effi called me all excited.
I promised him I would listen myself this evening, and we’ll speak tomorrow. In any case he asked that
the meeting with the customer not happen next week, but the following week.
[03/11/2017, 14:12:23] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000944-PHOTO-2017-11-03-14-12-22.jpg>
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[03/11/2017, 14:13:13] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. By Sunday noon Israel time prepare an analysis of the intel,
according to the Excel. Thanks!
[03/11/2017, 14:28:32] Guy Fikhte: Writing now
[03/11/2017, 17:20:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy!!! You’re a rockstar and don’t listen to anyone in the company
who tells you otherwise. Have a good weekend!
[03/11/2017, 17:24:30] Dr Avi Yanus: * This was written assuming that the recording you sent was real,
and not a figment of my imagination
[03/11/2017, 17:24:37] Dr Avi Yanus: * Your imagination
[03/11/2017, 17:34:13] Guy Fikhte: Not my imagination nor your imagination, and even without a
creative attempt to fill in gaps.
[03/11/2017, 17:37:16] Sarel Granit: attached: <00000951-PHOTO-2017-11-03-17-37-16.jpg>

[05/11/2017, 7:55:36] Dan: Gadi called me, I had to give him a few teasers from the meeting. I
postponed him till Tuesday to come to us and see the entire detailed meeting and think about new
directions together. Again pushed about Singh and Brandon’s friend, saying that we need to move
forward, unless in the meeting the customer decides to take it in other directions. Tomorrow they’re
meeting the journalist....
[05/11/2017, 7:56:16] Dan: Of course he said we have to make sure that the guy isn’t a plant and didn’t
send us in a totally different direction from the original direction, because he knows we’re looking, etc.
etc.
[05/11/2017, 12:09:47] Sarel Granit: Dan do you want to be at the meeting with Gadi?
[05/11/2017, 13:13:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Of course we’ll say that.. And why does he think we care?
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Does he get that he’s no longer with the firm?
[05/11/2017, 13:30:39] Dan: He doesn’t get it. And we’ll have to address that point, otherwise he’ll
blabber to Yossi and the customer
[05/11/2017, 18:58:07] Dan: Good morning. Thank u Gadi but not sure I fully understand. Just so u
guys know, we now know that Lawrence delivigne is part of a large ‘black pr push’ by west face and
others. They r trying to attack how we report our returns and our performance generally. They r
focusing on tier 1 media outlets. We r the only firm in the world that has 2 audit firms review our
returns (PwC and kpmg), our European carry structure means we don’t get pd based on ‘valuations’ but
rather only on REALIZATIONS and only at the end of the fund life. Our partnership agreement is held up
by the Institutional Limited Partners Association (ilpa) as the gold standard and Best in the world. All
recent. Realizations have been above our valuations (ie we over deliver from what we and accounting
firms say). The pt is we need a white article ahead of their black attack.

Also: the mkt manipulation and the Wall Street journal law suits will be filed and public either Monday
or tues. the contents of such once public are devastating from a black perspective against our enemies
and spectacular for us from a ‘white’ perspective. U must get both BC and petach tikva ready so they
can use to max effect. Lawyers think it will be front pg news in at least cdn business press.
[05/11/2017, 18:58:27] Dan: Yes
[05/11/2017, 19:00:00] Dan: I hope Gadi didn’t tell him the story already. And with a bunch of errors
too, I’m sure. We’ll find out in the meeting with him on Tuesday. Anyway, we can’t go at him over that.
If he did it. His decision.
[05/11/2017, 19:01:05] Dr Avi Yanus: Sure he told him. There’s nothing to be mad about. Anyone
managing a customer like this would have told. Our problem is that we told Gadi...
[05/11/2017, 19:14:52] Dan: No Avi. You’re the one who told Yossi. And Yossi told Gadi. And Gadi called
me to understand what’s going on more or less. He can’t be told, I have no idea, or we’re still listening,
when you told Yossi already a week ago. In any case, I understand that you’re bored in the Bahamas and
are looking for this week’s new drama. You’re just making Guy not tell you what’s new.
[05/11/2017, 19:16:36] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan. I didn’t tell Yossi anything other than the usual catchphrases
of “go team”. Gadi just used you..:-)
[05/11/2017, 19:16:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I didn’t even tell Yossi who the meeting was with...
[05/11/2017, 19:17:27] Dr Avi Yanus: “Got amazing materials...” stuff like that... you could have said the
same thing
[05/11/2017, 19:18:55] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000965-PHOTO-2017-11-05-19-18-55.jpg>
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[05/11/2017, 19:19:58] Dan: It doesn’t work that way with Gadi. He’s the project manager. He knows
every detail. It’s not Yossi the idiot, who’s really not interested. Want to keep something secret? Then
don’t tell Yossi either.
[05/11/2017, 19:21:15] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m not saying anything except everything’s great and pictures of
Miami / kubeh soup...
Yossi may be an idiot but for now he’s the one that’s paying us...
[05/11/2017, 19:21:37] Dr Avi Yanus: And managing / paying Gadi..
[06/11/2017, 15:45:14] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000969-PHOTO-2017-11-06-15-45-14.jpg>
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[06/11/2017, 15:45:59] Guy Fikhte: ?
[06/11/2017, 16:18:03] Guy Fikhte: Does that mean there’s no meeting with Gadi tomorrow? Does that
mean there are meetings with them one day after another?
[06/11/2017, 16:18:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Talking about meetings in New York next week
[06/11/2017, 16:19:40] Guy Fikhte: I understand, when are we preparing for?
[06/11/2017, 16:22:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Wednesday or Thursday next week
[06/11/2017, 16:22:59] Dr Avi Yanus: This doesn’t contradict instructions from Dan regarding paying
attention. I’m talking about the meeting with the customer and Yossi.
[07/11/2017, 20:41:07] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00000976-PHOTO-2017-11-07-20-41-06.jpg>
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[07/11/2017, 21:05:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Everyone in their free time are invited to send a flight request to
Lipaz.
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am worried if a new direction, that in case it’s a mistake there will
be wasted time and effort by waiting til next wed.
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: They are not wasting atime these guys.... They are hungry and
pushing... We should be cateful... Not to make mistakes and rush... Meetings cant take place daily and
weekly as than it is subspecies... It is a game of patience... And wisdom... And stupidity...
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: I understand. But since I have no idea what is being worked on or
found, I am worried people may misunderstand what they have and/or will spend time chasing wrong
rabbit holes.
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: No worries!
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am off and will be silent until sunday. Meeting is confirmed for
wed around 11am in ny.
Gadi is now in charge and bc is preparing meeting... All their team is coming to meeting. We have a new
direction that will tequire your guudance, insight and going forward direction!
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Communicated your message to gadi and avi just that it is clear
that we ate continuing on ALL fronts
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: Am incredibly curious. When we heard there was ‘russian’ and
chinese money in the fund but hidden behind ubs, I have been worried it was all a front for one or more
of the Russians involved in vimpelcom (Michael Frydman in particular) to re-buy it cheap but hide
behind west face to get around Canadian ownership rules etc. It would mean they potentially broke the
law and did not disclose foreign involvement etc when they had to apply for spectrum transfer etc. And
it’s even worse re Chinese since a condition by cdn govt was removal of chinese back bone from ‘huwei’
becuase the cdn gift already had security concerns re chinese.
[07/11/2017, 21:56:42] Dr Avi Yanus: My correspondence with the customer... Gadi / Avi - FYI
[07/11/2017, 22:02:14] Guy Fikhte: Who says what?
[07/11/2017, 22:02:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi / Nathan. I don’t know. That’s how I got it.
[07/11/2017, 22:02:52] Guy Fikhte: Just them?
[07/11/2017, 22:03:03] Guy Fikhte: Spelling mistakes are Yossi’s, the rest is from the customer
[07/11/2017, 22:04:19] Dan: It’s pretty clear who said what. This tension is awful. It would have been
better to set the meeting earlier. But we’ll wait for Yossi
[07/11/2017, 22:10:29] Ran Shacham: Messages 1, 3 and the last are from the customer. The rest are
from Yossi
[07/11/2017, 22:32:16] Ran Shacham: Actually, Yossi updated the customer that there’s intel and a
change in direction that we want, without giving him details, and let him stew in it for a week and a half
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[07/11/2017, 23:06:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Maybe that’s the right way to maintain contact with customers..:)!
[08/11/2017, 16:51:28] Sarel Granit: Both lawsuits now formally filed. One against Wolfpack, other
against Wall Street journal. $450mm and $300mm respectively. Financial Post already writing about it.
Both are avail via court system and both BC and pt need to read ASAP. A fundamentally key part of
them is our statement that we have ‘...sworn testimony, emails, and other evidence...’. This is a critical
statement by us. The references to statutes etc are hints that authorities likely pursue criminal charges
etc. Esp when put together w keyhoe statements on October 19 Re ‘short and distort’.
[08/11/2017, 16:51:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Both lawsuits now formally filed. One against Wolfpack, other
against Wall Street journal. $450mm and $300mm respectively. Financial Post already writing about it.
Both are avail via court system and both BC and pt need to read ASAP. A fundamentally key part of
them is our statement that we have ‘...sworn testimony, emails, and other evidence...’. This is a critical
statement by us. The references to statutes etc are hints that authorities likely pursue criminal charges
etc. Esp when put together w keyhoe statements on October 19 Re ‘short and distort’.
[09/11/2017, 8:11:11] Sarel Granit: http://business.financialpost.com/news/fp-street/catalyst-capitalfiles-450-million-lawsuit-accusing-anson-funds-west-face-of-short-selling-conspiracy
[10/11/2017, 9:53:59] Dan: Monday afternoon or Wednesday morning in Montreal with the customer.
He’s OK and relatively calm, and is mostly interested in seeing results in the project
[10/11/2017, 9:54:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy? Will the transcripts / presentation be ready on time?
[10/11/2017, 9:54:26] Guy Fikhte: There’s a big difference in times... better the later one
[10/11/2017, 9:54:41] Dan: We said we’d be ready from Sunday morning already....
[10/11/2017, 9:54:42] Guy Fikhte: No, it’ll be partially ready
[10/11/2017, 9:54:58] Guy Fikhte: We’ll be as ready as we can.
[10/11/2017, 9:54:59] Dr Avi Yanus: What do you mean, partially??
[10/11/2017, 9:55:17] Guy Fikhte: We have 6-8 hours of transcription from this week, without the
transcription team
[10/11/2017, 9:55:24] Guy Fikhte: And with 3 days less
[10/11/2017, 9:55:44] Guy Fikhte: We’re all working on Saturday, and we still won’t be able to make it
[10/11/2017, 9:55:51] Dr Avi Yanus: I assume it’s not necessary to transcribe the entire 6-8 hours. Listen
once and transcribe select sections.
[10/11/2017, 9:56:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Call Sarel and call in reinforcement from the London branch, who’ll
be happy to assist during their weekend (Saturday-Sunday).
[10/11/2017, 10:05:09] Dr Avi Yanus: Just spoke to Yossi. Wednesday in Montreal. Many reasons. He’ll
finalize it during the day with the customer.
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Of course we can still call the London branch for assistance over the weekend, in order to reduce gaps
and show up with a polished presentation, and not with our tongues hanging out.
[10/11/2017, 10:05:24] Guy Fikhte: Thanks!!!!!!
[10/11/2017, 10:05:33] Guy Fikhte: How do we get there...?
[10/11/2017, 10:05:44] Dr Avi Yanus: Connection in Toronto / New York
[10/11/2017, 10:05:53] Dr Avi Yanus: London / Europe
[10/11/2017, 10:30:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi and Avi... Further to my discussion with both, and in order to
give adequate time to process the data, I ask that the meeting be held on Wednesday morning in
Montreal. Between the two of you have Monday pressure the entire system and this time unnecessarily.
Please respond to confirm.
Gadi if it’s necessary for me to clarify it vis-à-vis the customer, let me know and I’ll take care of it.
Shabbat Shalom my friends... Good news
[10/11/2017, 10:30:06] Dr Avi Yanus: With love and appreciation! Thanks.
[10/11/2017, 10:30:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi and Gadi I updated the team. Everything is all set. Working full speed on a presentation that will amaze the
customer, then back on Wednesday. Have a good weekend!
[10/11/2017, 12:37:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Just reminding that everyone is responsible for sending updates to
Lipaz. I’m not yet the project secretary, and not aware that there is one.
[10/11/2017, 12:43:41] Dr Avi Yanus: By the way. If anyone doesn’t know, it’s minus 8 degrees in
Montreal right now..
[11/11/2017, 7:05:49] Dr Avi Yanus: We have a potential problem. Brian and other lawyers just got a
letter from Davies (west face counsel) that they believe catalyst engaged a firm in Israel called Black
cube. They allege that black cube has acted unethically and illegally in pursuing west face current and
former employees on behalf of catalyst.
[11/11/2017, 7:05:49] Dr Avi Yanus: They name some female who works for black cube that was
involved in something w Harvey Weinstein and also re west face
[11/11/2017, 7:05:49] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi:

I had, over the course of the past month, expressed my concern to you that no further surreptitious
activities were to be undertaken. As you are aware, I was both concerned and critical of the methods
being employed. When Naomi and I met with your associates some weeks ago, we insisted that they
were not to pursue any operations or take any actions without our express approval and direction.
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It has come to our attention that your agents may have continued, contrary to our clear instructions,
their activities by meeting with someone in London yesterday evening. This must stop immediately.

Please contact me as soon as possible in order to ensure compliance with our instructions.

Yours truly,

Brian

[11/11/2017, 7:07:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Friends. Sorry. Bad news. Yossi called me (not hysterical, btw).
[11/11/2017, 7:10:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Is everyone really asleep at 9AM on a Saturday, can no one give me
details?
[11/11/2017, 7:16:08] Guy Fikhte: It’s Bei
[11/11/2017, 7:16:26] Guy Fikhte: The Chinese
[11/11/2017, 7:16:30] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Yossi and I came to that conclusion as well...
[11/11/2017, 7:18:54] Guy Fikhte: Which details?
[11/11/2017, 7:20:29] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m with Liron.
[11/11/2017, 7:20:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Don’t respond to Gadi / Yossi until we’ve coordinated our positions.
[11/11/2017, 7:31:58] Sarel Granit: By the way, Stella hasn’t met with anyone since Brian’s instruction,
so we can tell him that his instruction was taken into account
[11/11/2017, 7:32:48] Guy Fikhte: Although his instruction pertained to Canada...
[11/11/2017, 7:36:37] Sarel Granit: We need to decide quickly if we’re closing infrastructures
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[11/11/2017, 7:36:57] Sarel Granit: In the meantime, Liron sent me all of the infrastructure in which
Stella was involved
[11/11/2017, 7:37:19] Sarel Granit: * Liron / Guy
[11/11/2017, 7:38:24] Guy Fikhte: Caesar
[11/11/2017, 7:38:27] Guy Fikhte: Only
[11/11/2017, 7:39:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi and Gadi,
As you know, following the event of “Hollywood”, we investigated it deeply and tried to find any affects
on our project (which is the most strategic project in our company).
Our main concern are people that our “Hollywood” female agent has met.
Therefore we took the approach to meet the “Chinese” in London on Thursday and to be extremely
aggressive with the questions. Some intelligence come in that meeting. We are estimating and analysing
it now.
It is important for me to explain that there are parallel operations with different targets that have
nothing to do with that agent, which gave us smoking gun last week, and as of yesterday we are
corresponding with a target who sent us a presentation as a follow to the meeting.
Brian’s instructions were not to operate in Canada, but definitely did not mention not to proceed
operating anywhere else, as I specifically asked.
We obviously work with a full power, analysing the materials we gathered in the last few weeks, in order
to present them to you and our friend.
We are sure that you will appreciate the amazing intelligence we gathered, and you will agree there are
still potential avenues we found.
Black Cube will win our friend’s war, I am not saying it because I’m arrogant, it’s just too late to the
other side to stop us.
[11/11/2017, 7:39:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Spoke to Yossi and Gadi, they asked for this message to the
customer.
[11/11/2017, 7:55:58] Dr Avi Yanus: The fire on Yossi’s / Gadi’s / the customer’s side is under control.
Leaving it to you to decide regarding “Stella’s” infrastructure. They certainly documented it, but at least
before the journalists start working on it, suggest removing it.
[11/11/2017, 8:06:08] Sarel Granit: Removing
[11/11/2017, 8:06:32] Sarel Granit: We’re lucky that Stella only worked with one HR infrastructure
there. But there are those messages she sent
[11/11/2017, 8:06:37] Sarel Granit: Removing LinkedIn and websites
[11/11/2017, 8:06:50] Sarel Granit: Only anything linked to Stella. Not yet everything
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[11/11/2017, 8:37:48] Dan: I spoke to Sarel. Not sure it was so smart to “admit” it when removing
websites. Waiting for an accurate history of each of the infrastructure, and then we’ll decide specifically.
[11/11/2017, 9:05:52] Dan: Guy I hope you’re working on the presentation full speed. I wouldn’t count
on it waiting till Wednesday. Of course we’ll try as much as we can. And no cutting remark of yours will
help right now, Avi - if the customer freaks out we’ll just go. So better for Guy to go full speed, as much
as possible. Sarel check whether we need reinforcements on transcription.
[11/11/2017, 9:06:22] Sarel Granit: Guy got reinforcements on transcription
[11/11/2017, 9:06:37] Sarel Granit: He’ll tell me if he needs more
[11/11/2017, 9:06:53] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[11/11/2017, 9:08:52] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s always good to go full speed but it’s very important that the
presentation be very strong. All segments should be properly transcribed, following editing of at least
one other person, and most importantly, the presentation should include orderly ideas.
And of course, think about the Excel...
Again, I just spoke to Yossi for the second time (with Gadi) and it looks like it’ll still be Wednesday
morning.
[11/11/2017, 9:09:23] Dr Avi Yanus: We’ll have another update in the morning Canada, when Yossi calls
the customer again.
[11/11/2017, 9:09:34] Dr Avi Yanus: * Morning Canada time
[11/11/2017, 9:11:21] Dan: It doesn’t matter what it looks like right now. It mainly depends on the
customer, and mainly on further developments on the ground. And more letters / lawsuits, etc. etc.,
which may come from the other side. In any case, we’ve agreed that we’re working as fast as possible,
and not touching other projects of yours right now Guy, until the presentation is ready.
[11/11/2017, 9:12:50] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[11/11/2017, 9:44:20] Dan: The more I think about it the more I want to restore infrastructure. When
am I getting the whole history of infrastructure linked to Stella, camouflaged?
[11/11/2017, 9:57:11] Sarel Granit: Doron said he’ll send it very soon
[11/11/2017, 10:01:42] Dr Avi Yanus: He already sent it an hour ago, instead of nagging everyone go
search through the emails
[11/11/2017, 10:02:06] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001057-PHOTO-2017-11-11-10-02-06.jpg>
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[11/11/2017, 10:02:25] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001058-PHOTO-2017-11-11-10-02-25.jpg>
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[11/11/2017, 10:02:40] Dr Avi Yanus: And now send a full one
[11/11/2017, 10:06:03] Sarel Granit: That was mapping out. Not history.
[11/11/2017, 10:11:35] Dr Avi Yanus: What’s the difference?
[11/11/2017, 10:26:30] Sarel Granit: Mapping out means information in the present and in the project.
History means projects in the past that we contacted through the same infrastructure
[11/11/2017, 10:33:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Oh no... I understand..
By the way, I think Dan meant mapping out But I’ll leave it for you to enjoy over the weekend
[11/11/2017, 12:41:14] Dr Avi Yanus: Can I get a logical explanation, and I’m not judging, to present to
the customer - why did we decide to hold the meeting on Thursday, despite the fact that Stella got
burnt? Just don’t say “cause Gadi said so”, that doesn’t help...
[11/11/2017, 12:45:05] Guy Fikhte: A - We don’t know if Stella getting burnt materialized vis-à-vis the
object.
B - Two possibilities:
B1 - The object knows - she either won’t come, or will come with a tracking team. Coming with a
tracking team is not a simple matter, in these timeframes, and therefore it’s assumed that if she doesn’t
act in a way that shows she knows, then she doesn’t know. (We were in contact with her continuously
the whole time, and she’s already abroad, not exactly the time to read news carefully).
B2 - The object doesn’t know - in other words we have an object which isn’t aware of anything, who’s in
London for a meeting with us, and who will apparently become aware at some stage, and therefore it’s
important to get what we can from her as fast as possible.
[11/11/2017, 12:45:54] Guy Fikhte: Addition - Cooking up the object, and her arrival, overlapped with
the publication date. If that had happened before, the status assessment could have been different.
[11/11/2017, 13:02:12] Guy Fikhte: Regarding A - of course this refers to the decision point before the
meeting.
[11/11/2017, 13:03:02] Guy Fikhte: B1 - Tactically, changing the appearance of Actives was also
emphasized
[11/11/2017, 13:12:27] Dr Avi Yanus: In one sentence - we assumed she didn’t know, and we wanted to
get what we could out of the object?
[11/11/2017, 13:12:52] Dr Avi Yanus: Another point - weren’t messages harmful for the customer / the
case stated in the meeting?
[11/11/2017, 13:13:14] Guy Fikhte: We had very strong indications that she doesn’t (yet) know, and
therefore it was critical to get what we could from her now, given the chance
[11/11/2017, 13:13:23] Guy Fikhte: Negative - in principle, very helpful messages
[11/11/2017, 13:13:27] Dr Avi Yanus: All set!
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[11/11/2017, 13:13:28] Guy Fikhte: But we haven’t listened yet
[11/11/2017, 13:14:03] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent. Awaiting a final update after listening. Assume not, and
convey that to the customer.
[11/11/2017, 13:17:56] Guy Fikhte: Great
[11/11/2017, 13:18:05] Guy Fikhte: Any messages regarding changes in dates?
[11/11/2017, 13:18:38] Dr Avi Yanus: Get back to you in two minutes...
[11/11/2017, 13:30:47] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi spoke to the customer. Totally calmed him down (said in
advance that he’s not so stressed and that his lawyers worry too much...). Promised him to deliver the
presentation of the century on Wednesday, and that he’ll come with checkbook ready - the customer
said great, but if it’s a waste of time Yossi will pay for the private flight (40,000 bucks round trip). 90%
chance it’ll be on Wednesday because no lawyer will keep churning away till Monday morning Canada
time, and then it’ll be too late for Wednesday morning anyway.
[11/11/2017, 13:38:19] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy - the presentation must be as perfect and polished as
possible, in every way.
Start with the strongest and newest items. Move on to summary slides of previous materials, and
conclude with a direction for the future.
And the Excel of course... Update the analysis if necessary.
I request, further to Dan, not to get involved in any background noise from any other projects. Let’s get
past Wednesday and then you can get back everyone.
Have a good rest of the weekend!
[11/11/2017, 13:43:22] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍👍👍
[11/11/2017, 18:14:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Avi I request, as per tradition, an awesome and successful firework
show... The importance of this is clear to us all, particularly in light of the events of this week, and
particularly the last 24 hours. I’m trusting you big time
[11/11/2017, 18:14:25] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi. We’ve never let you down (and to be honest, neither have
you let us down..) And I really don’t want to start now.
[12/11/2017, 13:26:43] Dan: Gadi told me something not so dumb now. Maybe it’d be a good idea to
schedule a coffee with the 45-minute guy on Thursday or Friday. So right after the customer we take
notes and meet him
[12/11/2017, 13:28:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Brilliant! Let’s find out if he was burnt too before the meeting with
the customer.
[12/11/2017, 13:28:55] Dr Avi Yanus: Let’s bug him as well. Let him wake up too.
[12/11/2017, 13:31:25] Dr Avi Yanus: And if he doesn’t answer, that’ll be terrible too..
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[12/11/2017, 19:39:48] Dr Avi Yanus: Comprehensive instruction from the customer - full stop on all
activities until we meet on Wednesday. Are any operations planned until Wednesday (inclusive)?
[12/11/2017, 19:40:08] Guy Fikhte: Negative
[12/11/2017, 19:40:21] Guy Fikhte: Ordinary correspondence?
[12/11/2017, 19:41:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Yes
[12/11/2017, 19:41:49] Guy Fikhte: Yes to stop? Yes to continue?
[12/11/2017, 19:42:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Continue. Operations, that is, meetings.
[13/11/2017, 18:20:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Schedule:
Tuesday 9-10M, preparations with Gadi at our hotel
Presentation and lunch 11AM - 4PM
4PM Petach Tikva...
[13/11/2017, 18:36:06] Dan: attached: <00001095-PHOTO-2017-11-13-18-36-06.jpg>
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[13/11/2017, 18:36:30] Dan: I updated everyone by phone. Here are the questions that have already
come in:
[13/11/2017, 18:37:15] Dan: Let’s try to drag it out until the meeting with the customer. Unfortunately
we had to push to do it first, like I thought, and you all got cocky.
[13/11/2017, 18:37:28] Dan: Don’t tell anyone in the company outside of this forum, and Liron on the
flight.
[13/11/2017, 18:37:35] Dan: Nor the agents yet
[13/11/2017, 18:38:03] Dan: Think during the flight and prepare slides accordingly - how can we push
the customer for immediate use.
[13/11/2017, 19:48:42] Dan: The deadlines don’t look good. Trying to reschedule the meeting with the
customer for an earlier time and if we succeed we’ll all fly tonight at 5AM direct to Toronto.
[13/11/2017, 19:49:09] Dan: We’ll update soon about whether the customer can make it earlier
[13/11/2017, 20:41:54] Dr Avi Yanus: The flights to Toronto will be scheduled earlier, for 5AM.
[13/11/2017, 20:43:35] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001104-PHOTO-2017-11-13-20-43-34.jpg>
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[13/11/2017, 21:22:40] Dr Avi Yanus: I don’t think u r understanding me. We need to tie Moyse to it
since the feb appeal is about Moyse etc. Even if 100% they screwed us out of the wind deal, that would
go to the inducement action — and it’s their intention to get Hainey to never let us proceed w the
inducement action. Only other legal option would be to show they intentionally withheld evidence in
the Moyse action they were legally compelled to provide but failed to do so.
[13/11/2017, 21:31:49] Dr Avi Yanus: Total resumption of the routine. We fly as planned to Montreal.
[13/11/2017, 21:32:28] Dan: Until then I’d like to understand how Moyse forwarded it to the Dropbox,
and from there to WF!!!
[13/11/2017, 21:33:45] Guy Fikhte: There will be an explanation in bold red letters that it’s impossible
they didn’t rely on information that came from him. The explanation will combine the customer’s
affidavit and random statements that were made by other objects.
[13/11/2017, 21:34:51] Dan: That was cynical... but if you have an explanation, I’d be happy to be the
first to get it straight up
[13/11/2017, 21:35:31] Guy Fikhte: That too - and yes, you will be the first, right after Sarel
[13/11/2017, 21:36:13] Guy Fikhte: But we’ll sew it up in a way that includes Motse
[13/11/2017, 21:36:26] Guy Fikhte: (although...)
[13/11/2017, 21:36:54] Dan: In short, broken communication. Come on Moti
[13/11/2017, 21:37:28] Guy Fikhte: 🕺🕺
[13/11/2017, 21:37:35] Dr Avi Yanus: Repeat. Total resumption of the routine. We fly tomorrow as
planned on the first Air Canada flight to Toronto at noon, and from there to Montreal.
[13/11/2017, 21:38:32] Ran Shacham: Avi, thanks a lot for the updates and managers
[13/11/2017, 21:39:37] Dr Avi Yanus: * and managing the contact with the agents / customer...
[13/11/2017, 21:49:23] Dr Avi Yanus: Friends... The success of the meeting and the continuation of the
project will be determined by the operational successes in the meeting. Avi, I trust that after this week,
with its many difficulties and question marks, we’ll emerge on Wednesday with new strength and some
good exclamation marks!! Have a good trip, and good luck... Good luck
[13/11/2017, 21:49:28] Dr Avi Yanus: From Yossi..
[15/11/2017, 1:52:37] Dan: Continuing with your cab to Gadi.
[15/11/2017, 1:53:13] Guy Fikhte: 👍👍
[15/11/2017, 1:54:49] Dr Avi Yanus: The rooms are insane!!! We’ve all been upgraded.
Checkout tomorrow at 1PM, latest I could get, so do it before the meeting. Our meeting room at 10AM.
[15/11/2017, 1:55:08] Dr Avi Yanus: We’re all on the same floor, so please no unnecessary noise at
night.
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[15/11/2017, 12:54:07] Dr Avi Yanus: Friends. I’ve been with the team since 5AM, and I have to say
we’ve got a firework show here. No less.
You have this announcement now.
The customer will be delighted. No less..
[15/11/2017, 12:58:02] Guy Fikhte: ?
[15/11/2017, 12:59:26] Sarel Granit: The customer already asked to respond to the New York Times?
[15/11/2017, 12:59:34] Dr Avi Yanus: A while ago already...
[15/11/2017, 13:01:23] Guy Fikhte: Might be a bit slow in the mornings; Who sent the message, to
whom, following what, what’s the context
[15/11/2017, 13:05:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Me to Yossi.. Meeting with Liron.. Morale in general
[15/11/2017, 13:18:39] Guy Fikhte: Breakfast, anyone?
[15/11/2017, 13:19:22] Dr Avi Yanus: When are we sitting over the Excel? Or did you come to talk about
objects????
[15/11/2017, 13:19:45] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00001132-PHOTO-2017-11-15-13-19-45.jpg>
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[15/11/2017, 15:01:58] Dan: Everyone be in the meeting room in the next ten minutes please. Gadi said
they’ll come at 10:45 and needs to go over a few things with you guys.
[15/11/2017, 15:02:00] Dr Avi Yanus: Avi, be ready 15 minutes before. Might come earlier.
[15/11/2017, 15:02:10] Dan: Oxford meeting room, second floor
[15/11/2017, 15:02:19] Dr Avi Yanus: Suit??
[15/11/2017, 15:02:24] Sarel Granit: Good luck friends. Fingers crossed
[15/11/2017, 15:02:26] Ran Shacham: Suit
[15/11/2017, 15:02:30] Dan: Of course he cares about Black Cube, and no one knows what ID London is
[15/11/2017, 15:02:33] Dan: Of course a suit
[15/11/2017, 15:02:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Please be there with a printout of the Excel.
[15/11/2017, 15:02:37] Dan: Tie not required
[15/11/2017, 15:05:50] Dr Avi Yanus: Avi, I’ve done my part... He’s coming to the meeting.. Now
everything depends on you.. The whole project! Don’t let us down!
[15/11/2017, 15:06:01] Dr Avi Yanus: Yossi. You’re 100% right. The show is about to begin. Let’s light this
up.
[15/11/2017, 15:09:07] Dan: Come on guys, I’ve got things to finalize with each of you
[15/11/2017, 15:09:13] Dan: Waiting in the meeting room
[15/11/2017, 15:14:05] Dan: And again this big black guy comes into the meeting room and shouts,
what’s up black cube you all cool need anything???
[15/11/2017, 15:14:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Oh no...
[15/11/2017, 15:15:36] Dan: Took care of it, I hope we don’t get another one. Changed it on all systems.
[15/11/2017, 15:20:16] Dr Avi Yanus: - If anyone hasn’t left their room yet, let Lipaz know now.
[15/11/2017, 15:24:06] Dan: Come on
[15/11/2017, 16:57:17] Dan: Does anyone understand what we’ve missed and how we get out of it?
[15/11/2017, 18:54:54] Dr Avi Yanus: In one sentence - 1. Wrong choice of object. You might as well
have recorded my grandmother. 2. Everything was there from the start (apparently on the internet...
hope not... checking...)
[15/11/2017, 19:12:50] Guy Fikhte: That’s not true, I’ll write you a detailed explanation
[15/11/2017, 19:19:12] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s not true because that’s what you think or because I don’t
understand the customer?
[15/11/2017, 19:35:54] Dan: This is nearing the end
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[15/11/2017, 19:35:55] Dan: Few min.

[15/11/2017, 23:32:58] Dan: Safari - 15 Nov 2017 at 22:43.pdf • 1 page <attached: 00001161-Safari - 15
Nov 2017 at 22_43.pdf>

00001161-Safari - 15
Nov 2017 at 22_43.pd

[15/11/2017, 23:33:30] Dan: Improved. There’s an opening to our story already. Tomorrow they’ll
confront everyone and publish more.
[15/11/2017, 23:35:36] Dan: A person familiar with the matter said Black Cube was investigating West
Face on behalf of another client and that Catalyst wasn’t a client.

[16/11/2017, 0:11:00] Dr Avi Yanus: We came back “empty handed” this time, but with many tasks for
which, if we do them right and correctly next time, we’ll be richly rewarded.
[16/11/2017, 19:08:53] Dan: attached: <00001172-PHOTO-2017-11-16-19-08-53.jpg>
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00001161-Safari - 15
Nov 2017 at 22_43.pd

[16/11/2017, 19:09:13] Dan: Are the materials prepared???? What do we release first?
[16/11/2017, 19:17:36] Guy Fikhte: Almost ready, depends who we decide to start with, and what the
cover is; I understand that it’s changed?
[16/11/2017, 19:18:20] Ran Shacham: Materials showing there was fraud at Wind, bought at 1.5, sold at
0.3, and then sold again at 1.6. He needs to understand our story and why we’re telling it to him
[16/11/2017, 19:18:23] Ran Shacham: She
[16/11/2017, 19:19:02] Dan: The cover story hasn’t changed
[16/11/2017, 19:19:12] Dan: We have her and we have Bloomberg
[16/11/2017, 19:19:17] Dan: We’ll divide it fifty-fifty
[16/11/2017, 19:19:19] Dan: Canada UAA
[16/11/2017, 19:19:51] Guy Fikhte: UAA?
[16/11/2017, 19:20:43] Sarel Granit: USA
[16/11/2017, 19:24:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Need all stuff from yesterday to Brian ASAP. Esp re Alex (former
anson employee etc).
[16/11/2017, 19:24:33] Dr Avi Yanus: From the customer
[16/11/2017, 19:24:54] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Take care of this. Monitoring by Dan and then on to Naomi’s
email, in exactly the same way.
[16/11/2017, 19:27:39] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy, confirm to me that you’re handling it. Schedule, etc. The
customer is pushing.
[16/11/2017, 19:31:57] Guy Fikhte: If it’s the same cover, we can release an updated Victoria regarding
their economic situation, to explain what they were aiming towards
[16/11/2017, 19:32:15] Guy Fikhte: Where did the customer push, and how is Naomi connected to this?
[16/11/2017, 19:32:45] Guy Fikhte: We didn’t have any contact with Anson employees
[16/11/2017, 19:32:59] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. There are two axes. Dan is taking care of communication. I’m
with the customer and Brian. You receive tasks from both of us.
[16/11/2017, 19:33:30] Dr Avi Yanus: Naomi is Brian’s lawyer if you’ve forgotten.
[16/11/2017, 19:33:34] Guy Fikhte: Priority?
[16/11/2017, 19:33:44] Guy Fikhte: I haven’t forgotten anything, I was just dealing with Dan’s messages
[16/11/2017, 19:34:01] Dr Avi Yanus: For me, by the end of today. Dan is more urgent.
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[16/11/2017, 19:45:45] Dan: Got a call with Bloomberg, deputy editor in chief!!! Tomorrow 9AM from
York. Trying to postpone the Canadian to tomorrow as well. Today we won’t have enough time to give
her material. In short, Guy tomorrow at around 1PM Israel time everything needs to be ready for
sending. And distributed to two newspapers.
[16/11/2017, 19:53:52] Guy Fikhte: Customer:
Apparently he means Singh (?) Who wasn’t included at all in the presentation, because the objects from
Anson weren’t there and weren’t discussed, maybe he’s getting confused with Petach Tikva? In any
case, we’ll whiten the transcription parts of the presentation, it’ll be ready soon.
Press:
I suggest (very preliminary):

Dear Journalist,

thank you for your inquiry. We have been contracted to provide intelligence regarding a massive fraud,
committed towards a businessman, the essence of which is providing false representation regarding the
regulatory future on Wind Telecom. The fraud took place during 2013-2014 and was committed by a
consortium led by Greg Boland of WFC and Tony Lacavera of Globalive. The main elements of the fraud
were the extraction of information regarding the regulatory future and its derivatives in terms of future
value of Wind, following its almost guaranteed purchase of additional spectrum. Information that was
available to that Consortium from various sources and was used to defraud multiple entities. Including
Catalyst Capital which was a bidder, and Verizon which was a potential bidder, and above all Vimpelcom, the former owner and investor in Wind.
During the progression of the project we have found significant evidence to the existence of the fraud,
and should a trusting relationship be formed between us we would be glad to share. As a token of trust,
one of the verticals we explored was WF’s financial stability and its investment prowess, i.e - bring about
evidence demonstrating they are an investments failure ever since 2010, with exclusion of the highly
successful yet fraudulent Wind deal. We attach the transcript and some audio samples from an internal
source at WF, to use at your discretion
[16/11/2017, 19:58:18] Guy Fikhte: In other words, trying to create a relationship of trust and
information exchange, in return for objective coverage. Whether or not this approach works, we need
to decide (in advance) what exactly we want to expose to them, and from which sources. Preliminary
suggestion for that as well:
Canada 1) Attempt to collect information from Moyse, and Singh’s objection to it (Singh, maybe others)
2) Financial position and inability of West Face (Victoria, Bei)
3) Misrepresentation towards the regulator - Chinese, Russian investors, acquiring Wind to sell to a
strategic investor (Singh, Brim early, Robillard)
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4) Maybe something from Yu Zhao
USA
3) Misrepresentation (like Canada)
5) Severe fraud (Brim late)
[16/11/2017, 19:58:29] Guy Fikhte: Please confirm / guide / etc.
[16/11/2017, 19:58:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Excellent.
Also push Singh to Brian from the last presentation. Whitened.
[16/11/2017, 19:59:20] Dr Avi Yanus: Dan... I’m not respond to that. Just make sure to arrange whitened
materials so we can push everything to Brian. Come on, let him start carding in, he’ll enjoy it too...
[16/11/2017, 20:06:23] Guy Fikhte: Do you want a complete whitened transcript or just the
presentation slides?
[16/11/2017, 20:06:55] Guy Fikhte: I think complete is better, there can always be surprises. Unless
we’ve been instructed
[16/11/2017, 20:06:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Just a presentation. One to one.
[16/11/2017, 20:07:00] Guy Fikhte: * instructed otherwise
[16/11/2017, 20:07:05] Guy Fikhte: OK
[16/11/2017, 20:07:14] Guy Fikhte: Dan?
[16/11/2017, 20:07:34] Dr Avi Yanus: Agree but want him to ask for it. Not push it on him.
[16/11/2017, 20:07:49] Guy Fikhte: 100%
[16/11/2017, 21:11:01] Guy Fikhte: https://blackcube.box.com/s/zn75r76hbg4q07cyd8layua2fj6flurt
[16/11/2017, 21:12:38] Guy Fikhte: This is the whitened presentation, of the last time + Singh from last
time; The two last slides should be deleted before transferring, it was not done before sending here
because the synchronization of Camouflage 2 messes up the synchronization of the other points. For
approval and further instructions. Avi - if we forward it to the lawyers, we have a shared folder with
them, and that’s how we forwarded them materials in the past
[16/11/2017, 21:12:51] Guy Fikhte: Once it’s been approved - we can move it into that folder
[16/11/2017, 21:13:42] Dan: 90 percent sure we’ve succeeded in postponing the Canadian journalist till
tomorrow noon as well. Request to prepare all the materials to a level that is ready for journalists.
Whitened plus audio segments.
[16/11/2017, 21:13:56] Dan: We’ll speak late morning and see how we divide the tasks and to whom
[16/11/2017, 21:14:06] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s a PPT file.
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[16/11/2017, 21:14:10] Dan: And what do we save for next week, let’s say. It can be in slices like he
asked
[16/11/2017, 21:14:24] Dr Avi Yanus: Since when do files like this can forward with audio segments??
[16/11/2017, 21:14:23] Dan: If she publishes it tonight it’ll be short and vague, and will leave us room till
tomorrow
[16/11/2017, 21:14:58] Guy Fikhte: The lawyers got everything, including full audio, not just in
presentation format.
[16/11/2017, 21:15:06] Dr Avi Yanus: Huhhhhhh????
[16/11/2017, 21:15:15] Guy Fikhte: Invited to look in the folder
[16/11/2017, 21:15:22] Guy Fikhte: They also went over the complete transcripts and gave their
comments
[16/11/2017, 21:15:34] Dan: And you’re asking me why we need bm policies
[16/11/2017, 21:16:15] Dr Avi Yanus: Sorry. Right. After the meeting with them they asked for it.
[16/11/2017, 21:16:24] Dr Avi Yanus: And now again, just in PDF
[16/11/2017, 21:16:26] Guy Fikhte: In other words, further to what we agreed upon yesterday: Slice per
object per area, or just per object?
And the subjects I wrote above are acceptable to you?
[16/11/2017, 21:16:57] Dr Avi Yanus: Unrelated. I need more staff to remind me what I confirmed and
to whom..:-)
[16/11/2017, 21:17:08] Guy Fikhte: Then you want us to convert the presentation to PDF, without the
audio segments?
[16/11/2017, 21:17:15] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Now PDF.
[16/11/2017, 21:17:21] Guy Fikhte: Because they’ll do exactly as they did before - and request the audio
[16/11/2017, 21:17:28] Dr Avi Yanus: Exactly. Don’t take out the audio, it’ll get lost in the conversion.
[16/11/2017, 21:17:37] Dr Avi Yanus: Exactly!!!!!!!!!!!!!
[16/11/2017, 21:17:48] Dr Avi Yanus: I want it from them!!
[16/11/2017, 21:18:11] Guy Fikhte: Is any one of you planning on going over it before?
[16/11/2017, 21:18:51] Dr Avi Yanus: Upload a link to the PDF here. Invited to look over it in the next
two hours and then I’ll upload to the folder.
[16/11/2017, 21:21:52] Guy Fikhte: https://blackcube.box.com/s/3wh9zty702gahovgmudgrcvaidl34219
[16/11/2017, 21:21:58] Guy Fikhte: This message was deleted.
[16/11/2017, 21:22:25] Guy Fikhte: The PDF
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[16/11/2017, 21:23:01] Dan: According to the segmentation you suggested it’s OK
[16/11/2017, 21:23:58] Dr Avi Yanus: Perfect. Confirming - all (!!) of the intel from Singh is here?
[16/11/2017, 21:24:54] Guy Fikhte: Affirmative
[16/11/2017, 21:28:32] Dan: Regarding communication
[16/11/2017, 21:30:16] Dr Avi Yanus: Uploading the PDF to the box around two hours from now with
Naomi..
[16/11/2017, 21:32:49] Dan: Hahahaha Guy. The term is fund of funds.
[16/11/2017, 21:33:04] Dan: Change it in all slides and all headings.
[16/11/2017, 21:33:12] Guy Fikhte: Shit
[16/11/2017, 21:33:20] Dr Avi Yanus: Hahahahahaha
[16/11/2017, 21:33:25] Dan: And in plural, funds of funds
[16/11/2017, 21:33:47] Dr Avi Yanus: Who would believe that only now I understand the case plus all
the objects???
[16/11/2017, 21:34:02] Dan: And not because of the customer
[16/11/2017, 21:34:05] Dr Avi Yanus: I swear, only now
[16/11/2017, 21:34:11] Dr Avi Yanus: Exactly...:-)
[16/11/2017, 21:38:57] Guy Fikhte: The files will be here in PPT format, so you can edit if you want.
After fixing the fund name. And then, go to sleep. Otherwise it’ll be gibberish
Camouflage 2.0\Meetings with the Client\Documents Given - 16.11.2017
[16/11/2017, 21:40:26] Dr Avi Yanus: Save a PDF as well and send a link
[16/11/2017, 21:40:32] Dr Avi Yanus: And good night Guy!
[16/11/2017, 21:40:54] Guy Fikhte: Sure; I’ll replace the current one so the link should work (I think...)
In any case need to copy it from there
[16/11/2017, 21:41:10] Dr Avi Yanus: Great
[16/11/2017, 21:41:23] Dr Avi Yanus: I promise, there’ll be more objects in the future!!
[16/11/2017, 21:43:49] Guy Fikhte: Thanks Avi, I was really concerned
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[17/11/2017, 16:24:13] Dan: Because you saw what Sarah said yesterday that she’d try to wait for our
materials
[17/11/2017, 16:24:21] Dr Avi Yanus: Guardian has something
[17/11/2017, 16:24:30] Dan: She’s very familiar with the story too. It would be hard to play her. No?
[17/11/2017, 16:25:06] Dan: On the one hand it’s good, on the other hand I really wouldn’t dictate the
story to her like I would to an Israeli.... on the third hand though, she would write quickly, and someone
else would take a while to investigate it
[17/11/2017, 16:25:45] Guy Fikhte: To be honest I thought you’d spoken and all this was subsequent;
regardless, the article is balanced… and yes, whether or not she buys the story, she’s an excellent
channel to pass through information
[17/11/2017, 16:26:28] Guy Fikhte: So we can play it around tell her that the interest of customer A and
customer K are identical, and the information is relevant either way.
[17/11/2017, 16:27:11] Dan: Opinions? Other group members? Work with her or go with Bloomberg?
[17/11/2017, 16:27:29] Guy Fikhte: Why choose? We love them all
[17/11/2017, 16:27:44] Guy Fikhte: Except for Wall Street, those bastards
[17/11/2017, 16:27:53] Dan: We haven’t spoken. Ido spoke to her five minutes and asked to wait till
tomorrow, and gave her everything. She didn’t wait
[17/11/2017, 16:28:14] Dan: But then we need to distribute the material really carefully. So no one gets
hurt by it.
[17/11/2017, 16:28:55] Dan: And I’m concerned that she’s more familiar with the case than we are and
will take it in different directions, instead of a dumb journalist who I would spoon feed in Israel, as you
saw in the history of the last five years.
[17/11/2017, 16:29:36] Dan: What do you guys say? If we go with her then I’ll start now, no sense
waiting till Monday.
[17/11/2017, 16:35:12] Guy Fikhte: I’m in favor - we’ll whiten Brim
[17/11/2017, 16:36:04] Dr Avi Yanus: I have no opinion on the matter. I trust your intuition.
[17/11/2017, 16:36:55] Dan: Sarel, Ran?
[17/11/2017, 16:38:47] Sarel Granit: I think exclusivity is better than getting scattered out, that way it
stays under control. I don’t know the difference between the newspapers, but they’re both very
widespread. Better to go with someone we can spoon feed
[17/11/2017, 16:38:48] Ran Shacham: I’m in favor of starting with someone new who can be played and
tell him the story from the start
[17/11/2017, 16:39:08] Ran Shacham: We’re not as strong as we think vs. the journalists who actually
know what they’re talking about
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[17/11/2017, 16:40:04] Guy Fikhte: The information is the same information, and just as valuable. If we
serve as an effective source, and we are an effective source, then it could be beneficial. (On the other
hand, I know nothing at all about working with the media)
[17/11/2017, 16:57:02] Dan: The bottom line, in brief: on Sunday I’ll try with all kinds of representatives
of foreign newspapers in Israel. If it doesn’t go, we’ll get back to that Barbara on Monday. The customer
can wait a little longer.
[17/11/2017, 16:57:35] Sarel Granit: Want to use Yossi Avishai for this?
[17/11/2017, 16:58:01] Dan: Yes. Good idea. Ask him who he knows among representatives of Canadian
or American economic newspapers in Israel.
[17/11/2017, 17:15:02] Sarel Granit: He says he has connections that could help. He’ll be in the office
on Sunday
[18/11/2017, 9:20:54] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001296-PHOTO-2017-11-18-09-20-53.jpg>
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[18/11/2017, 9:21:24] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001297-PHOTO-2017-11-18-09-21-23.jpg>
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[18/11/2017, 9:55:31] Dr Avi Yanus: Anyone remember when and how Gadi / Petach Tikva were given
recordings of the meetings with the judge?
[18/11/2017, 10:21:17] Sarel Granit: I know that after the first meeting with the customer you gave Gadi
transcripts and recordings.
[18/11/2017, 10:27:41] Guy Fikhte: Not sure that Gadi has - for sure the lawyers, and definitely the
woman journalist in grey.
[18/11/2017, 10:28:19] Dan: How did we forward it to the journalist?
[18/11/2017, 10:28:41] Guy Fikhte: Through Jim Riley I think
[18/11/2017, 10:28:45] Guy Fikhte: By email
[18/11/2017, 10:30:49] Guy Fikhte: I also remember that I spoke with him and Gadi on Sukkot or Rosh
Hashanah eve, because one of them promised the Petach Tikva journalist a video of the meeting.
[18/11/2017, 10:34:11] Guy Fikhte: Petach Tikva did not receive recordings or materials, except for
pictures of the meeting, a short video, and whitened correspondence (without infrastructure). Based on
our conversation with them as well, it’s clear that they haven’t received recordings or transcripts.
[18/11/2017, 11:41:32] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m putting aside the possibility that Brian gave it to her from the
box. Unlikely.
What’s in “grey”, and what’s the bottom line?
[18/11/2017, 11:42:09] Dr Avi Yanus: Can verify. Very important.
[18/11/2017, 11:49:45] Guy Fikhte: The phone calls have begun.. Newton (as advised by his pals...)
decided to use all materials about the judge through the media. He’s asking that he transcripts and
audio/video segments be uploaded tomorrow accordingly without (!!) Any reference to “Yonatan” (the
lawyer from the firm) - this is currently not being published. It should be in some Hotmail / Gmail
account, and he will transfer it to the PR person, and she to the reporter. Objections by tomorrow noon
to me please. Guy - Request that it be in the box folder by noon (Israel time), that way we can go over
the files before uploading to the box.
[18/11/2017, 11:49:45] Guy Fikhte: Saved in an email draft with 3 attached files
[18/11/2017, 11:49:46] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00001310-PHOTO-2017-11-18-11-49-46.jpg>
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[18/11/2017, 11:50:00] Guy Fikhte: Copying messages from September 21 from that group
[18/11/2017, 11:51:04] Guy Fikhte: All in all, we transferred the material in grey to:
David Moore
Brian and Brian in the folder
As a draft on email, and we don’t know where it went from there.
[18/11/2017, 11:52:05] Guy Fikhte: Gadi called. The journalist is expressing doubts about whether the
story is true. This is what happens when materials pass through ten hands. He asked us to send Erez to
meet her. I said there’s no way to have Active meet a journalist. We’re protecting him. But we’d happily
meet her and show her that everything’s real. And there’s no way we won’t convince here, we’ve done
it dozens of times already. In the meantime, I told him we’ll collect all testimonies indicating that it’s
real. His business card, if we have it. All the pictures we have. A report by the Canadian private
investigator who accompanied the meeting, confirming that it was held. All of the back and forth emails
with him. And other ideas. Guy, please go over everything and send me a link to go over it. And anyway,
with each passing hour I feel dumber that we’re not there. We’re dragging on the holiday as much as
possible, but Guy and Avi, you should start looking for flights soon. The project is slipping away from our
hands because we’re fat lazy bastards who’ve been eating too many holiday meals.
[18/11/2017, 12:04:44] Dr Avi Yanus: And I assume there won’t be any objections..:-)
[18/11/2017, 12:05:04] Guy Fikhte: There weren’t, and it was done.
[18/11/2017, 12:05:44] Dr Avi Yanus: All set.
[18/11/2017, 12:06:07] Dr Avi Yanus: recordings with voice distortion...
[18/11/2017, 12:18:04] Sarel Granit: Really
[18/11/2017, 13:22:56] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Send me an email with all the main parties who are involved
in the dispute, to check for a conflict in the division into “good/for” and “bad/against”, specifically
including Singh, Moyse and Bei. Link to the website / linkedin of each party.
Including Michael Friedman, Wind, Catalyst... Thanks!
[18/11/2017, 13:23:12] Dr Avi Yanus: * By tomorrow noon Israel time
[18/11/2017, 13:30:50] Dr Avi Yanus: * Make sure Liron sends the summary by this evening, and
especially “my” part in it.
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[20/11/2017, 15:41:49] Dr Avi Yanus: I’m sorry to announce that the customer has simply lost his mind.
Soon I’ll try to update with operative instructions.
[20/11/2017, 15:51:57] Dr Avi Yanus: In the meantime, Guy - have someone urgently check the calls
with Newbould. According to the customer (again), the transcripts are not good, particularly involving
the racism issue, etc.
[20/11/2017, 15:52:37] Guy Fikhte: OK
[20/11/2017, 16:13:31] Guy Fikhte: audio omitted
[20/11/2017, 16:13:57] Guy Fikhte: Invited to send it to him...
[20/11/2017, 16:14:03] Guy Fikhte: Let him transcribe it himself
[20/11/2017, 16:15:32] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy be serious for a second here...
[20/11/2017, 16:15:56] Dr Avi Yanus: I have no problem hitting back. Just tell me that an analyst
checked it. Slides vs. audio.
[20/11/2017, 16:15:56] Guy Fikhte: That’s the harshest and most racist statement, the audio is perfect
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[20/11/2017, 16:16:18] Dr Avi Yanus: He says there are other statements..
[20/11/2017, 16:16:51] Guy Fikhte: Hardly any, in any case we’re confirming.
[20/11/2017, 16:18:40] Guy Fikhte: At least the clip I sent was perfect, and that was the harshest
statement, by a wide margin relative to the others.
[20/11/2017, 17:10:45] Dr Avi Yanus: Guy. Please confirm again this evening (the strongest statement in
the transcript that was sent to Brian and Naomi). Just tell him you’ve checked it and I’ll punch back full
strength.
[20/11/2017, 17:25:07] Dr Avi Yanus: By the way. This crushed the all-time record for the most screams,
curses, degradations and threats I’ve ever received from a customer.
[20/11/2017, 17:25:33] Dr Avi Yanus: Of course I kept calm for now, which unfortunately made him lose
it even more.
[20/11/2017, 19:12:41] Dr Avi Yanus: Gadi.
First, the partner of the customer (or Petach Tikva) is the one that messed up and gave the reporter all
the tapes, and now the issue is fully under her control.
The two possibilities are:
1. That his partner (or Petach Tikva) asks the reporter, as a journalistic source of the material, that the
article not be published, etc. That it would hurt him, etc.
2. We’ll contact the reporter and get her on our side. We’ll explain the full picture to her, and an article
will be published against the judge, and not (as it currently appears) against our friend.
In parallel -

2. The issue of the paper vs. two leading newspapers - Economist and Bloomberg at work. It will take a
few days until the article is published. It can’t be made earlier.
3. An article in English can be published in Haaretz English within one day - if he thinks it will help. He’s
currently not listening to that option.
4. The materials were sent to Brian against for the second time. The first time was Friday morning. He
isn’t calling us.
Also (and we don’t have to tell him this now) We can’t find his “lost” emails anywhere, and as it seems at the moment, this is simply his way of saying,
for completely different reasons, that our work is terrible.
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After giving it a great deal of thought, these are the possibilities, and they’re very good right now, but
our friend is going through a nervous breakdown, and is unable to function or listen. He can emerge
from this story a winner, but he’s busy looking for people to blame, and has forgotten that two months
ago he almost lost the appeal.

I’d be happy to discuss this at length in two and a half hours once he lands.
[20/11/2017, 19:13:53] Dr Avi Yanus: Sarel - except for what the customer promised me personally, that
he would chase each one of us until the day we die... except for that “young guy” (Liron)..:-)
[20/11/2017, 19:15:35] Guy Fikhte: Updating - we’ve gone over the two transcripts, were able to
improve the paperwork, closed a few more things which were unclear until now, and in general the
transcription looks better. No changes to anything serious - invite you to review, still saved on track
changes. Regarding the most important point: There’s only one reference to racism, this is how it looks
after 5 pass throughs:
[20/11/2017, 19:15:39] Guy Fikhte: attached: <00001347-PHOTO-2017-11-20-19-15-39.jpg>

[20/11/2017, 19:15:59] Guy Fikhte: The key point is the one in bold, no change to the audio.
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[20/11/2017, 19:21:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Send it here as a file
[20/11/2017, 19:58:08] Dan: Economist are in, finalized! Editor in chief confirmed. Trying to push to
make it happen this Thursday evening. Ran, you might have to meet with the journalist when I’m abroad
to move things forward.
[20/11/2017, 19:58:41] Ran Shacham: No problem
[20/11/2017, 21:11:04] Guy Fikhte: Which part?
[20/11/2017, 21:12:29] Dr Avi Yanus: Transcript with track changes. I’ll upload it to the box of Brian M
[20/11/2017, 21:26:27] Guy Fikhte: Newbould - 2nd Meeting full - 18092017 - W Review Changes 4C20.11 - White.docx <attached: 00001354-Newbould - 2nd Meeting full - 18092017 - W Review Changes
4C- 20.11 - White.docx>

00001354-Newbould
- 2nd Meeting full - 18

[20/11/2017, 21:26:37] Guy Fikhte: After cleaning the updater’s identity (recorded by default
[20/11/2017, 21:26:40] Guy Fikhte: and full whitening
[20/11/2017, 21:59:14] Dr Avi Yanus: Avi. Thanks for the lengthy and comprehensive explanation. I think
the analysis, in general, is correct. It’d be a good idea for you to send him a message in a similar
wording, first for information purposes and so he has it before him, and maybe after thinking it over
he’ll accept the recommendations. Please keep us updated. Good night
[20/11/2017, 22:08:42] Dan: Setup a second meeting with the journalist from the Economist tomorrow
before taking off at 9AM at ben gurion airport. Guy will call you soon and we’ll prepare what we’re
forwarding. Tomorrow it won’t be background material anymore, instead forwarding real material
[20/11/2017, 23:29:12] Dan: Finished an hour and a half with Liron, we have an excellent presentation
for the morning meeting with the journalist
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[22/11/2017, 21:55:04] Dan: I spoke to the customer. Wants me to speak with the journalist tomorrow
night. Admit the judge story and just say that he didn’t order it and didn’t know that it was done at our
initiative.
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[24/11/2017, 16:32:31] Dan: OK call with Christy last night. Pretty hostile but promised to write fairly. I
think it’ll come out in the next few days. They made out Sha to be really terrible towards her, and told
her lots of things they shouldn’t have said. They think a journalist is a judge... let’s see what comes out
of it, and then we’ll see if we need to make adjustments for the other journalists. In total it’ll be good for
us, I assume we’ve found more corruption on the judge’s end, although she’ll write that it’s unethical...
retard
[25/11/2017, 6:57:47] Dr Avi Yanus: http://nationalpost.com/feature/exclusive-the-judge-the-stingblack-cube-and-me
[25/11/2017, 7:18:41] Dr Avi Yanus: It’s amazing that Newton excoriated us like that, when actually
everything blew up because of the Petach Tikva’s slacker attitude, with no connection to us or to the
Hollywood story.
What isn’t so amazing is that you, Gadi, were not honest with us along the way, and let us feel this way
even though you knew it for sure.
Maybe that’s how they work at the office, but not in the business world.
[25/11/2017, 7:18:50] Dr Avi Yanus: Sent it to the group with Yossi and Gadi.
[25/11/2017, 7:22:58] Dr Avi Yanus: We are of course working full speed ahead to promote articles and
to build legal strategies for use of our materials, to ensure that the customer wins the proceedings.
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[25/11/2017, 7:49:26] Dr Avi Yanus: <attached: 00001412-PHOTO-2017-11-25-07-49-25.jpg>
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[27/11/2017, 20:13:02] Guy Fikhte: What was the story about Singh, Bei and Victoria?
[27/11/2017, 20:13:49] Guy Fikhte: * The frame story
[27/11/2017, 20:14:12] Dan: That two kinds of inside information were forwarded. The spectrum
through Moyse. And the fact that the deal will be given regulatory approval through Wind
[27/11/2017, 20:14:43] Guy Fikhte: Need to censor Brim and then it’ll be just fine
[27/11/2017, 20:20:07] Guy Fikhte: Yujia is telling only the frame story at length, and it’s relevant only
because Brim says that he’s dirty + a friend of LaCavera’s for many years.

Regarding the two types of information:
- Spectrum came from Moyse and increased West Face’s motivation
- Regulatory approval (which is actually the wording of Catalyst’s offer, and the reason why they won)
came from Wind.

Brim addresses them both
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- Extensively regarding the wording of the deal
- In one valuable and clear sentence regarding the spectrum
[27/11/2017, 20:20:33] Guy Fikhte: We’ll just take the reference to Moyse out of Brim, and it’ll be 100%
[27/11/2017, 20:21:00] Dan: I think we took that off a long time ago. Go over the current version of the
presentation which is now under AP
[27/11/2017, 20:23:43] Guy Fikhte: Negative, need to remove slide 23
[27/11/2017, 20:27:38] Dan: That’s it?
[27/11/2017, 20:33:09] Guy Fikhte: That’s it, Liron’s cutting it and you’ll have it straight away
[27/11/2017, 20:33:17] Dan: Great
[28/11/2017, 18:25:15] Ran Shacham: Gadi called me all stressed out, said that the customer is
complaining that we’re screening him out, and he needs answers about the articles. Said we have to
speak to the customer before 9PM Israel time, since otherwise Gadi is screwed because he can’t answer
the questions
[28/11/2017, 18:26:43] Dr Avi Yanus: He called me too. I told him I’m managing a lot of things in the
company but not Dan’s schedule, and I offered him that I could call the customer - he said he preferred
not.

[30/11/2017, 7:45:15] Dr Avi Yanus: http://nationalpost.com/opinion/christie-blatchford-the-night-twoalleged-spies-were-sent-to-dinner-and-two-more-spies-showed-up
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[07/12/2017, 15:41:47] Dan: We’re working with lawyers and connections to implement in media in
London on 3 papers: Forbes UK, Daily Mail and Buzzfeed in this order. If you think buzzfeed is irellevant
or not good enough please tell us and we’ll take off from list. We’re pressuring as hard as possible. Much
better if it goes out from a decent paper than from our own commentary which no one will write about
except a blog... will update more tomorrow regarding these papers.
[07/12/2017, 15:41:52] Dan: That’s an update I forwarded to the customer
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